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Abstract

Digital Forensics is used to aid traditional preventive security mechanisms when they fail to curtail sophisticated and
stealthy cybercrime events. The Digital Forensic Investigation process is largely manual in nature, or at best quasiautomated, requiring a highly skilled labour force and involving a sizeable time investment. Industry standard tools
are evidence-centric, automate only a few precursory tasks (E.g. Parsing and Indexing) and have limited capabilities of
integration from multiple evidence sources. Furthermore, these tools are always human-driven.
These challenges are exacerbated in the increasingly computerized and highly networked environment of today. Volumes
of digital evidence to be collected and analyzed have increased, and so has the diversity of digital evidence sources involved
in a typical case. This further handicaps digital forensics practitioners, labs and law enforcement agencies, causing delays
in investigations and legal systems due to backlogs of cases. Improved efficiency of the digital investigation process is
needed, in terms of increasing the speed and reducing the human effort expended. This study aims at achieving this time
and effort reduction, by advancing automation within the digital forensic investigation process.
Using a Design Science research approach, artifacts are designed and developed to address these practical problems.
Summarily, the requirements, and architecture of a system for automating digital investigations in highly networked
environments are designed. The architecture initially focuses on automation of the identification and acquisition of digital
evidence, while later versions focus on full automation and self-organization of devices for all phases of the digital
investigation process. Part of the remote evidence acquisition capability of this system architecture is implemented as a
proof of concept. The speed and reliability of capturing digital evidence from remote mobile devices over a client-server
paradigm is evaluated. A method for the uniform representation and integration of multiple diverse evidence sources for
enabling automated correlation, simple reasoning and querying is developed and tested. This method is aimed at automating
the analysis phase of digital investigations. Machine Learning (ML)-based triage methods are developed and tested to
evaluate the feasibility and performance of using such techniques to automate the identification of priority digital evidence
fragments. Models from these ML methods are evaluated in identifying network protocols within DNS tunneled network
traffic. A large dataset is also created for future research in ML-based triage for identifying suspicious processes for memory
forensics.
From an ex ante evaluation, the designed system architecture enables individual devices to participate in the entire
digital investigation process, contributing their processing power towards alleviating the burden on the human analyst.
Experiments show that remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices over networks is feasible, however a single-TCPconnection paradigm scales poorly. A proof of concept experiment demonstrates the viability of the automated integration,
correlation and reasoning over multiple diverse evidence sources using semantic web technologies. Experimentation also
shows that ML-based triage methods can enable prioritization of certain digital evidence sources, for acquisition or analysis,
with up to 95% accuracy.
The artifacts developed in this study provide concrete ways to enhance automation in the digital forensic investigation
process to increase the investigation speed and reduce the amount of costly human intervention needed.
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ABSTRACT

Digital Forensics is used to aid traditional preventive security mechanisms
when they fail to curtail sophisticated and stealthy cybercrime events. The
Digital Forensic Investigation process is largely manual in nature, or at best
quasi-automated, requiring a highly skilled labour force and involving a sizeable time investment. Industry standard tools are evidence-centric, automate
only a few precursory tasks (E.g. Parsing and Indexing) and have limited capabilities of integration from multiple evidence sources. Furthermore, these
tools are always human-driven.
These challenges are exacerbated in the increasingly computerized and
highly networked environment of today. Volumes of digital evidence to be
collected and analyzed have increased, and so has the diversity of digital evidence sources involved in a typical case. This further handicaps digital forensics practitioners, labs and law enforcement agencies, causing delays in investigations and legal systems due to backlogs of cases. Improved efficiency of
the digital investigation process is needed, in terms of increasing the speed
and reducing the human effort expended. This study aims at achieving this
time and effort reduction, by advancing automation within the digital forensic
investigation process.
Using a Design Science research approach, artifacts are designed and developed to address these practical problems. Summarily, the requirements,
and architecture of a system for automating digital investigations in highly
networked environments are designed. The architecture initially focuses on
automation of the identification and acquisition of digital evidence, while later
versions focus on full automation and self-organization of devices for all
phases of the digital investigation process. Part of the remote evidence acquisition capability of this system architecture is implemented as a proof of concept. The speed and reliability of capturing digital evidence from remote mobile devices over a client-server paradigm is evaluated. A method for the uniform representation and integration of multiple diverse evidence sources for
enabling automated correlation, simple reasoning and querying is developed
and tested. This method is aimed at automating the analysis phase of digital
investigations. Machine Learning (ML)-based triage methods are developed
and tested to evaluate the feasibility and performance of using such techniques
to automate the identification of priority digital evidence fragments. Models
from these ML methods are evaluated in identifying network protocols within
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DNS tunneled network traffic. A large dataset is also created for future research in ML-based triage for identifying suspicious processes for memory
forensics.
From an ex ante evaluation, the designed system architecture enables individual devices to participate in the entire digital investigation process, contributing their processing power towards alleviating the burden on the human
analyst. Experiments show that remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices
over networks is feasible, however a single-TCP-connection paradigm scales
poorly. A proof of concept experiment demonstrates the viability of the automated integration, correlation and reasoning over multiple diverse evidence
sources using semantic web technologies. Experimentation also shows that
ML-based triage methods can enable prioritization of certain digital evidence
sources, for acquisition or analysis, with up to 95% accuracy.
The artifacts developed in this study provide concrete ways to enhance automation in the digital forensic investigation process to increase the investigation speed and reduce the amount of costly human intervention needed.
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SAMMANFATTNING (ABSTRACT IN SWEDISH)

Digital forensik används när reguljära säkerhetsarrangemang har
misslyckats att identifiera och förhindra internetrelaterad brottlighet. Den
digitala forensiska – eller kriminaltekniska - processen består till stora delar
av manuellt arbete, även om vissa delar kan automatiseras. Processen kräver
hög kompetens av utredaren och utredningarna tar ofta lång tid i anspråk. De
etablerade verktyg som finns för att stödja denna process är beviscentrerade
och automatiserar endast några få uppgifter (t.ex. indexering och språklig
analys), samt har begränsade möjligheter att integrera flera olika typer av
beviskällor. Dessa begränsningar skapar en svår situation vilken löpande
försämras genom dagens alltmer datoriserade och internetbaserade omvärld.
Mängden digitala bevis vilka samlas in och analyseras har ökat, det samma
gäller antalet olika slag av digitala beviskällor i ett typiskt rättsfall. Detta
försvårar för digitala forensiker och brottsbekämpande myndigheter samt
orsakar förseningar i utredningar och rättsfall genom långa
handläggningstider. Förbättrad effektivitet i den digitala forensiska processen
är nödvändig. Detta kan ske genom att öka hastigheten och minska behovet
av mänsklig inblandning i processen där så möjligt. Denna studie syftar till att
uppnå denna tids- och arbetsreduktion genom att främja automation i den
digitala forensiska processen.
Med hjälp av forskningsmetoden designvetenskap har artefakter utformats
och utvecklats för att hantera dessa praktiska problem. Sammanfattningsvis
utformas krav på och arkitektur för ett system för automatisering av
digitalforensiska undersökningar i dagens dator- och nätverksmiljöer.
Arkitekturen fokuserar inledningsvis på automatisering i samband med
identifiering och säkring av digitala bevis, medan senare versioner av
arkitekturen fokuserar på fullständig automation och självorganisering av
enheter för alla faser i den digitalforensiska utredningen.
Arkitekturen erbjuder förmågan att säkra bevis från enheter som är
uppkopplade till systemet via Internet, vilket delvis demonstreras genom
konceptvalidering. Hastigheten och tillförlitligheten för att säkra digitala bevis
från fjärranslutna mobila enheter i en klient-serverlösning utvärderas. En
metod för enhetlig representation och integration av flera olika typer av
beviskällor för att möjliggöra automatiserad korrelation, enkla härledningar
med möjligheter att ställa frågor utvecklas och testas. Metoden syftar till att
automatisera analysfasen av digitalforensiska undersökningar. Metoder
baserade på maskininlärning utvecklas och testas för att utvärdera
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genomförbarheten och prestanda för att använda sådana tekniker för att
automatisera identifieringen av prioriterade digitala bevisavsnitt. Modeller
från dessa maskininlärningsmetoder utvärderas genom identifiering av olika
nätverksprotokoll
i
nätverkstrafik
gömd
bland
trafik
för
domännamnsuppslagningar. Ett omfattande mängd testdata skapas också för
framtida forskning, främst inom tillämpning av maskininlärningsmetoder för
att identifiera misstänkta processer i datorers primärminne.
Slutsatserna är att enskilda enheter kan delta i hela den digitalforensiska
processen, vilket bidrar till dess förmåga att komma till korrekta slutsatser
kring bevisningen och att minska den mänskliga forensikerns arbetsbörda.
Experiment visade att fjärransluten bevisupptagning av mobila enheter via
nätverk är möjlig, men att dataöverföring via vanligt protokoll för
transportkontroll, TCP, inte fungerar bra vid överföring av stora volymer av
data. Ett konceptvalideringsexperiment visade att det är möjligt att
automatisera integrering, korrelation och resonemang kring flera olika typer
beviskällor med hjälp av semantisk webbteknik. Ytterligare experiment visade
också att metoder baserade på maskininlärning kan möjliggöra prioritering av
vissa digitala beviskällor, för förvärv eller analys, med upp till 95%
noggrannhet.
Artefakterna vilka utvecklats i denna studie ger konkreta förslag på hur den
digitalforensiska utredningsprocessen kan automatiseras i syfte att öka
undersökningshastigheten och minska behovet av mänsklig intervention, med
bibehållen tillförlitlighet.
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1. Introduction
“Begin at the beginning, and go on till you come to
the end: then stop.”
- Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

1.1. Background
The dawn of digital computing devices and networks, only a few decades ago,
heralded the beginning of a significant paradigm shift in the way mankind
performed everyday activities (Konsbruck, 2014). Today, computing devices
have permeated almost every facet of human activity through widespread innovation and implementation of novel ideas on how to involve computational
power, computers and networks for the betterment of society as a whole
(Casey et al., 2010).
Normal everyday activities such as transportation, communication, education, working, shopping, banking, seeking nourishment, engaging in fitness
activities, seeking healthcare services or government services, today all have
some aspect of computer involvement (Casey et al., 2010). The assistance of
computing devices has provided immense benefits in terms of convenience,
knowledge empowerment, and economies of scale (European Commission,
2017).
As a result of this massive digitization of activities, there has been a large
growth of digital information created, stored and transferred, within and between computing devices (or systems), in order to support daily human activities. For example: banking transactions with online banking services; shopping transactions on e-commerce websites, email and chat communication,
teleworking and video-conferencing exchanges, online courses and assignments, e-government portals, doctor’s appointments and healthcare records,
today all involve the use of computing devices and networks. The information
stored, processed and transmitted is often considered critical for the stakeholders involved, and in many cases it may be considered personal, or sensitive in nature, such as personal communication, healthcare records, banking
information or company secrets. The security of this information is thus imperative.
The primary elements of security are confidentiality, integrity and availability, and these need to be ensured on the computing systems, devices and
information – stored, processed or transferred (Bishop, 2005). Security also
relies on services such as authentication, access control, accountability and
non-repudiation, which aid in the achievement of the primary elements. Practical security measures implemented today to achieve these include the use of
access control lists, cryptographic schemes, anti-malware software, host and
1

network intrusion detection systems, system and event logging mechanisms,
firewalls, replication and redundancy measures and identity management processes, among others.
These mechanisms fall broadly under the categories of pre-emption, prevention, detection and deflection (Pfleeger, Pfleeger and Margulies, 2015),
which have been the hallmark of implementing a layered, or “defense in
depth” approach (Bishop, 2005; Pfleeger, Pfleeger and Margulies, 2015).
However, as indicated by Pfleeger, “seldom can we achieve perfect security”,
in fact, it is often accepted in the security community that even the best thought
out security mechanisms do eventually fail. This is echoed by Bejtlich noting
that, “security breaches are inevitable” and “any networked organization is
likely to suffer either sporadic or constant compromise”. (Bejtlich, 2013).
The ever-increasing aggressiveness and sophistication of attacks paints a
gloomy picture of the inability to evade security breaches using the traditional
methods of prevention and detection (Mandiant, 2017). Proactive and reactive
analytical methods such as network security monitoring (NSM), as well as
digital forensics and incident response (DFIR), provide a possible avenue of
respite (Bejtlich, 2013; Nikkel, 2014). The Mandiant M-Trends reports of
2014 and 2015 indicated that it took about 7 months for security breaches to
be discovered (Mandiant, 2014, 2015). The M-Trends report of 2013 indicates
that it was digital forensic analysis that eventually helped unearth sophisticated ongoing breaches, such as those termed as Advanced Persistent Threats
(APT’s) (Mandiant, 2013).
Digital forensic investigations rely on the collection and deep analysis of
incident related data, during or after a security incident, in order to discover,
learn, understand and explain complex security breaches that have by-passed
traditional security mechanisms. Even though they are post-incident techniques, they still do help uncover sophisticated attacks that are easily missed
by other security measures.
One of the very first definitions of “Digital Forensic Investigation” is given
by Palmer as:
“The use of scientifically derived and proven methods toward the preservation,
collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation
and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for the purpose
of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be criminal, or
helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to planned
operations.” (Palmer, 2001)

From a synthesis of studies on digital forensic investigation process models
(National Institute of Justice, 2001; Reith, Carr and Gunsch, 2002; Carrier and
Spafford, 2004a; Beebe and Clark, 2005a; Pilli, Joshi and Niyogi, 2010), it is
generally seen that the process is composed of 4 main phases, centered around
digital evidence. The particular nuances of each phase of the digital forensic
investigation process have been studied widely in these studies and there are
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varying opinions and flavours. Despite the variations, the main phases arising
follow along the basic ideas of preparation, collection, analysis and presentation as described below:
 Preparation: Identifying tools and delineating digital evidence
 Collection: Acquisition and preservation of digital evidence sources
 Analysis: The dissection of digital evidence sources, reconstruction and
correlation of events, and documentation of findings
 Presentation: Communicating the findings to the stakeholders and initiating the necessary actions for remediation or recovery.
In this study, we adhere to this basic form and refer to the generic visual
abstraction closest to this – adapted from (Beebe and Clark, 2005a) – seen in
Figure 1 .

Figure 1: The Digital Forensic Investigation Process
(Adapted from Beebe and Clark, 2005)

1.2. The Digital Crime Scene and Digital Evidence
Digital Evidence of an incident is defined by Carrier and Spafford as:
“Any digital data that contains reliable information that supports or refutes a
hypothesis about the incident.” (Carrier and Spafford, 2004b)

Essentially, this means anything that is generated, transferred or stored on
a computing device (or a component of it), can be termed as digital evidence
in relation to an incident being investigated.
Digital evidence today, can either be related to traditional crimes, or to digital crimes. Traditional crimes such as murder, theft, burglary, rape, terrorism,
drug trafficking or human trafficking, may occur in the physical realm; however, digital/computing devices may still be involved, or are near enough to
the crime scene to be considered relevant. These are sometimes termed as
computer-related crimes. Elements such as SMS messages, emails, photos,
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phone records, GPS coordinates, calendar entries, notes and even browser history artifacts are examples of digital evidence that have been implicated in
traditional crimes (Casey et al., 2011).
Alternatively, digital evidence may also be related to crimes that occur
within the digital realm. These crimes are often the “cyber/digital” versions of
traditional crimes, however they are carried out over computers and networks.
These are often termed as computer-based crimes (Casey et al., 2011). Examples of digital crimes include web-defacement, denial of service attacks, theft
of intellectual property, espionage, exploiting online systems for personal
gain, malware distribution, ransomware attacks, cyber-bullying, online child
sexual exploitation and identity theft, among others. With these forms of
crimes, digital evidence may vary widely, including IP addresses, registry
keys, files, timestamps, system logs, firewall logs, database entries, executing
processes, network packet contents, user credentials or encryption keys,
among other abstractions of data found on computing devices.
The sources of digital evidence are the primary components of a computer
system; that is, the storage, processing and communications facilities. In more
practical terms, disk images, RAM memory images and network traffic captures are considered the most common sources of digital evidence, upon which
particular artifacts are recovered, or searched for.
With today’s typically highly computerized environment, where almost
every human activity involves the use of computers and computer networks,
the digital crime scene can easily be composed of several computing devices
within complex systems, processing, storing or transmitting colossal amounts
of data, in widely separate geo-distributed locations. This makes it difficult to
identify and process relevant digital evidence in a timely manner in such a
complex environment. Figure 2 depicts the typical highly computerized and
networked environment that embodies the context for our study.

Figure 2: The Typical Highly Networked Digital Crime Scene of Today
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1.3. The Problem Space
A Digital Forensic Investigation as defined earlier, involves the reconstruction
of events using digital evidence, in order to understand, prove, disprove or
remediate criminal or otherwise malicious actions, within a digital environment, or crime scene, as it may be. Such a digital environment could include
computing devices related to businesses, governments, healthcare providers,
individual persons or other organizations. Thus, this reconstruction of such
events is potentially used to make such crucial decisions involving potentially
critical computing infrastructure and often sensitive data to the stakeholders
involved. Examples of outcomes of such decisions could include initiating remediation measures that may be costly, appropriating the actions to a culprit
(an individual, organized group, or nation-state actor) leading to incarceration,
reputation damage, loss of jobs, business or sensitive data, and even far reaching effects such as destabilizing economies, governments and international relations (Mandiant, 2014, 2017; Mimoso, 2017; Symantec, 2017). This means
that the digital evidence data, and the digital investigation process must both
be reliable, and hence trustworthy, in order to be able to make trustable decisions, as the consequences can be devastating. This need for integrity and trust
in the data, as well as the process is often termed as forensic soundness (Casey,
2007).
The longstanding view of integrity of the (digital evidence) data is that it
must be complete and absolutely unaltered, often termed as “preserve everything but change nothing”(Casey, 2007). This means that all digital data (digital evidence) within the proximity of a crime, must be collected in its entirety,
without being modified in any way.
The trustworthiness of the process is governed by the Daubert Standard
(United States Supreme Court, 1993; Marsico, 2005) that requires extensive
testing, peer-review, publication of potential error rates, maintenance of standards and controls on the procedures, and a general acceptance in the community. This often requires significant time and effort.
At the same time, with the need for forensic soundness, stakeholders within
the incident response realm and legal systems, which are the most common
originators for digital investigation activities, require the process to be speedy
in order for conclusions to be made and decisions taken (Casey, 2005). In the
case of the legal system it is often said that “justice delayed is justice denied”,
while in the incident response scenario it is often a race to mitigate the effects
of security breaches affecting normal operations, in order to reduce damage.
However, it is difficult to completely capture all possible digital evidence
available and analyze it quickly. For example, digital storage-based evidence
“has become slow and costly to acquire, store and analyze, with disks routinely taking over 10hrs to image, and delays and backlogs commonplace”
(Grier and Richard, 2015). This is because of the increasing average disk size,
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large amounts of data generated, stored or transferred through everyday computing devices (Quick and Choo, 2014), the common occurrence of multiple
devices within digital investigation cases today (Mandiant, 2017) and the
plethora of variety among operating systems, data formats, communication
protocols, as well as a general lack of standardization and the use of proprietary protocols. (Beebe, 2009)
Furthermore, the volatility of certain forms of evidence, such as network
traffic and live memory (working storage), makes it difficult to ensure that
everything is reliably captured. Often trade-offs with privacy, cost, effort and
storage space have to be made in order to capture as much as possible, as early
as possible into the timespan of a given incident. The pervasive penetration
and wide acceptance of innovative new devices and technologies such as
cloud infrastructures, distributed storage systems, virtual machines,
smartphones, vehicular information systems and various forms of Internet of
Things (IoT) devices has resulted in the increasing appearance of these technologies within digital investigations (Beebe, 2009). In addition to the large
volumes of data that these may generate, the relative mobility and transient
nature of the data within many of these technologies has also made it an even
more challenging task to capture digital evidence.
Despite the rapid evolution of technology and the digital crime landscape,
digital forensics has struggled to adapt and keep up with the pace. “Digital
forensics remains largely a manual process requiring detailed and time consuming analysis by experts in the field” (Clemens, 2015). Ayers states that
“The architecture of existing – first generation – computer forensic tools, including the widely used EnCase and FTK products, is rapidly becoming outdated. Tools are not keeping pace with increased complexity and data volumes
of modern investigations.” (Ayers, 2009) Fundamentally, the current increase
in the number of security incidents and cybercrime cases, the sheer load of
data to be dealt with has resulted in overburdened digital forensic practitioners
and analysts alike, leading to massive backlogs at digital forensic labs and law
enforcement agencies. This has a detrimental impact on the societal ability to
act upon security breaches, mete out justice and fight cybercrime in general.
It is noted by Casey et al. that “There is an urgent need to reduce the growing
backlog of forensic examinations in Digital Forensics Laboratories (DFLs).”
(Casey, Ferraro and Nguyen, 2009)
Summarily, the field of digital forensics has been tasked with the prompt
(speedy) identification, collection and analysis of digital evidence data, while
at the same time it is faced with several challenges. The main ones include:
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Volume and Velocity challenges: Large amounts of data are being created, transferred and stored. The average disk storage space per device is
constantly increasing. There has been a dramatic rise in the number of
security incidents and cybercrime cases in recent years; and the number

of number of devices (sources of evidence) involved in individual incidents has also been on the rise.


Variety/Heterogeneity challenges: With multiple sources of evidence becoming the norm, different operating systems, data formats and protocols
are expected. Furthermore, the diversity is being exacerbated by a general
lack of standardization and the use of proprietary tools, formats and protocols, which often have either poorly maintained or unavailable documentation. This is observed across the technological landscape as well as
within the digital forensics field itself.



Manual/Quasi-automated procedures: Digital forensics has hitherto
been largely an exploratory discovery of artifacts within the components
of a computing device that can be used as evidence. This involves reverse
engineering and trial-and-error experimentation, which has been a manual human-driven effort for the most part. Some activities such as bitlevel copying, data format parsing, text indexing and text searching have
been automated for some well-known artifacts, including files or (Windows) registry artifacts on disk images, processes in memory dumps, and
network protocol interactions within network traffic captures. However,
evidence identification, acquisition, correlation of evidence sources and
reconstruction of events, are essentially still instantiated and driven by
human actors.



Work-force challenges: As the digital forensic investigation process is
mostly a manual, human driven exploratory activity, involving reverse
engineering and informed experimentation on ever-changing technologies, it follows that a highly-skilled work force with deep technical
knowledge is required. However, there is a shortage of such a skilled
work force, and the currently available personnel are overburdened with
backlogs of cases to deal with due to the time consuming and effort-intensive nature of the work involved in analyzing and making sense out of
the internal events of a computing systems.



Legal Requirements of Digital Evidence: The currently available legal
framework, in most countries where cybercrimes are prosecuted, applies
stringent requirements on the acceptability of digital evidence and digital
forensic procedures undertaken. The requirements often call for complete, unadulterated copies of digital evidence to undergo meticulous
scrutiny done by experts, however, at the same time, they require the resulting outcomes and conclusions from the experts quickly. This poses
an unsolved and ongoing challenge to the digital forensics community to
develop methods to accelerate the digital forensics process despite the
aforementioned difficulties.
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Figure 3 presents a graphic visualization of these and the multiple other challenges that face digital forensic investigations in highly networked environments.
It is worth noting that several of these challenges are similar to the characteristic “V’s of Big Data” seen in popular media and often termed as Volume,
Velocity, Variety, Veracity and Value. Thus, to a certain extent it can be said
that the field of Digital Forensics is also facing the challenges of “Big Data”.

Figure 3: The Problem Space - Digital Forensic Investigations in
Highly Networked Environments

1.4. Research Question
As outlined in the previous section, there is a need for the digital forensics
process to be undertaken as fast as possible, however the required speed in the
process is hampered by challenges including the volume of data, the heterogeneity of evidence sources, largely manual procedures, shortages in the
work-force and the longstanding legal requirements on digital evidence. Some
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efforts have been made towards addressing these challenges in order to enhance the efficiency of the process with the aim of enhancing the speed and
reducing the burden on the forensic analyst.
The main solutions proposed so far have focused on the continuous revision
of legal frameworks (Goodison, Davis and Jackson, 2015), training of personnel (James and Gladyshev, 2013), division and (geo-)distribution of tasks
among groups of specialists (Davis, Manes and Shenoi, 2005), reduction of
datasets using known prior artifacts (Mead, 2006), prioritization of evidence
sources through triage (Casey, 2013; Marturana and Tacconi, 2013; Moser
and Cohen, 2013), and the use of large scale, resource wealthy distributed systems (Roussev and Richard III, 2004). As can be observed, the currently available solutions follow 3 main lines of thought, that is: Legal solutions, Human
Resource solutions and Technological solutions.
In this study, we limit our scope solely to the realm of technological solutions, formulating the following research question (RQ):
RQ: Given the challenges facing digital investigations today,
how can automation be harnessed to make digital forensic
investigations in highly networked environments faster
and less human-labour intensive?
In order to address this research question, we delve into the digital forensic
investigation process and look into the technological improvements that can
be implemented within the individual phases of the process in order to achieve
the aforementioned goals of increased speed and reduced human-effort. Essentially, automation implies the use of computing devices to spearhead the
process. We thus look into how raw computing power can be better utilized to
aid the individual phases within the digital investigation process. To this end,
the main research question was split into 4 sub-components, serving as the
sub-questions (SQ) to aid in answering the main research question:
SQ1: In a highly networked environment, what key requirements and architectural design could support automation at each phase of the digital forensics process, to promote speed and reduce manual labour?
SQ2: In a bid to speed up the acquisition phase for mobile devices on the
move, how suitable and effective is remote evidence acquisition in
achieving this, and what network paradigm would best support this?
SQ3: In the analysis phase, how can multiple heterogeneous evidence
sources be uniformly represented and integrated, in order to enable
machine-driven correlation, reasoning and searching so as to speed
up analysis and reduce the human effort required?
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SQ4: To what extent can certain Machine Learning techniques be harnessed to promote speed and reduce effort required in the evidence
identification and analysis phases of a digital investigation?
The preceding sub-questions overall touch on each of the phases involved
within the digital forensic investigation process, however there is a greater
emphasis on the evidence identification, acquisition and analysis phases. This
is because they are deemed to be the areas in which computer-based assistance
will have the most influence in accelerating the speed of the process and reducing the human-labour effort required. The phases mainly addressed here
through the publications, sub-questions and contributions are indicated in Figure 4 (adapted from Figure 1) and Table 1.

1.5. Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis focus on incorporating the strengths
of various technological advancements towards enhancing the digital forensic
investigation process. At the crux of the enhancements is the need to improve
the speed of investigations and reduce the burden unequivocally experienced
by digital forensic analysts. The contributions of this thesis aim to answer the
main research question at hand, through answering the aforementioned subquestions, which are linked to the seven publications adjoined to this thesis.
The sub-questions and the annexed publications broadly provide methods for
automating individual procedures within the digital forensic investigation process. Briefly the main contributions include:
i. Delineating the requirements and designing an architecture of a system
for full-scale automation of the digital investigation process in a highly
networked environment
ii. Developing a method for automating the remote evidence acquisition
of mobile devices, and benchmarking its performance
iii. Developing a method for automating the integration, correlation and
searching over digital evidence from multiple heterogeneous evidence
sources.
iv. Developing realistic tunneled network traffic and Android process
memory datasets (and tools for creating these datasets) for testing and
benchmarking machine-learning-based triage techniques; and
v. Developing methods and models for using machine learning approaches to automate evidence identification and data reduction (triage)
of network traffic for subsequent analysis
The contributions from the individual publications and how they address the
specific sub-questions are described in further detail in the subsequent parts
of this section (C-1 to C-6). The table that follows shows the link between
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research questions, contributions and publications. Figure 4 illustrates the link
between the individual publications and the digital forensics process model.
Table 1: Mapping Research Questions, Publications and Contributions

Sub-Question
SQ1
SQ2
SQ3
SQ4

Contribution
C-1,C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5,C-6

Publication
I, II, III
I, II
IV
V, VI, VII

Figure 4: Digital Forensic Investigation Process Model with Publication Focus Areas

C-1: The Requirements for Automating Digital Forensic Investigations in
Highly Networked Environments
The first contribution is the aggregation of the requirements for automating
digital investigations in highly networked environments. The main focus of
these requirements is to tackle the challenges of large volumes of data, diverse
data sources and formats, as well as the shortage in the labour force. The requirements are sourced through literature review, as well as from the author’s
experience in the field. Some of the notable literature sources from which
ideas were extracted from include (Palmer, 2001; Roussev and Richard III,
2004; Ayers, 2009). This contribution is addressed in the following papers:
 Paper I: In this publication the primary challenges and foremost requirements for an automated digital investigation system were identified.
These include “distribution, scalability, availability, universality, responsiveness, resource sharing, integrity, privacy and security”. Paper II is
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an extension of Paper I where these ideas are also considered. In these
papers, there is more of a focus on the preparation and collection (acquisition) phases of the digital forensic investigation process, with the others
touched upon lightly.
 Paper III: Further challenges are identified in this publication, emphasizing on the independence of the system, described in Paper I and II,
from a centralized controlling entity (such as a Service Provider, IT Department or a Law Enforcement Agency). The requirements are further
developed and classed under one of 3 categories: “Digital Forensics and
Incident Response Functionality” focusing on the required digital forensics and incident response capabilities; “Security Considerations” identifying the needs around the security of the system; and “Distributed System and Big Data Concerns” identifying the requirements for addressing
the needs for a fully automated digital investigation system fraught with
the aforementioned challenges of volume, variety and a lack of human
resources. The requirements considered in this paper touch upon every
phase of the digital forensic investigation process.
Overall, this contribution introduces the problem area that this thesis aims to
address. It also highlights the practical challenges experienced, and presents
an aggregation of a succinct set of requirements for a system that could serve
as a technological solution to address the aforementioned challenges at each
phase of the digital forensic investigation process. It addresses the initial part
of the first sub-question (SQ1).
C-2: A System Architecture for Automating Digital Forensic Investigations in Highly Networked Environments
The second contribution is the design of an architecture of a system that
incorporates the aforementioned requirements for automating digital investigations. The contribution itself consists of a layered system architecture
termed as LEIA (Live Evidence Information Aggregator). It introduces the
concept of making use of host-based intrusion detection systems, hypervisors,
peer-to-peer (P2P) overlays and distributed storage (file)-systems in a combined effort to automate the digital investigation process. The essential idea is
to embed digital forensic investigation capabilities in individual networked
devices right from the initial phase of identifying potential digital evidence, to
automating the collection of digital evidence and providing an integrated centralized location from which to perform analysis. This contribution of a 4tiered system architecture is addressed in the following papers and visually
depicted in Figure 5 (summarizing the details in Section 4.1.)
 Paper I: Here the 4 tiers of the system architecture are introduced and
the functionality with respect to the requirements is described. The 4 tiers
and the requirements they address are: the Host-based Hypervisors
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(HbH) (universality, integrity and security), the Peer-to-Peer Distribution
Architecture (P2P-da) (distribution, scalability, availability, responsiveness and resource sharing), the Cloud-based Backend (CBB) (availability and scalability) and the Law Enforcement Controller (LEC) (universality, distribution and responsiveness).
 Paper II: This is an extension of Paper I and explains the communication
functionality of the Peer-to-Peer Distribution Architecture (P2P-da) in
greater detail.
 Paper III: Here, further architectural improvements are presented focusing on the independence of the system. This is mainly directed towards
decentralizing the Cloud-based-Backend through distributing all its functionality using a larger variety of P2P overlays. This alleviates the need
for having overarching control on the back end storage, thus affording an
element of privacy to the users of the system. The P2P overlays used here
(structured overlays and publish-subscribe overlays) facilitate greater potential for machine-driven capabilities for the other phases of the digital
forensic investigation process (i.e. documentation and presentation) not
dealt with in Paper I and II.

Figure 5: The proposed architecture for automating digital investigations in highly networked
environments
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Summarily, the architectural contribution is aimed at providing the blueprint for a system that is machine driven in order to achieve automated digital
forensic investigations, coping with the large amounts of heterogeneous data
and devices, reducing the manual labour effort required, while maintaining the
necessary levels of trust, security and integrity.
This contribution, collectively spread across Paper I, II and III, serves to
address the second part of the first sub-question (SQ1).
C-3: Automating the Acquisition Phase through Developing and Benchmarking a tool for the Remote Evidence Acquisition of Mobile Devices
The third contribution is directed towards the automation of the evidence
acquisition phase of the digital investigation process. This is done through
developing and evaluating the performance of a small-scale proof of concept
application demonstrating the remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices.
This proof-of-concept is tied to initiating the implementation of the LEIA architecture and understanding its viability. However, as the overall system architecture is a relatively large endeavour to accomplish in its fullness, the P2Pda component was chosen as the initial sub-component to start on, with the
main functionality of enabling remote evidence acquisition for mobile devices. This contribution is addressed in the following publications:
 Paper I: In this publication the proof of concept tool is introduced and
developed with a single TCP connection client-server architecture, to remotely capture partitions of storage media (disk storage) on Android mobile devices. The client-server model is chosen as a simple starting point
to understand the viability of remote evidence acquisition on mobile devices. The network connection makes use of an encrypted SSH tunnel.
Disk dumps are subsequently captured and stored on a Hadoop Distributed FileSystem (HDFS) cluster. Beyond developing and testing that the
proof of concept works, an evaluation was performed to understand the
viability of the architecture, in terms of speed (or conversely, time-taken)
with increasing digital evidence sizes (disk partition sizes) on mobile devices with different resource specifications (that is, mainly varying CPU
speeds, RAM memory capacity and disk storage sizes). Three standard,
feature-restricted smartphones were used in the tests
 Paper II: This publication presented further evaluation of the proof of
concept tool not only on speed, but also on reliability, in terms of successful completion, of the data transfer process. More smartphone mobile
devices, with modern and better specifications at the time, were benchmarked
The results from the testing and evaluation showed a disparity in performance
between the less powerful devices and the more powerful devices with regard
to the suitability of a single-TCP connection. A relation to the amount of RAM
and the viability in terms of speed and reliability was also observed.
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In order to improve speeds and reliability, multi-connection architectures
needed to be explored. To this end the Peer-to-Peer architecture offered by the
BitTorrent protocol was proposed as a model for a more suitable network architecture for remote evidence acquisition for mobile devices.
The main benefits of the BitTorrent protocol being that it allows for multiple connections, it enables breaking larger data sizes into smaller pieces and
promotes inherent integrity checks. The use of multiple connections help
avoid the latency involved in the Bandwidth Delay Product (BDP) (Borman
et al., 2014) and small default TCP window sizes experienced in single TCP
connections. Thus the utilization of available bandwidth is maximized and
overall speed and throughput of transfers is increased. Additionally the multiple connections within the BitTorrent protocol improve redundancy (availability) through replication of pieces of larger files at multiple locations. The
BitTorrent protocol also has inbuilt error and integrity checks through MD5
comparisons to enhance the reliability and integrity of the data.
The contributions provided through Paper I and II address the second subquestion (SQ2) by exploring the possibility of using remote evidence acquisition for mobile devices, evaluating its performance on a single-connection client-server architecture, identifying the limitations and consequently providing
indicators to better suited architectures for this purpose.
C-4: A Method for Automating the Analysis of Digital Evidence from
Multiple Heterogeneous Evidence Sources
The fourth contribution of this thesis is directed at the automation of the
analysis phase of the digital investigation process. Traditionally, the analysis
of digital evidence has involved the ingestion of the evidence sources (disk
images, RAM memory dumps, or network traffic captures) into specific evidence-centric tools that parse the data and present it to the investigator/analyst
in specific formats that are either proprietary or do not support integration with
other tools. This then limits the correlation of similar or related artifacts appearing in different evidence sets, as it is up to the discretion and skill of the
analyst to be able to identify relationships. This can be an effort intensive, time
consuming process that is exacerbated in cases where there are colossal
amounts of data from numerous varying evidence sources. This contribution
addresses this challenge of having to manually handle large amounts of data
from multiple heterogeneous evidence sources in the following paper:
 Paper IV: This publication firstly provides a method for enabling uniform representation of different evidence formats into a single machinereadable format. This allows for integration of these multiple evidence
sources into one single corpus of relations between artifacts, which then
allows for simple machine-based reasoning to develop new (hidden) relations between artifacts and streamlining searching over the entire inte-
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grated dataset. Essentially this is an application of semantic web technologies to enable the enrichment and linkage of multiple different artifacts
of evidence into a rich dataset of relationships.
The first part of the method involved the development of ontologies to represent certain artifacts of digital evidence and corresponding parsers to convert
the raw data from the digital evidence sources into a representation that allows
for enrichment through annotations and relations between instances. The Resource Description Format (RDF) is used as the uniform representation basis
following descriptions of artifacts based on ontologies developed through the
Web Ontology Language (OWL). Simple rules and inherent inference mechanisms in OWL engines are used to enable integration and creation of relationships between artifacts. Finally, SPARQL (Simple Protocol and RDF
Query Language) engine query endpoints are used to enable simple querying
over the enriched and integrated digital evidence corpus. In this way investigation hypotheses or leads can be answered in an automated way thereby assisting analysis.
Thus, this contribution addresses the challenges of speed and labour-intensive analysis by enabling machines to contribute to automation of the analysis
process. The ingestion of digital evidence from heterogeneous sources into
machine readable, enriched and linked datasets allows for automated reasoning, correlating disparate datasets, searching and event organization which are
important in digital investigations and have thus far been a manual process.
This contribution is described in greater detail in Paper IV and serves to
address the third sub-question (SQ3).
C-5: Development of Datasets for Enhancing Research on Machine
Learning-based Triage for Network Traffic and Mobile Device Memory
The fifth contribution of this thesis is the creation of realistic datasets for
the enhancement of research on machine learning-based triage. The need for
this is driven by lack of freely available datasets for testing, verifying performance benchmarks and comparing methods. Thus in order to advance research in Machine-Learning-based Triage for enhancing the speed and reducing the effort required in digital investigations, the presence of useful datasets
is a prerequisite. Paper V, VI and VII contribute towards addressing this need
for datasets as described below:
 Paper V: In this publication, an initial small dataset is developed in order
to evaluate the viability of performing machine learning-based triage on
network traffic. More specifically, the dataset created is composed of 20
samples of DNS tunneled network traffic containing either one of two
application layer protocols. This initial dataset was rather small in size
but was used to evaluate a simple unsupervised pattern matching technique that did not necessarily need a large set of samples to learn from as
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the single feature used for the comparison was derived from intuition
based on previous related literature.
 Paper VI: Here, in order to further machine-learning-based triage for
predicting protocols within DNS tunneled network traffic, a larger dataset
was required in order to evaluate supervised learning methods. Thus, a
significantly larger dataset of 211 samples was developed. This new set
of samples contained 4 different protocols being tunneled within the DNS
tunnels.
 Paper VII: This publication introduces the idea of machine learningbased triage for the identification of potentially suspicious processes
within Android process memory dumps. In order to begin testing the viability of this method, a dataset of Android process memory dumps was
required. Thus, a toolset was developed in order to automate the generation of realistic datasets of Android process memory samples. Specifically, the Coriander toolset was developed and using this toolset a dataset
of 1185 samples was generated. Approximately half of these were from
malicious Android applications and the other half benign Android applications as designated and sourced from the AndroZoo project (Allix et
al., 2016) which collected and scanned over 5 million static Android
APKs.
This contribution as seen in Paper V, VI and VII, aids towards addressing the
fourth sub-question (SQ4) by providing the necessary datasets (which are nonexistent, as far as is known to the author) for promoting research in the area
of Machine Learning-based triage, particularly with network traffic and RAM
memory, which have not been done before.
C-6: Methods for Harnessing Machine Learning Techniques to Automate
Digital Evidence Triage in Evidence Identification and Analysis
The sixth contribution of this thesis is the development and performance
evaluation of machine-learning methods to aid in the automation of the triage
phase, for identifying digital evidence sources for acquisition, or prioritizing
digital evidence artifacts for analysis. In light of the challenge of large volumes of data and multiple sources of digital evidence, the aim of machine
learning-based triage is to help enable forensic analysts to quickly identify
areas of priority that they should focus on. This contribution is addressed in
the following publications:
 Paper V: Here, the initial concept of performing machine learning-based
triage on DNS tunneled network traffic is introduced. The main idea is to
predict the network protocols being tunneled (hidden) within popular
DNS tunneling tools in order to identify and focus the investigation on
network traffic captures that contain the specific protocol in question.
The initial algorithm used is based on comparisons of the entropy of the
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payload data within the DNS responses to perform simple unsupervised
pattern matching. The intuition behind this is inspired by previous works
that used the entropy of payload responses to determine whether the DNS
traffic is valid, or whether it is being misused for example through tunneling (Xu et al., 2013) (Farnham, 2013). The identification of two network protocols was tested using this method and the classification performance evaluated.
 Paper VI: In this paper, the ideas from Paper V are extended. The DNS
tunneled network traffic data set size is increased as aforementioned. The
prediction of 4 protocols within DNS tunnels is performed and 5 supervised machine learning techniques are used to develop classification
models, whose predictive performance is benchmarked. The results
demonstrate positive outcomes which indicate that such machine learning techniques can actually be used in practice to identify DNS tunneling
network traffic captures that contain specific targeted network protocols.
It is seen that once training of the models is performed, the subsequent
classification is instantaneous and this can help reduce large volumes of
data, lessen the burden on forensic analysts and overall speed up the digital forensic investigation process.
By automating this process, this enables forensic analysts to harness computational power to assist decision making, and in the case of interpretable machine learning methods, provide a structured path of reasoning on how certain
decisions were made to prioritize certain efforts. This machine-driven effort
also quickly reduces the potential size of the dataset that may need to be analyzed by human analysts, thereby alleviating the burden of volume, reducing
the effort needed on the part of the analyst and allowing them to focus their
efforts on tasks that may need their attention. Instantaneous classification of
potentially useful pieces of evidence is one of the ways that these methods can
speed up the digital investigation process. Thus, Paper V and Paper VI contribute towards answering the fourth sub-question (SQ4). The outcomes of the
work that is to follow onward from Paper VII also aim at addressing this same
sub-question.

1.6. Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized in 5 chapters as outlined below:
Chapter 1, presents the preamble to the motivation for this thesis, describing the state of digital forensics, the digital crime scene and the challenges
facing digital forensic investigations currently. It also delineates the scope of
this thesis through the research question and the subsequent sub-questions that
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this thesis aims to answer. The contributions to the body of knowledge of digital forensic investigations are also described in this chapter.
Chapter 2, provides an extended review of the prerequisite knowledge
grounding the topics discussed and studied within this these. Towards the end
of this section the state of the art is described and challenges and knowledge
gaps in this field are identified.
Chapter 3, outlines the research method undertaken in performing this research study and the motivations for the choices. It also outlines the stages of
the method used and describes how they are attained. Ethical considerations
encountered while performing this study are also discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 4, presents a summary of the publications enjoined in this thesis,
outlining the key problems addressed, the work performed to address these
challenges and the main results achieved.
Chapter 5, provides a discussion of the main findings achieved through the
publications. An assessment is made to understand the extent to which the
contribution from these findings address the main research question and the
related sub-questions. This chapter ends with a brief discussion of the limitations experienced while performing this study as well as some insights into
potential directions for future work.
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2. Extended Background
“In the long history of humankind (and animal kind,
too) those who learned to collaborate and improvise
most effectively have prevailed.
- Charles Darwin, Origin of the Species

“Cyber criminals can penetrate any computer system they desire, and often remain undetected or undeterred for extended periods. As a result, substantial
amounts of money and information are being stolen, and the safety of computer
systems is put in doubt. This fact is publicly demonstrated by the many major
data breaches in recent years”. (Casey, 2012)
“The technological landscape is changing rapidly – there is no longer a single
‘standard’ computing environment. Small, mobile devices are ubiquitous and
vary greatly (e.g., mobile phones, PDAs, multimedia players, GPS devices,
gaming systems, USB thumb drives, etc.). Virtualization is widespread in personal and organizational computing infrastructures. Cloud computing is rapidly
relocating digital evidence, which introduces new challenges.” (Beebe, 2009)
“There is a pressing need for more research and tool development to help digital
investigators obtain and analyze the increasing amounts of digital evidence on
smartphones, tablets, wearable devices, SatNav systems, game consoles, automobiles, IoT systems, and cloud environments.” (Casey, 2016b)

The three quotes, above, from well-respected authors’ publications in scientific journals, characterize the state of the current potential digital crime
scene environment and the digital forensics practice at large. That is, there is
an increase in sophisticated security breaches that are rendering current security deficient. Digital forensics is being used as a method to address this problem, however the current technological landscape is diverse, data-rich and rapidly changing burdening digital forensic practitioners and the practice as a
whole. In her study (Beebe, 2009) identified 4 major themes that require further research in the realm of digital forensic investigations: (i) Volume and
Scalability, (ii) Intelligent analytical approaches, (iii) digital forensics in and
of non-standard computing environments, and (iv) forensic tool development.
In this study we address these themes by providing novel architectures,
methods and tools for automating digital forensic investigations when tackling
large amounts of diverse digital evidence data in such non-standard computing
environments. We also design and implement new intelligent analytical approaches to assist practitioners in their decision making in the evidence identification, acquisition and analysis phases of the digital forensic investigation
process.
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In order to achieve and better understand these artifacts developed, some
background knowledge must be presented and its significance explained. This
precursory knowledge is categorized into 4 main areas as outlined below:


Digital Forensic Investigations: Including the Digital Crime Scene,
the Digital Forensic Investigation Process, Digital Evidence and the
state of Digital Forensic Tools



Mobile, Ubiquitous and Distributed systems: Including principles relating to distributed systems, peer to peer networks (their architectures,
benefits and pitfalls), distributed storage systems, mobile devices and
networks, virtualization and cloud infrastructures



Semantic Web Technologies: Involving the Semantic Web Stack
(“Layered cake model”), the Resource Description Framework (RDF),
the Web Ontology Language (OWL), and the Simple Protocol and RDF
Query Language (SPARQL)



Machine Learning Techniques: Including concepts around unsupervised learning models, supervised learning models, feature sets and testing and evaluation techniques.

The concepts, principles and ideas are elaborated upon in the following
sub-sections.

2.1. Digital Forensic Investigations
A digital forensic investigation may be called for during or after the event
of a criminal activity, or a breach in security policy that involves computing
devices. Typical exemplar scenarios could be within an organizational context
where some organizational security policy has been breached, such as leakage
of sensitive information through some exfiltration technique involving digital
devices; or in relation to a civilian criminal event such as identity theft, fraud,
human trafficking, child sexual exploitation or murder, among others, where
digital devices are implicated. The aim of a digital forensic investigation is to
uncover digital artifacts from the implicated digital devices in order to reconstruct the events that lead to the security breach, or criminal event, learn from
these and thus prevent future occurrences, respond, remediate, curtail or alleviate the damaging effects, or bring the perpetrator to justice.
From the definition given by Palmer (Palmer, 2001), and stated earlier in
the Introduction section of this thesis, there are 3 fundamental concepts:


“The use of scientifically derived and proven methods”
This is encompassed in the concept of “forensic soundness”, and governed by the Daubert Standard (United States Supreme Court, 1993)
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(Marsico, 2005). This provides the basis for trust in the procedures, tools
and techniques used in digital forensic investigations.


“Preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, documentation and presentation”
This indicates that a digital forensic investigation is a step-wise process
that involves following certain procedures.



“Digital evidence”
This is a crucial part of the definition, in that the entire process hinges
upon artifacts of evidence sourced from digital sources to be used to
prove or disprove that certain events and actors are implicated in the
investigation.

In the following sub-sections we elaborate on these 3 main concepts explaining the key considerations as outlined in the literature on the state of the art.

2.1.1. Characterizing the Digital Crime Scene & Digital Evidence
Traditional criminal activity, such as theft, burglary, murder, rape, drug
trafficking, or human trafficking occur in the physical realm. In the physical
crime scene, the evidence of such malevolent activities is perceived through
the presence of tangible evidence. Traditional artifacts of evidence such as
footprints, hair, skin, chemical residues, bodily fluids, DNA samples, guns,
knives, explosive materials, people, vehicles and other physical objects or
phenomena are commonly analyzed in relation to traditional physical crimes.
As opposed to a physical crime scene, where tangible artifacts representing
physical phenomena are present, in a digital crime scene the artifacts are virtual in nature. Carrier and Spafford define a digital crime scene as “the virtual
environment created by the hardware and software where digital evidence
about a crime or incident exists” (Carrier and Spafford, 2004a). This virtual
environment, created by hardware and software, is typical of a computing device or a conglomeration of computing devices forming a system. Thus, a digital crime scene fundamentally involves a computing device or combination
of computing devices where digital evidence about a crime or incident can be
found.
In essence this means any computing device involved in some malicious
event could potentially be part of a digital crime scene. This could include any
or all of the hardware or software abstractions on a desktop computer, laptop,
server, feature phone, smartphone, GPS device, gaming console, smart television, fitness tracking device, healthcare monitoring system, banking system,
vehicular information or control system, aircraft control system, industrial
control system, or any other perceivable realm where a computing device may
be involved.
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A core part of a digital crime scene is the presence of digital evidence that
tells a story of the purported criminal event or security incident. Digital evidence has been defined by various authors. The following are some of the
more prominent definitions:


“Any digital data that contain reliable information that supports or refutes a hypothesis about the incident” (Carrier and Spafford, 2004b)



“Information stored or transmitted in binary form that may be relied on
in court.” (Daniels and Hart, 2004)



“Information of probative value stored or transmitted in binary form”
(Pollitt, 2008)



“Any data stored or transmitted using a computer that support or refute
a theory of how an offense occurred or that address critical elements of
the offense such as intent or alibi” (Casey et al., 2011)

From these definitions it can be summarized that the key identifying factors
that constitute digital evidence are “digital data” that is in “transmission, storage or being processed” that “can be relied upon” to “prove or refute a theory
relating to a malicious event” that is under scrutiny. The process of undertaking this scrutiny is often in connection to legal proceedings in a court of law,
or as part of a security mechanism (incident response) handling a security
breach affecting an individual or an organization.
The digital data that comprises digital evidence originates typically from
computing devices and their peripherals. Characteristically, a computing device is comprised of components that engage in storage, transmission and processing of digital data. These components roughly translate to persistent storage media (Disk, Flash storage), temporary storage media (RAM), Input/ Output components (keypads, network adapters, scanning devices, printers), Processor related components (L1/L2 Caches), or variants of these. These
components are usually termed as evidence sources, and digital evidence originating from these often comes in the form of disk images, memory dumps,
network traffic captures or system or network logs.
“Digital evidence is an interpretation of data” (Schatz, 2007). Different authors identify variations and abstractions of these rudimentary sources of digital evidence. For example, Hosmer mentions “computer hard-drives and
backup media, real-time e-mail messages, chat-room logs, ISP records, webpages, digital network traffic, local and virtual databases, digital directories,
wireless devices, memory cards, and digital cameras” (Hosmer, 2002), however, it can be seen that the source of this digital data emanates from the essential components of a given computing device. The level of abstraction is
where the variations arise and may cause discrepancies on the level of scrutiny
required in supporting or refuting a hypothesis (Casey, 2002; Carrier, 2003;
Freiling, Glanzmann and Reiser, 2017). For example, textual file-content,
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files, blocks, inodes, filesystems, volumes, partitions and RAID arrays are all
logical abstractions of digital data on storage media. The same could be said
of network traffic where a protocol field value, a query-string, an image, a
HTTP response, a set of packets, or data frames of network are all different
levels of abstraction of data in transmission. These abstractions are a by-product of the interaction of hardware and software to create the virtual environment that provides some useful functionality. The abstractions necessarily
meet the dual needs of enabling hardware action as well as human understanding - traversing this understanding in both directions between man and machine.
As technology advances, so do the forms of digital artifacts that are identified as digital evidence. Beebe identifies that new non-standard computing
environments (such as mobile and embedded devices, virtualization and cloud
infrastructures) are becoming the norm, and pose a challenge in what constitutes digital evidence in such environments. Pollitt reiterates that “we must
anticipate the existence of digital evidence and be prepared to collect it from
traditional sources as well as from new sources as they are developed and deployed.” (Pollitt, 2008)
Schatz in his doctoral thesis identified 3 main characteristics of digital evidence (Schatz, 2007):
i.

Latency: This refers to the inherent nature of digital data which is
represented using numbers (1’s and 0’s). This property emphasizes
that these numbers are ambiguous (do not represent anything specific)
without the context of their agreed representational formats when the
data is put to use. Endian-ness, and encoding formats are examples of
this property as implemented in their respective parsers.

ii.

Fidelity: This relates to the property of digital evidence that enables
it to be copied in its original format, and being able to be treated as
though the copy is the original, provided that the copying procedure
can be proven to be correct.

iii.

Volatility: This characteristic refers to the potential for intentional or
accidental modification or loss of digital evidence leading to a distorted perception of the digital crime scene. This emanates from the
fragility of the fidelity property. Digital evidence may be inadvertently or intentionally altered or lost, if proper care is not taken while
handling digital evidence throughout an investigation.

Despite these characteristics, reliability and accuracy of digital evidence is
demanded, as crucial decisions are derived from this data (Casey, 2002). Thus,
certain measures are put in place that affect the way certain procedures are
undertaken in digital forensic investigations. One of these measures is the tra-
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ditional method acquisition of digital evidence of attempting to capture a complete and wholly unadulterated copy of digital evidence from a digital crime
scene (Casey et al., 2010). The authenticity of the digital evidence is also
maintained through meticulous documentation of the procedures undertaken,
the location of evidence and the responsible parties handling the evidence in
what is termed as the “chain of custody” (Casey et al., 2011). Also cryptographic hashes are maintained and verified from the initial duplication of the
evidence source throughout the entire investigation process to ensure that the
digital evidence is not modified (Hosmer, 2002). Essentially, authentication,
data integrity and non-repudiation (accountability) are currently provided in
these ways, thereby lending to the forensic soundness - trustworthiness (reliability and accuracy) - of digital evidence, thus far.
Also in relation to managing the characteristic of volatility, the concept of
the “Order of Volatility”, has also arisen (Brezinski and Killalea, 2002) (Casey
et al., 2011). This concept refers to the relative transience of certain forms of
digital evidence which affects the prescribed order in which such artifacts
should be collected. Thus, it emphasizes prioritization of the evidence forms
that are highly evanescent relative to others that are more likely to persist over
time, such that, network traffic and memory related sources should be of first
priority, then local disks and finally backup storage media. Figure 6 below
from (Casey et al., 2011) illustrates this.

Figure 6: Prioritization for Evidence Acquisition following the Order of Volatility

Digital evidence within a digital crime scene (such as a mobile device, or
shared cloud infrastructure) can easily be interlocked with artifacts relating to
a victim’s, or an innocent third party’s personally identifiable, private or sensitive data. In recent years with an increasing awareness of privacy, and a
strengthening of privacy laws the ability to ensure exclusion of sensitive or
private data of innocent actors, victims or unrelated parties has also become a
key concern when handling digital evidence (Casey, 2016c).
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2.1.2. The Digital Forensic Investigation Process
Due to the fragile nature of digital evidence, its veracity and admissibility
can easily be brought to question. In order to address these challenges a stepwise set of procedures is often followed (National Institute of Justice, 2001).
This process is usually termed as the digital forensic investigation process.
Palmer, in his initial definition of digital forensic investigations also alluded
to this stepwise set of procedures (Palmer, 2001). Irrespective of the aim of a
digital forensic investigation, that is, whether it is within a legal (criminal)
prosecution, a corporate incident, or a personal security breach, the prescribed
steps are intended to be similar in nature.
In an attempt to standardize the overall digital forensics process model,
several authors have identified and explained the specific procedures that are
to be undertaken within each phase. Some of the more notable contributions
are seen in (National Institute of Justice, 2001; Palmer, 2001; Reith, Carr and
Gunsch, 2002; Carrier and Spafford, 2003, 2004a; Beebe and Clark, 2005b;
Pilli, Joshi and Niyogi, 2010). From a bird’s eye-view, the various authors
have proposed slight variations of a four phase process that involves a preparation phase, an evidence acquisition phase, an analysis phase and a phase for
presentation of the findings. In the rest of this sub-section we identify the core
ideas brought out through the major aforementioned author’s models.
Palmer (Palmer, 2001) in his definitive work, identified several procedures
as part of the process, including, preservation, collection, validation, identification, examination, analysis, interpretation, documentation, presentation and
decision making. Palmer does not describe the procedures per se but identifies
typical tasks that would be done within these. Identification, preservation and
collection correspond to the early phases of surveying the digital crime scene
to select what needs to be acquired and to ensure that the potential evidence is
not tampered with unnecessarily. Validation, examination, analysis and interpretation are seen to be part of the following phases of a digital forensic investigation. Here a process of validation is undertaken to ensure that the integrity of artifacts collected has been maintained. Examination is seen to be a
precursor to analysis whereby in the examination stage selection is performed
to identify what is deemed to be most relevant to the case, worthy of deeper
analysis. Analysis involves understanding the significance of evidence artifacts to the case and correlating these to other artifacts and eventually higher
level events. The concluding phases involve documentation, presentation and
decision making. These final procedures bring together all the work done in
the prior phases in order to explain and disseminate the findings, so as to enable stakeholders to prescribe the way forward, identify perpetrators, or forthcoming actions to undertake.
The U.S. Department of Justice (National Institute of Justice, 2001) prescribes 4 main phases, that is, collection, examination, analysis and reporting.
Collection involves searching for, recognizing, collecting and documenting
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digital evidence. Examination is the process of inspecting what has been collected in order to select what is relevant for the case and classify what is already visible and what may still be hidden, requiring the application of deeper
or more rigorous analytical techniques to unearth information. Analysis focuses on the product of the examination, subjecting the digital evidence
through rigorous and meticulous analytical procedures to establish the probative value of certain artifacts with respect to the aims of the investigation. The
reporting phase entails documenting the specific actions undertaken throughout all the phases with special focus on what was discovered among the digital
evidence with respect to the investigation.
A comprehensive nine-phase digital forensic process model is described by
Reith et al, citing a lack of consistency and standardization among procedures
conducted within digital forensic investigation (Reith, Carr and Gunsch,
2002). Their 9-phase approach is outlined as: Identification, Preparation, Approach Strategy, Preservation, Collection, Examination, Analysis, Presentation and Returning Evidence. The identification phase involves recognizing
an incident from indicators. Preparation involves getting the necessary tools
in place to perform certain techniques, acquiring the requisite search warrants,
authorizations and support from stakeholders (or management). The “Approach Strategy” is a planning stage for constructing the best possible way to
ensure maximal collection of untainted digital evidence while causing least
disruption or damage to related parties (bystanders, victims, stakeholders).
Preservation entails isolating and securing digital evidence from unwarranted
modification. Collection involves acquiring exact duplicate copies of digital
evidence using standardized, recognized and accepted procedures. Examination is the in-depth systematic search for and documentation of evidence relating to the investigation at hand. The ensuing Analysis phase entails determining the significance of evidence pieces found, reconstructing fragments,
correlating multiple evidence sources and drawing objective conclusions.
Presentation involves summarizing the procedures undertaken and constructing a timeline of events with explanations in a way that the stakeholders can
understand. Returning evidence is the final phase where all or parts of physical
or digital property are returned to their rightful owners, appropriately destroyed, or safely archived using suitable methods – depending on the given
situation.
In (Carrier and Spafford, 2003, 2004a) the authors compare a physical
crime scene and a digital crime scene and identify the processes that would be
undertaken on such environments in the event of an investigation. They argue
that the virtual environment of a single computing device is an entire digital
crime scene, rather than just an individual artifact of evidence (e.g. blood on
a wall). They further prescribe a 17-phase digital forensic investigation process model that encompasses both the physical realm and the digital realm.
This process model is categorized into 5 general categories: the Readiness
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phase, the Deployment phase, the Physical Crime Scene Investigation phase,
the Digital Crime Scene Investigation phase and the Review phase.
The Readiness phase entails ensuring that relevant procedures and infrastructure are in place and available in the event of an investigation. It involves
2 activities, operational readiness (relating to personnel training on procedures) and infrastructural readiness (relating to the availability of equipment
within systems). The Deployment phase relates to having mechanisms implemented to detect incidents or security breaches, and confirm their presence. It
also involves 2 activities, that is, “Detection and Notification”, and “Confirmation and Authorization”, where the latter involves procuring the relevant
authorization to perform the investigation. The Physical Crime Scene Investigation phase and the Digital Crime Scene Investigation phase involve the
same generic activities. The former is directed more towards the physical devices and equipment that may be found at a crime scene, while the latter focuses on the artifacts of evidence that may be found within the virtual environment within particular computing devices or systems. The 6 generic phases
that are performed here are: Preservation, Survey, Documentation, Search and
Collection, Reconstruction and finally Presentation. The Preservation activity
involves securing the crime scene and the potential evidence available from
unwarranted modification. The Survey activity involves inspecting the environment in order to identify obvious, or fragile pieces of evidence, documenting these and initiating the chain of custody information, as well as developing
an initially theory of what may have happened. Careful documentation must
be made in order to facilitate the subsequent activities. The Search and Collection activity is a methodical, analytical and cyclic process of using the results from the previous activities to deeply extract and identify missing or hidden artifacts of evidence in an attempt to unearth and discover as much as
possible. The Reconstruction activity involves organizing the evidence artifacts discovered and correlating the different pieces of evidence in order to
develop a timeline of events. Hypotheses of what could have happened are
also tested here against the aggregate of evidence. The Presentation activity
entails disseminating the findings from the procedures undertaken so far,
providing clear explanations of what has been found to other investigators,
investigative teams, legal practitioners, corporate management or other stakeholders. The final phase of this model is the Review phase, where the overall
process is evaluated to identify actionable areas of improvement.
(Beebe and Clark, 2005b) present a comprehensive hierarchical objectives
based digital forensic investigation model that is said to encapsulate all previous models developed. At the highest tier, the model has 6 phases, that is: the
Preparation phase, the Incident Response Phase, the Data Collection phase,
the Data Analysis phase, the Presentation of Findings phase and the Incident
Closure phase. The Preparation phase entails activities that are aimed at maximizing the quality and availability of digital evidence, while minimizing the
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cost and burden. Examples of activities undertaken here include risk assessments, development of incident response plans, configuring software and devices for logging and retaining data, and training personnel. The Incident Response phase involves detection and pre-investigation tasks that enable validating and assessing the extent of suspected security incidents as an initial step
to ascertaining the appropriate strategy (method) to address the incident. The
Data Collection phase involves acquiring all digital evidence (e.g. live data,
network-based data, host-based storage, removable storage) as guided by the
strategy developed in the previous phase and tailored to the needs of the investigation. The Data Analysis phase involves a cyclic process of surveying,
extracting, reconstructing, correlating and time-lining digital evidence data in
order to discover the events that confirm or refute certain allegations or hypotheses. It enables answering the “who”, “what”, “where”, “when”, “why”
and “how” type of questions. The Presentation of Findings phase entails communicating the findings to the relevant audiences, including, other investigators, legal personnel, management, technical personnel or law enforcement
agencies. The final phase is the Incident Closure phase, where the entire process is reviewed, decisions made from the findings are acted upon, digital evidence is returned or disposed of appropriately and all information or
knowledge gained from the process is suitably preserved. The top-tier of the
digital forensic investigation process model is depicted in Figure 7 (from
which Figure 1 and Figure 4 are adapted).

Figure 7: Top tier of the hierarchical Digital investigation Process Model
(Beebe and Clark, 2005b)

(Pilli, Joshi and Niyogi, 2010) present a generic digital forensic investigation process model tailored towards network forensic investigations. They
present a 9-phase approach including: Preparation, Detection, Incident Response, Collection, Preservation, Examination, Analysis, Investigation and
Presentation. The Preparation phase involves acquiring the necessary permissions (or warrants) and deploying various network security and monitoring
tools including IDS’s (sensors), firewalls, packet capturing tools and flow
monitors at appropriate locations on a network. The Detection phase entails
receiving alerts from various monitoring tools, verifying whether there is an
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incident or not, and assessing its extent. The Incident Response phase involves
initiating actions (to defend, recover from existing damage, or collect more
information) depending on the type of attack, organizational policy, legal or
business constraints. The Collection phase involves acquiring the data from
the various security monitoring tools. The Preservation phase entails making
backup copies of logs or traffic on other storage media while ensuring that
integrity of the data is maintained through cryptographic hashes and a documented chain of custody. The Examination phase involves integrating the data
from the various monitoring tools in order to remove redundant data, identify
obvious indicators of compromise and document these traces of the suspected
incident. The Analysis phase involves a deeper exploration into the indicators,
classifying and categorizing similar patterns, and further correlating data from
different sources in order to understand the intent and techniques used by the
attacker. Statistical and data mining approaches may be used here. The subsequent phase is the Investigation phase which may be iterated with the Analysis
phase. The Investigation phase entails matching hypothesis and motives of the
perpetrator with the findings in the analysis, while seeking to unearth further
artifacts. The final phase is the Presentation phase which involves communicating the findings to the relevant audiences including, investigative, technical, legal or management personnel as well as using the findings to implement actionable improvements into network security systems. Figure 8 below
depicts this network forensic investigation model.

Figure 8: The Network Forensics Process Model
(Pilli, Joshi and Niyogi, 2010)
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Overall, from the presented Digital Forensic Investigation process models
as seen in related literature, there seems to be a consensus of the general procedures undertaken, however slightly different wording is used, which is also
noted in (Carrier and Spafford, 2003). The common activities seem to be preparation, identification of evidence, preservation, collection, analysis, presentation of findings and remediation efforts. From this observation, and inspired
by the hierarchical and agglomerative approach posited by Beebe et al, a further generalization of the phases can be summarized below:






Preparation: Identifying tools and delineating digital evidence
Collection: Acquisition and preservation of digital evidence sources
Analysis: The dissection of digital evidence sources, verification of hypothesis through reconstruction and correlation of events, and documentation of findings
Presentation: Communicating the findings to the stakeholders and initiating the necessary actions for remediation or recovery.

This generalization also facilitates viewing the digital investigation process
in a modular fashion. This enables identifying and directing specific improvements towards particular activities in the overall process model – which is the
aim of this thesis. (Beebe and Clark, 2005b; Pilli, Joshi and Niyogi, 2010)
suggest that the “Collection” and “Analysis” phases would benefit the most
from technological improvements. In this thesis there is an emphasis on this,
however we also contribute towards providing improvements to the other
phases.
The “forensic soundness” of the actual procedures undertaken is also an
important aspect in digital forensic investigations, as they need to be trustworthy. This is catered for through the Daubert Standard (United States Supreme
Court, 1993) (Marsico, 2005) (Casey et al., 2011) which provides standardized guidelines for the procedures and artifacts relating to digital forensic investigations. It identifies 5 main criteria to validate whether a procedure, tool
or artifact of evidence is trustworthy enough to be admissible in court. It states
that it:
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Must have been reliably tested;



Must have been subjected to peer review and publication;



Must have its known or potential error rates available;



Must have existing and maintained standards regulating its operation;



Must have general acceptance in the (scientific) community that uses it.

2.1.3. Digital Forensics Tools
Digital forensic tools (both hardware and software) have emerged out of
the practitioner community seeking solutions to real world problems (Beebe,
2009). The research, design and development of these tools has generally followed the order in the general digital forensics process model (Beebe, 2009).
Though there have been significant contributions to improving digital forensics tools, they still significantly lag behind in addressing the needs of the
digital forensics practitioner community (Beebe, 2009).
Following the Digital Forensics process model, some of the more notable
contributions are as follows: Within evidence acquisition, one of the early advances was the development and use of hardware write-blockers in capturing
disk-based evidence (Bress and Menz, 2004; Lyle, 2006). Acquisition and
parsing of live (volatile) memory from desktop computers was also achieved
around the same time (Carrier and Grand, 2004; Ring and Cole, 2004; Petroni
et al., 2006), as well as acquisition of network traffic data (Nikkel, 2006a,
2006b). More recently tools focused on acquiring live memory (RAM) from
mobile devices (Thing, Ng and Chang, 2010; Sylve et al., 2012); acquiring
disk-based evidence remotely from computers (Scanlon and Kechadi, 2010)
and Infrastructure as a Service cloud infrastructures (Dykstra and Sherman,
2013).
Beebe (Beebe, 2009) noted that most of the focus was on the acquisition
phase with research in the analysis phase only just beginning at that time. In
the Analysis phase, initially, efforts were made to standardize the formats for
digital evidence storage tools in order to support sharing, integration and interoperability to later enable better analysis (Turner, 2005; Garfinkel et al.,
2006; Cohen, Garfinkel and Schatz, 2009). There have been numerous tools
built to parse new data structures to extract and understand digital evidence
(van Baar, Alink and van Ballegooij, 2008) (Beverly, Garfinkel and Cardwell,
2011). There have also been efforts made at annotating and integrating digital
evidence from disparate sources (Cohen, 2008), as well as sharing digital evidence to enhance and distribute analysis activities (Garfinkel, 2012).
The typical digital forensic investigation has evolved over time. Nikkel
notes that: “The typical incident landscape has changed over the past few
years, becoming more complex, more global, and typically involves multiple
organizations.” (Nikkel, 2014) Current industry standard digital forensics
tools, such as EnCase and FTK, have not been able to keep up with the pace
to handle the “increased complexity and data volumes of modern investigations” (Ayers, 2009). Data volumes have increased due to the increase in the
number of cases involving digital investigations, the rising number of devices
involved per case, and the relative increase in the device storage capacity of
devices today (Quick and Choo, 2014). This has resulted in the need for new
approaches for tool development harnessing hardware advances, parallelism
and streaming (Beebe, 2009).
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The idea of harnessing distributed processing for dealing with the large
volumes of data was introduced in (Roussev and Richard III, 2004). Further
implementations are seen by Cohen (Cohen, Bilby and Caronni, 2011), where
an agent based distributed architecture is used for the capture of disk and
memory based evidence within a corporate network environment. (Pringle and
Burgess, 2014) describe a large scale distributed storage system that inherently preserves integrity for forensic investigations. (Alink et al., 2006) and
(Bhoedjang et al., 2012) develop a system that extracts digital evidence from
disk based sources and stores them in a large scale XML database that allows
for multiple investigators to query the evidence dataset concurrently from different locations, and use different analysis tools.
As already noted, due to the large amounts of digital evidence experienced
in recent years, there has been a reiteration on the initial stages of the evidence
acquisition phase and analysis phase in the form of focused evidence identification through Triage. The aim of this has been to reduce the amount of data
so as to enable the forensic investigator focus their efforts. (Mead, 2006) introduced the National Software Reference Library which is a large repository
hash values of known software applications. This enables removal of known
files from evidence datasets in an evidence reduction process. (Mislan, Casey
and Kessler, 2010) emphasizes the need for triage for mobile devices. (Moser
and Cohen, 2013) demonstrate the use of their tool (GRR) for enabling
memory and disk based triage activities to search for malicious activity before
initiating digital evidence capture of the narrowed set of devices. (Marturana
and Tacconi, 2013) develop a method for performing machine learning-based
triage on disk based evidence based on features related to certain crime categories. (Gladyshev and James, 2017) describe a decision theoretic probabilistic method for coordinating triage efforts on time consuming file carving of
images from disk-based evidence, in investigations where speed is preferred
to completeness.
Both Beebe (Beebe, 2009) and Garfinkel (Garfinkel, 2010) identify that in
most cases digital forensic tools are created out of a very specific need and
end up being stand-alone projects for individual cases that cannot share evidence with other tools. Garfinkel identifies this as “evidence-oriented design”
and notes that the research leading to tool development has been a largely
unstructured, but tactical reverse engineering process aimed at uncovering
specific data formats or protocols relevant to a particular case at hand. This
has led to a lot of tools being developed on a case-by-case basis for very specific evidence types, but cannot be used to integrate results across the tools.
Furthermore due to the disjointed efforts, tools vary in results, and many vendors use proprietary formats and are not motivated to provide facilities to enable integration with other vendors or open source tools.
Advances in technology, leading to proliferation of software applications
and proprietary formats with poor or unavailable documentation, has further
exacerbated the problem (Garfinkel, 2010). This is well illustrated with the
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research in tool development for various cloud storage applications (Federici,
2014) (Quick and Choo, 2013), web applications (Mendoza et al., 2015)
(Gugelmann et al., 2015) and social media and chat communication applications (Walnycky et al., 2015) (Wu et al., 2017) (Gregorio, Gardel and Alarcos,
2017) on a variety of operating systems. The diversity of applications and data
formats has resulted in multiple different tools being developed in the process
of reverse engineering and discovering the internals of such applications.
Despite the aforementioned advances, the digital forensic process as a
whole remains largely manual. Clemens states that “Digital Forensics remains
largely a manual process requiring detailed and time consuming analysis by
experts within the field” (Clemens, 2015). Gugelmann identifies the same case
with web traffic stating thar “due to the nested nature of today's Web page
structures, it is a huge manual effort to tell apart benign traffic caused by regular user browsing from malicious traffic that relates to malware or insider
threats” (Gugelmann et al., 2015). Lapso et al. echo this same sentiment, noting that a common “challenge examiners face is manual reconstruction of
complex datasets” (Lapso, Peterson and Okolica, 2016). The tools have contributed to a quasi-automated state of the digital forensics process, however,
further automation is still needed.
Beebe succinctly captured the needs for forthcoming tools, stating: “The
goal should be to provide information and knowledge, not merely data. This
might be accomplished through data visualization, automated link analysis,
cross-correlation and features for “zooming in” on information to reduce information overhead” (Beebe, 2009). Beebe further identifies criteria for future
tools as listed below:


Software development (of digital forensic tools) must take advantage
of hardware advances, including massive parallelism and streaming.



Increased interoperability via standardized data (i.e., tool input/output)
and API formats is needed.



More operating-system-independent tools are required, e.g. PyFlag
(Cohen, 2008).



All-in-one tools with respect to data types are needed; such tools would
intelligently leverage data from static media, volatile memory/devices,
network dumps, etc.



It is also important to increase the automation of forensic processes.

These revolutionary ideas identified by Beebe form the founding principles
for the architectures, tools and methods developed in this thesis.
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2.2. Mobile and Distributed Systems
Mobility often refers to the ability of a user or a device to maintain services
through wireless connectivity despite changing locations (Imielinski and
Korth, 1996). Cellular/mobile phones, wireless devices and networks are a
typical example of this. Coulouris et al describe a distributed system as “one
in which hardware or software components located at networked computers
communicate and coordinate their actions only by passing messages”
(Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg, 2012).
Mobile and distributed systems are increasingly common in the digital
world that we live in. Beebe notes that: “Modern digital crime scenes frequently involve multi-terabyte data stores, mission critical systems that cannot
be taken offline for imaging, ubiquitous sources of volatile data, and enterprise-level and/or complex incidents in which the scope and location of digital
evidence are difficult to ascertain.” (Beebe, 2009) Among her notes of an increase in “non-standard computing” environments, Beebe specifically cites
the rise in mobile phones, PDA’s, GPS devices, virtual and cloud computing
infrastructures appearing in digital investigations. Garfinkel posits that the increase in cloud computing environments is causing problems in locating and
seizing digital evidence (Garfinkel, 2010). Mislan et al also identify an increase in the number of mobile devices being linked to digital investigations
(Mislan, Casey and Kessler, 2010).
Together with the pervasiveness of mobile and distributed systems appearing as subjects of digital forensic investigations, there have also been efforts
to harness them towards the benefit of enhancing digital investigations. Particularly there have been several notable efforts to make use of distributed and
systems such as (Roussev and Richard III, 2004), (Redding, 2005), (Cohen,
Bilby and Caronni, 2011), (Pringle and Burgess, 2014) and (van Beek et al.,
2015). Harnessing mobile devices to assist digital forensic investigations has
also been seen in (Grover, 2013).
Due to this prevalence and importance of mobile and distributed systems
in digital forensic investigations today, as well as the fact that we harness these
technologies in various aspects of this study, it is deemed important to cover
the basic concepts and considerations in this area.

2.2.1. Distributed Systems
As defined above by Coulouris, distributed systems refer to a set of computing devices working towards a common goal (with similar or different
tasks), but coordinated through message passing via computer networks.
Some of the primary aims of making use of distributed systems is to share
resources in order to spread the workload and improve performance through
parallel activity (Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg, 2012). Promoting availability or fault tolerance, through the redundancy of multiple devices, or by
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replicating data or services, is also one of the primary aims (Attiya and Welch,
2004).
When considering the architectural design of a distributed system, Coulouris points out 4 main considerations (Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg,
2012) described below:
i.

What are the communicating entities?

The level of abstraction within a computing system often determines what exactly the entities that are communicating are. In many cases it is processes or
threads of processes, however in certain cases resource constrained devices
may not embody the concept of a process, and thus it is the entire entity as a
node that performs the communication. From a programming perspective,
Coulouris identifies objects, components and web services as potential communicating entities, however other possible abstractions may also be envisioned.
ii.

What communication paradigm will they use?

There are 2 main types of communication paradigms for distributed systems:
Direct communication, where the parties are in a sender-receiver relationship
and generally know of the existence of the other; and, Indirect communication
where senders and receivers are not predesignated, and do not necessarily
know about each other, nor exist at the same time. A third party, proxy or
secondary mechanism may be used to orient messages to their intended recipient(s).
Direct communication techniques include: Inter process communication,
which involves low-level communication between processes through message
passing primitives, or API calls (e.g. with sockets); and Remote Invocation,
which involves 2-way communication that results in a remote operation,
method or procedure being called. It includes techniques such as Request-Reply protocols, Remote Procedure Calls (Birrell and Nelson, 1983) and Remote
Method Invocation.
Techniques for Indirect communication include: Group Communication,
Publish-subscribe systems (Mühl, Pietzuch and Fiege, 2006), Message
Queues, Tuple Spaces (Gelernter, 1985) and Distributed Shared Memory
(Keleher et al., 1994).
iii.

What roles and responsibilities do the entities have in the overall architecture?

Fundamentally entities within a distributed system interact with each other in
order to achieve a certain objective. In this interaction to achieve objectives,
entities take up certain roles. There are 2 main paradigms for the assignment
of roles: The Client-Server paradigm, where one entity acts as the source and
requester for some data or service, and another entity is the designated re-
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sponder to provide the data or service requested; and the Peer-to-Peer paradigm, where all the communicating entities share similar roles and capabilities, but may switch roles depending on the needs of the task that is to be
achieved.
iv.

How are the communicating entities mapped to the physical components
of the distributed architecture?

This is important because the strategic placement of the communicating entities among the physical networked devices affects the overall properties of the
distributed system including performance, security, reliability among others
(Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg, 2012). Aspects such as the overall objective of the distributed system, pre-existing communication patterns, and the
load and resource availability on nodes or network interfaces need to be taken
into consideration. Common placement strategies include: Mapping services
or data to multiple nodes as partitions or duplicates; Caching, where most recently used data or resources are stored locally for faster access; Mobile code
where scripts are downloaded and run at remote clients; and Mobile agents
where software agents are sent over networks to perform specific tasks and
return to their delegating server with the results.
For the purposes of this study, we go deeper into 3 common applications of
distributed system architectures, that is: Peer to Peer Systems, Cloud Infrastructures and Large Scale Distributed Storage Systems.
2.2.1.1. Peer to Peer Systems
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems have arisen out of the aforementioned peer-topeer role assignment paradigm where communicating entities within a distributed system have similar roles and switch roles depending on the particular
task being carried out towards the overall achievement of a common goal. P2P
systems are often characterized by the benefit of not having a centralized single point of failure, and coping better with scaling out due to the avoidance of
overloading of a particular individual server node. Reliability, availability and
scalability are thus the common benefits achieved. As scalability is often easily achieved, the resource pool can also quickly increase thus potentially enhancing performance.
Despite the potential benefits of P2P systems, they also experience certain
challenges. One of the challenges is that since nodes are not controlled by a
centralized authority, they are prone to being heterogeneous in nature (differing in processing, storage or communication resources) as well as being subject to the preferences of the user or stakeholder in terms of usage. This is a
challenge for placement in the overall distributed system. Another challenge
is that nodes can rapidly join or leave the distributed system. This is termed as
“churn” and must be handled transparently in order to not affect the objectives,
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availability, reliability or performance of the P2P system. Finally, the effects
of the underlying preexisting network protocols such as IP, TCP and UDP,
DNS or HTTP(S) can affect the performance or architecture of the overlying
application layer communication protocols used by the P2P system. Typically,
P2P systems are built with their own communication protocols, termed as
overlay networks, that compensate for potential issues caused by the underlying network protocols affecting the achievement of the systems objectives.
There are generally 3 types of overlay networks: Structured overlays, Unstructured overlays (Lua et al., 2004) (Kshemkalyani and Singhal, 2008) and
Hybrid overlays (Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2001).


Structured overlays: This type of overlay network relies on an organized node order and structured placement of resources thus making the
processes of searching (looking up) nodes, information or services more
deterministic. They are often used when search speed is crucial. High
churn impacts availability and performance in these overlays as the organized placement may take time and extra resources.



Unstructured overlays: These overlays often apply more probabilistic
or random placement of resources, management of nodes and searching. No single node, or subset of nodes has full knowledge of the rest
of the peers and thus random interaction, or flooding are used as mechanisms for searching for nodes, services or information. Flooding must
be controlled and searches may unbounded in time, however such P2P
overlays are more resilient (reliable) to high levels of churn
(Kshemkalyani and Singhal, 2008).



Hybrid overlays: These overlays attempt to blend techniques from
structured overlays, unstructured overlays and client-server approaches
in order to achieve an optimal level of certain criteria aimed at the goals
of the P2P system at hand. Scalability, availability and speed of lookups
are common criteria for optimization.

P2P Resource Placement Strategies and Interaction Frameworks
As earlier mentioned the placement of resources and the communication
(interaction) strategies are important factors when designing a distributed system architecture. Here we briefly outline common considerations in P2P architectures.
I.

Resource Placement (Indexing) Strategies

There are 3 main strategies that may be applied when considering where to
place nodes or resources in a network: Centralized Indexing, Distributed Indexing and Local Indexing. They are also termed as indexing strategies as they
govern the addressing strategy that may determine the speed and reliability of
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finding nodes or resources. In each strategy, replication in some form is often
used as a means to facilitate greater availability.
a) Centralized strategies aim to hold all indexing (addressing) information at
a central location. An example is the Napster protocol.
b) Distributed strategies involve the dispersion of the indexing information in
a deterministic manner. The mapping may be uniform or targeted depending on the aims of the overlay, or criteria related to lookup speed, network
diameter, fault-tolerance or resistance to churn, among others. An example
is the use of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) where some identifier of a
node or resource is hashed to determine the destination location. A uniformly distributed hashing algorithm can facilitate even (uniform) distribution of nodes or resources.
c) Local strategies involve registration and assignment of local resources by
individual local nodes. Unstructured overlays often use this strategy.
Searching for peers is often unbounded and requires “random walks” or
controlled flooding (e.g. using a Time-To-Live approach). The structure of
such placement is not predetermined, however natural structures have been
seen to appear relating to Power Law Random Graphs (with node degrees
following a Power-Law distribution), and Normal Random Graphs (where
nodes tend towards having uniform degrees) (Kshemkalyani and Singhal,
2008).
II.

Interaction Frameworks

Closely tied to the resource placement strategies, peers also need to make
the choice of which other peer to communicate with in order to achieve a goal,
or access some resource or service. There are 2 main types of interaction
frameworks: Random Interaction and Deterministic Interaction
(Kshemkalyani and Singhal, 2008).
a) Random interaction is characterized by choosing a peer at random to communicate with. This is done usually either by flooding the overlay network
with messages, or using k-random neighbours to query their k-randomneighbours iteratively. In order to prevent clogging the network these
methods are often checked by referring back to the originator, or by a
Time-To-Live value on the message such that after a given number of iterations the message expires. Another approach is to use an “expandingring” strategy where a progressively larger set of neighbours is queried depending on whether or not the prior set resulted in a useful answer.
b) Deterministic interactions make use of an algorithmic decision making criteria to choose which node to communicate with. A hashing algorithm
(such as with DHT’s) or some other computation determines the choice
through applying the algorithm on a given identifier, such as the object’s
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location, name, content, or some properties of the node such as available
bandwidth, battery power, disk space, uptime, or processing load. Deterministic interaction frameworks may follow 3 main strategies: Uniform
distribution, Hierarchical interaction, or Publish-Subscribe strategies. Uniformly distributed interaction is characteristic of nodes and resources that
are uniformly distributed. Such interaction enables load-balancing and often follows the same paradigm as the resource placement strategy that promotes uniform distribution such as that seen with DHT’s using uniformly
distributed hashing algorithms. Hierarchical interaction involves designating a certain set of peers as prioritized or “super” peers. Criteria must be
wisely chosen to elect the right peers, and also replace them, based on the
goals of the P2P system. Publish-Subscribe interactions follow the paradigm of designating certain peers as producers (sources) of information
and others as consumers (sinks). Consumers subscribe to receive information and publishers produce information destined for the subscribed
consumers.
2.2.1.2. Large Scale Distributed Storage Systems
Over the years there has been a significant increase in the amount of data
being produced and needing to be stored. Needing to expand storage capacities, two approaches have been taken: Vertical expansion and Horizontal expansion. Vertical expansion involves increasing individual storage device capacities (e.g. Magnetic disks, flash storage, optical storage, etc.) from which
Moore’s Law is drawn. The Horizontal expansion approach entails joining
storage space from multiple devices together to act as a single pooled resource
– relying on distributed system techniques. Distributed FileSystems and Distributed Databases have arisen from the horizontal approach. The important
difference between the 2 is that filesystems handle unstructured data better,
while databases handle structured data better. In addition to these, a hybrid
form has also arisen, often called NoSQL Datastores, that attempt to handle
large amounts of both structured and unstructured data.
I.

Distributed FileSystems

Filesystems provide a programmable interface through the operating system
to allow applications to persist data on physical storage media. Initially this
was aimed at a few applications on single devices, however with time the need
for communication and collaboration across multiple devices brought about
the need for access control, availability, consistency and load-balancing
among others, described below (Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg, 2012):


Transparency, is related to the concealment of underlying activity of the
distributed system to the user. Transparency may relate to uniform accessibility to the platform or functionality (Access Transparency); Uniform
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addressing of resources despite movement (Location/Migration transparency; and constant performance levels despite changes in resource, or
node churn or load (Performance transparency).


Concurrency, relates to the ability of files being modified by different
users without affecting each other.



Replication, is the presence of multiple copies of files at different locations, which can aid performance, fault-tolerance and availability.



Fault-tolerance, relates to the ability to maintain suitable performance
despite the occurrence of failures within the system.



Consistency, relates to the ability to converge to a single result despite
multiple parallel independent changes to files.



Security needs arise due to greater accessibility over networks, resulting
in requirements for authentication, access control, integrity checking and
encryption.



Efficiency, relates to the need for a distributed system to function at least
at the same levels as conventional filesystems.



Scalability, entails the ability of a system to change in size depending on
the load or presence of resources, without diminishing performance.

Over the years multiple distributed filesystems have been developed focusing on particular needs. Examples of currently well-known distributed filesystems include: the Google FileSystem (GFS) (Ghemawat, Gobioff and Leung,
2003), Ceph (Weil et al., 2006), XtremeFS (Hupfeld et al., 2008), the Hadoop
FileSystem (HDFS) (Shvachko et al., 2010) and GlusterFS (Gluster, 2011).
Some P2P systems have been classified as distributed filesystems, however as
they generally do not offer the conventional filesystem API they should only
be considered as mimicking distributed filesystems.
II.

Distributed Databases

A distributed database is described as a collection of multiple logically interrelated databases distributed over a computer network (Özsu and Valduriez,
2011). The key distinctive factors are that it is neither a partitioned database
on a single node, nor a collection of files spread across multiple nodes. The
structure of schemas and tables logically connects components of the database
at different nodes that are physically linked over computer networks. Distributed databases hold similar requirements to distributed filesystems, however
there is an added focus on database transactions and query processing similar
to conventional databases. (Elmasri and Navathe, 2011) identify the following
core requirements for distributed databases:
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Distributed Transaction Management: This entails transmitting and synchronizing requests to change data at multiple remote partitions of the
database such that integrity is maintained and the data is affected as a
unit.



Distributed Query Processing: This involves requesting for data from
multiple remote endpoints and aggregating a uniform response.



Distributed Directory/Catalog Management: This relates to keeping
track of the data distribution, replication, fragmentation and associated
metadata of the distributed database and its partitions.



Replicated Data Management: This involves making the choice of which
copy of the data to access, and to maintain integrity and consistency.



Distributed Database Recovery: This entails recovering from various different types of failures including transaction failures, network failures,
hardware failures, or other forms of similar malfunctions.

Distributed systems are further classified by Elmasri and Navathe using 3
criteria: The degree of distribution, relating to whether the database is fully
distributed, or only partially; The degree of autonomy, referring to whether
individual local nodes can work independently under certain circumstances or
not; The degree of homogeneity, relating to whether local database sites use
the same DBMS software or not for varying reasons. These criteria have resulted in 3 different types of distributed systems:


Pure Distributed Database systems where the database is presented
through a single endpoint and a single global schema is followed at all
local sites, which results in no autonomy.



Federated Database systems where there is a single database schema,
however individual local sites/nodes can interact with users or process
transactions independently



Multi-Database/Peer-to-Peer database systems, which function autonomously, interact with clients and process transactions independently.
There is no global schema. Schema are generated on demand depending
on the querying application or transaction being processed.

III.

NoSQL Data stores

Distributed FileSystems and Distributed databases have generally catered
for unstructured and structured data, respectively. However, over time, with
the large capacity for generating different forms of data today, the separation
between the two has become increasingly unclear with applications trying to
blend the two. The result of this has been the creation of NoSQL (Not only
SQL) data stores.
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The main aim here is to provide scalability for both structured and unstructured data with closely similar properties to relational database systems
(Nayak, Poriya and Poojary, 2013). The idea is to loosely apply the ACID
properties of relational databases (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) to large amounts of structured and unstructured data, often termed as
BASE properties (Basically Available, Soft State, Eventual Consistency). As
the major aim is scalability, this basically means that NoSQL data stores focus
more on availability and partition resilience with looser requirements on consistency.
Five main classes of NoSQL data stores have been identified (Han et al.,
2011) (Nayak, Poriya and Poojary, 2013):


Key-Value (Tuple) data stores, where data and storage location addresses
are hashed and indexed. The hashes and the actual data (or storage location) form the key-value pair. Such data stores do not follow a particular
schema, offer high scalability and quick look-ups. Examples of such data
stores include Amazon’s Dynamo (DeCandia et al., 2007), Riak (Basho
Technologies, 2009) and Redis (Sanfilippo, 2009).



Column-Oriented (Wide-Column) data stores mimic the concept of tables, rows and columns from traditional databases. Each key is associated
to a set of attributes that resemble individual columns. Different data
structures may be used to maintain the columnar representation. Examples of these data stores include Google’s Bigtable (Chang et al., 2006),
HBase (Cafarella and Cutting, 2007) and Cassandra (Lakshman and
Malik, 2010)



Document stores, use the concept of a document containing an encoding
format holding the data. Each document loosely represents a record of a
database containing attributes. A variety of encodings can be used such
as XML, YAML, JSON and Binary JSON. Examples of such data stores
include MongoDB(MongoDB Inc., 2009) and CouchDB (Katz et al.,
2005).



Graph databases, use a network structure including nodes and edges. The
nodes represent data objects, while the edges represent relationships.
Edges may be directed or undirected. Nodes may be connected to attributes, or may embody attributes in themselves. These data stores work
well with semi-structured data that inherently has links between data
items such as social networks, traffic networks and geographic maps.
They are often ACID compliant, offer good scalability, fast lookups and
roll-back support (Nayak, Poriya and Poojary, 2013). Examples of such
data stores include Neo4j (Eifrem, Svensson and Neubauer, 2010), OrientDB (Garulli, 2010) and Ontotext GraphDB (Ontotext, 2015)
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2.2.1.3. Cloud Computing Infrastructures
Coulouris identified the increasing use of computational power as utility
being one of the major trends permeating distributed systems (Coulouris,
Dollimore and Kindberg, 2012). This trend has arisen from the increasing investment in computing resources (processing, storage and communication) by
major technology companies while at the same time undergoing large variations in utility (load, or usage) over time. They thus have exploited the “extra”
unused capacity available by selling it off, on-demand, to paying users.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines Cloud
Computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.” (Mell and Grance, 2011) They also identify 5 main characteristics
of cloud computing, as follows:


On demand self-service without human intervention from the service provider.



Accessibility over computer networks and available standard heterogeneous platforms or devices.



Dynamic pooling and allocation of resources in order to serve multiple
consumers who can share the same resource (in a multi-tenant model).



Rapid elasticity, such that consumers can expand or reduce their usage
transparently without affecting other users.



Measured Service, such that there is detailed monitoring of allocation and
usage of the provisioned resources for optimization, control or billing
purposes.

NIST also identified 3 common service models illustrating how cloud computing infrastructures can be packaged for users. The service models vary in
the amount of control and responsibility afforded to the consumer compared
to that left in the power of the service provider.


Software as a Service (SaaS): Here a software application is made available through a web browser. The user only has access to the functionality
of the software application made available, with possibly limited capabilities for configuration. The management, control and configuration of
the underlying platform or hardware is solely in the hands of the service
provider and cannot be affected directly by the user. SaaS examples include Google Docs and Microsoft Office 365.



Platform as a Service (PaaS): Here the service provider provides a platform where users can deploy their own customized, or 3rd party applications. The platform often has programming languages, development
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tools, libraries, deployment and hosting services to assist the user. The
users can modify configurations of their application, but not the underlying hardware, storage, networking or operating system. Examples of
PaaS offerings include Heroku and Google AppEngine


Infrastructure as a Service(IaaS): This service model gives the consumer
the most flexibility in configuring their computing resources. The user is
able to add remove or modify configurations relating to hardware (the
amount of processors, storage devices, network interfaces) and their capacities as well as the operating systems and software installed. They can
fundamentally configure computing appliances as a whole and deploy
different networked configurations. Configuration of Security and usage
monitoring may be provided in a limited way. Control of the overall
cloud computing infrastructure is still left in the domain of the provider.
Examples of IaaS offerings include Amazon AWS, OpenStack, CloudStack and Microsoft Azure.

The diagram in Figure 9 illustrates the relationship between the control and
responsibility availed to the user, versus that maintained by the provider (Liu
et al., 2012)

Figure 9: Control and Responsibility Relationship between Provider and User

Four common deployment models are also described by NIST (Liu et al.,
2012) depending on the varying environments and needs of users or organizations. These deployment models are:
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Public Cloud: These are provisioned for use by the general public. The
infrastructure itself may be owned by an organization, academic institution or governmental agency and often resides on their own premises.



Private Cloud: These are deployed exclusively for the internal use of an
organization or its customers. The infrastructure itself may reside at the
organization’s premises or provided by a 3rd party solely for the organization



Community Cloud: This is a less commonly used deployment model that
is setup for a specific group of individuals, institutions, organizations or
government agencies. The infrastructure may be owned, controlled, managed or resident at one or more of the parties involved, or a third party.



Hybrid Cloud: This is a combination of two or more of the previous deployment models. It is built to act as a single unit and is typically used to
enable private cloud deployments to expand without necessarily investing in actual physical infrastructure. It is often termed as “cloud bursting”
where applications can seamlessly expand to public cloud resources depending on demand.

2.2.2. Mobile and Embedded Devices
Among the current trends in distributed systems as identified by Coulouris
is the growing need to support mobility of devices proceeding from the increasing miniaturization and portability of computing devices. This has also
contributed to the ubiquity of computer systems, with the main concern being
the effects of the variation and availability of the connectivity media
(Coulouris, Dollimore and Kindberg, 2012).
Mobile and embedded devices are characterized by a relatively smaller size
and computing resource footprint. This is related to the smaller availability of
electrical power – being battery powered due to the need for portability. Commonly seen mobile devices in general include smart phones, smart watches,
feature phones and GPS devices. Embedded devices are often small computing devices inserted into other objects with electrical or mechanical functions
that previously did not require computational power, for example sensors, vehicles, washing machines, fridges, televisions and portable medical devices
such as smart insulin pumps. The fine line between mobile and embedded devices gets more blurry as more devices begin to contain computing resources.
In this study we focus mainly on the Mobile Smartphone.
2.2.2.1. The Mobile Smartphone
The mobile phone has evolved drastically over time from the initial concept
of a cellular/ mobile feature phone, eventually to a smartphone. The initial aim
was to enable phone calls from a portable device over wireless connectivity
media while on the move. This soon enabled text messaging termed as SMS
(Short Message Service) with feature phones having add-on applications such
as phonebooks, flashlights and calculators. As the hardware and software capabilities advanced multimedia applications were introduced with listening to
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music, playing simple games, taking photographs and eventually using the Internet over GPRS communication links. From this evolution arose the
smartphone with ever increasing computational power through technological
advances in hardware and software.
Several authors point out the heterogeneity of the hardware and software
environment comprising smartphones today (Li et al., 2010) (Sanaei et al.,
2014) (Armstrong, Mueller and Syrett, 2014) (Han and Cho, 2016).
I.

Software Heterogeneity

In terms of software heterogeneity, operating systems and application software can be considered. With Operating Systems (OS), in the early days, the
Symbian OS made a transition from feature phones to simple smartphones.
Around the same time Palm OS, Web OS, early versions of Windows (Mobile)
Phone OS and BlackBerry OS dominated the relatively small market of simplistic smartphones. In more recent times, the Google Android OS and the
Apple iOS smartphone operating systems have come in and taken over the
market, however flavours of the predecessors still exist in smaller quantities.
Additionally, with the Android OS being free and open source, variants of this
have been developed such as CyanogenMod OS, (Amazon) Fire OS, Lineage
OS and (Xiaomi) MIUI, among others. Among the current major technology
players and their related operating systems (mainly Android, iOS and Windows Phone OS), they have also set up specific markets for software applications for their own OS’s containing millions of applications submitted by 3rd
party authors. These often have several variations depending on the operating
system version, hardware architecture or individual developer choices. There
are also 3rd party application markets which are characterized with the same
variation of software versions. The smartphone software ecosystem is thus
highly heterogeneous with deep seated variation.
II.

Hardware Heterogeneity

The hardware aspect is also riddled with high amounts of heterogeneity.
The typical smartphone will have standard computational components such as
a processor, volatile memory, persistent storage, network communication capabilities and I/O devices such as a keypad and screen. The capabilities of
these can vary greatly within the same vendor and more so across vendors.
Basic hardware capabilities that often vary include: Processor architectures
(ARM v7, v8, MIPS, 32 bit, 64 bit), models, number of cores, speed, amounts
of RAM, amounts and types of storage (inbuilt, or SD Card), baseband transceiver models, mobile network protocols (GSM, GPRS, EDGE, 3G, LTE, 4G,
5G), Wi-Fi standards (abgn), Bluetooth versions, NFC capabilities. Additionally other key and innovative components to the smartphone that may vary
include cameras, touch screens, input and output (audio /video) jacks and various sensors (including light sensors, proximity sensors, accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetic field sensors) (Armstrong, Mueller and Syrett, 2014).
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Smartphones today are even becoming modular and allowing for pluggable
additions to enhance their use such as larger camera lenses, projectors, game
pads, extra speakers and extra battery power as seen with the current latest
Motorola Z series MotoMods. The huge variation in hardware has been attributed to the use of proprietary technology and limitations via patents due to
legal or cost implications (Armstrong, Mueller and Syrett, 2014). Research
and development will continue to advance the hardware and software used in
smartphones, and will result in new innovative uses to aid human activities.
In terms of usage, at the moment smartphones are quite indispensable, accompanying their owners/users almost everywhere and assisting them to perform a wide variety of activities. This predisposes such devices, their operating systems and their software applications to accumulate large amounts of
potentially sensitive information. For example personal conversations from
social media and messaging apps (e.g. Facebook, Facebook Messenger,
WhatsApp, Telegram, Kikchat, Tinder), photos and videos from camera related apps (e.g. Instagram, Snapchat, and various photo capturing, editing or
cataloging apps), personal organization apps (e.g. Evernote, Google Calendar,
Google Tasks, Google Keep, OneNote), sensitive company information from
corporate communication apps, banking information from banking and personal finance apps, healthcare information from health and fitness monitoring
apps and even sensitive personal information from government service related
apps. Location based information that may be considered sensitive may also
be available from a variety of apps such as transportation related apps, mapping apps and some social media and communication apps. Today many apps
have privacy statements and opt-in or opt-out strategies to legitimize their use,
however this sensitive information can be used to the users benefit (e.g. serving useful ads, or finding the nearest taxi or restaurant) or to their detriment
(e.g. being exposed to identity theft, or data exfiltration)
As already mentioned, mobile devices are relatively limited in computing
resources as compared to conventional PCs or laptops. Thus, in many cases
information is often transmitted over networks to be handed over to servers
for more resource intensive processing operations (Oberheide, Cooke and
Jahanian, 2007) (Cuervo, 2012) (Justino and Buyya, 2014). Furthermore,
some operations, such as cryptography and graphics processing may require
optimization, or have their capabilities reduced. In reducing the burden on the
computing resources on mobile devices, this may expose the data acquired on
the devices to further privacy and security risks.
Smartphones may be used, owned and managed by different actors that imply different extents of control on the actual device. Some of the common
usage scenarios could include personal usage where the device is owned and
controlled by the same individual person having full control of the device bestowed upon them by the manufacturer. Corporate device usage involves
smartphone ownership by an organization who may customize, monitor or
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limit access to certain functionality on the device depending on the users’ job
description. The “Bring Your Own Device” usage which provides a middle
ground and is often used in corporate scenarios. Employees are encouraged to
bring their own device, however it is subjected to corporate policies and Mobile Device Management systems that may limit functionality and monitor usage. Leakage of corporate information, installation of unauthorized risky apps,
monitoring of personal information, and high IT administrative burden and
costs, are some of the challenges experienced.

2.3. Virtualization and Hypervisors
Virtualization is described as the “separation of a resource, or request for a
service, from the underlying physical delivery of that service” (VMware,
2006). It involves the abstraction of physical hardware resources (computing,
storage and networking) into virtual resources (IBM Corp., 2005) (Sugerman,
Venkitachalam and Lim, 2001). Virtualization has been used to facilitate better sharing and utilization of resources (often resulting in reduction of hardware costs), enabling optimization of workloads and providing flexibility to
adapt to organizational needs (IBM Corp., 2005) (VMware, 2006)
(Silberschatz, Galvin and Gagne, 2013). Other benefits include isolation of
guest operating systems, consolidation of servers, saving on energy costs, easier system migration, easy provisioning of test environments, decoupling
hardware and software for easier fault-finding and for security purposes
(Uhlig et al., 2005) (VMware, 2006) (Laadan and Nieh, 2010) (Pearce,
Zeadally and Hunt, 2013).
Virtualization in its early states provided individual virtual resources such
as memory, disks and network interfaces. More often today it is used to provide entire virtual computing appliances (devices) often termed as virtual machines. This form of virtualization is known as platform virtualization, or system virtualization. This requires the intervention of a software layer between
the physical hardware and the guest operating system in order to manage the
distribution and control of resources. This software layer was initially termed
as a “control program” or a virtual machine monitor (VMM) (Bugnion et al.,
1997), but is now commonly called a hypervisor (Popek and Goldberg, 1974)
(Smith and Nair, 2005).
A hypervisor is described as a privileged piece of software in “full” control
of system resources, that runs either within, or beneath an operating system,
providing an interface to an efficient, isolated duplicate of the real (physical)
machine (Popek and Goldberg, 1974) (Pearce, Zeadally and Hunt, 2013)
Various authors have identified 2 basic architectures for hypervisors
(Popek and Goldberg, 1974) (IBM Corp., 2005) (VMware, 2006) (Pearce,
Zeadally and Hunt, 2013):
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Type I – Hypervisors (Bare-metal Hypervisors): This type of hypervisor
runs directly on the physical hardware as the primary boot system and
runs at the highest privilege level. Examples of this type of hypervisor
are VMWare ESX/ESXi, Microsoft Hyper-V and Citrix XenServer



Type II – Hypervisors (Hosted Hypervisors): This type of hypervisor runs
within, or alongside another operating system. It may directly use drivers
from the hosting operating system, or it may have its own inbuilt drivers
that proxy system calls through the hosting operating system, in order to
interact with system resources. Examples include VMWare Workstation,
VMWare Player, Virtualbox and QEMU

Despite this distinction there are certain technologies that transcend the divide.
Some can be configured and deployed as either “type” of hypervisor– (hosted,
or bare-metal), while others operate as self-standing isolated instances of an
operating system with application specific libraries and binaries. Examples
include KVM (Kernel Virtual Machine) and Container technologies such as
Docker and OpenVZ.
For the successful decoupling of software and hardware in achieving virtualization of resources, well defined interfaces between software and hardware
components need to be implemented. Smith and Nair identify 4 main points
of interfacing governed by 3 main components: The Instruction Set Architecture (ISA), the Application Binary Interface (ABI) and the Application Programming Interface (API). The provision and management of these interfaces
is the responsibility of the hypervisor, however the focus on certain interfaces
rather than others may vary depending on specific implementations (Smith
and Nair, 2005).
 The Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) is the main interface between hardware and software. It is composed of low-level native instructions,
datatypes, register locations and other hardware specific primitives. It
serves as the mediation between the OS and hardware (System ISA)
through the kernel; as well as between software applications, shared libraries and hardware (User ISA). The user ISA is a subset of the System ISA
that is made available to software applications. Figure 10 depicts this as
Interface 3 and 4.
 The Application Binary Interface provides the link between compiled software applications or libraries and system hardware. This is usually done
indirectly via system calls made available through the operating system.
 The Application Programming Interface provides software applications
with hardware access through high level programming language calls
through shared libraries and system libraries. The API interface facilitates
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compatibility by making it easy to recompile software applications on different architectures, given that the compiled shared libraries and system
libraries exist and use the same API.

Figure 10: Computer Architecture depicting the SoftwareHardware interfaces implementable by a hypervisor
(Smith and Nair, 2005)

Virtualization has been implemented in 2 main ways: Full virtualization and
Paravirtualization. These implementations govern the expected extent of responsibilities of the hypervisor and the respective guest operating system.
 Full Virtualization entails the hypervisor taking full responsibility to virtualize almost all possible functions provided by the different interfaces. This
usually means that guest operating systems require little or no modification
to run, but conversely the hypervisors become bulky with functionality and
have a larger code base in order to cater for the large variety of OS’s and
device drivers.
 Paravirtualization involves the hypervisors have only limited, generic and
necessary interface functionality to support guest OS’s. This means that
guest operating systems may need to be modified in order to run on a given
hypervisor. Such hypervisors often expose an API for OS developers to
perform the necessary modifications. This may result in multiple versions
of operating systems and bulky drivers as they are recompiled to comply
with the hypervisor API’s. On the other hand, the hypervisor benefits by
remaining small, and efficient as possible, while the OS modifications and
optimizations are left to the original experts of the given OS.
Virtualization has been credited as being a major enabler for cloud infrastructures as it provides the much needed decoupling, isolation, ease of migration,
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modification and centralized management that are often required by cloudbased environments (Liu et al., 2012) (Silberschatz, Galvin and Gagne, 2013).
The idea of disposable, or easily rolled back virtual appliances incentivize the
use of virtualization. In recent years, virtualization has also been applied to
mobile devices (Andrus et al., 2011) (Jaramillo, Furht and Agarwal, 2014)
The motivations for this have generally arisen from the aforementioned “Bring
Your Own Device” trend, citing that virtualization provides flexibility of management and use between the owner and an organization. In practice it allows
for more flexible organization-wide device management, while also allowing
for isolation between organization use and personal use thus addressing the
dual concerns of organizational security policy and user data privacy
(Jaramillo, Furht and Agarwal, 2014).

2.4. Semantic Web Technologies
Berners-Lee envisioned the Semantic Web as a means to enable machines to
exchange and process (use logic to reason upon) different forms of data from
multiple disparate sources, in order to aid human users in achieving complex
reasoning tasks (Berners-Lee, Hendler and Lassila, 2002). The initial idea involved knowledge representation in a format that allows for flexibility yet uniform understanding, marking up text in order to enrich the original information and using rules about relationships between data items to guide processing to achieve new useful information. The idea was to make the data in
itself more “intelligent” and meaningful, rather than only seeking intelligent
machines. The combined effect was intended to be smarter automated information systems.
The Semantic Web in itself has not yet been realized, however the building
blocks of the technology are still evolving and new application areas are arising which require the intelligence promoted by the initial idea (Gerber,
Barnard and van Der Merwe, 2004) (Gerber, van Der Merwe and Barnard,
2008). Berners-Lee et al. identified the evolving set of core concepts needed
to achieve the semantic web, and described them as the Semantic Web Stack
/ Layered Cake model (Berners-Lee, 2000) as depicted in Figure 11 .

2.4.1. The Semantic Web Stack
The Semantic Web Stack is generally composed of 7 layers as described below. The first 3 layers have been largely standardized, while the last 3 are still
in their infancy of development.
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Figure 11: The Semantic Web Stack / Layered Cake Model

I.

Identifiers and Character Sets (URI’s and Unicode)

This is the foundational layer that forms the basis for uniform data exchange and identification of resources (addressing). Machines represent data
in the numerical form of binary digits, while human users understand textual
characters better. In order to standardize this translation between binary digits
and textual characters, translation rules are developed – termed as character
sets. The Semantic Web uses the Unicode character set (Becker, 1988).
“A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a compact sequence of characters
that identifies an abstract or physical resource.” (Berners-Lee, Fielding and
Masinter, 2005) URI’s offer a global addressing scheme that is interpreted
consistently across different contexts (Shadbolt, Berners-Lee and Hall, 2006).
II.

Syntax and Namespaces (XML and XML Schema)

This layer provides some structure to unstructured data using a predefined
syntactically structured language such as the eXtensible Mark-up Language
(XML) (Bray, Paoli and Sperberg-McQueen, 1998). The flexibility of XML
enables addition of arbitrary tags and properties. XML Schemas allow for the
definition of templates of specific classes based on specific datatypes (“tag
sets”) with particular constraints. Validation of XML against schemas fosters
adherence to schemas thus promoting standardization.
XML Namespaces define the domain within which a particular element
takes a specific definition and use. This allows for avoiding conflicts when
resolving elements that may have the same name, but have different roles.
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III.

Entity Description and Simple Relationships (RDF and RDF Schema)

This layer enables linkage between entities and properties to facilitate simple meaningful relationships. Subset and parent-child inheritance-like relationships are common examples.
Here the Resource Description Framework (RDF) is used to express the
relations between entities, or between an entity and a property using the concept of “triples”. A triple consists of a subject, a predicate and an object indicating a unidirectional or bi-directional relationship. The subject is always an
entity, the predicate denotes the relationship, while the object may be an entity
or a property. Through this linkage of relations simple inference of other relationships may be obtained.
RDF Schema may be used to define constraints in order to structure a simple vocabulary through rules for grouping certain classes of entities, bounding
ranges of properties and relationships between entities and properties.
IV.

Ontology Vocabulary and Rules (OWL, SWRL and RIF)

Building upon RDF, this layer offers further expressivity in terms of
providing a syntax for expressing relationships between entities (terms), allowing taxonomic classifications and defining rules upon which reasoning and
inference can be performed. In the Semantic Web realm, an “ontology” refers
to a “document or file that formally describes relations among terms.”(Berners-Lee, Hendler and Lassila, 2002). This formal definition of relations among
terms goes beyond the simple parent-child relationships from RDF, it encompasses taxonomic relations (such as union and disjoint membership), equality
relationships, property-value restrictions, class-property restrictions and cardinality constraints, among others. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is
the main standard used for describing ontologies for the semantic web.
Not all relationships may be captured by ontology vocabularies. Thus, rule
languages such as the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) may be used to
assist in the inferencing of new relationships not explicitly expressed in the
ontology definition. Multiple rule languages may be used, and if there is a
need for translating between rule languages, the Rule Interchange Format
(RIF) may be used (Kifer, 2008).
In conjunction with these Knowledge Representation techniques, retrieval
of knowledge may also be desired. Searching for knowledge among such
linked data is provided through the Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL). It parses queries and searches the graph-like structure of entities
and relationships to return the desired resultset. Development of query languages is still ongoing to enable distributed query end-points and use of multiple ontologies (Quilitz and Leser, 2008).
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V.

Unifying Logic Framework

This layer is meant to provide a basis for the use of formal logic and rules
in order to allow for more complex reasoning and inference of knowledge. It
may use simple formal logic, or more complex statistical, and machine learning inference techniques (e.g. Bayesian inference).
VI.

Proof

Proof in the semantic web involves determining whether the resulting
knowledge is correct by validating the logical inference used, the data used,
and the trust in the chain of the data providers, among others (Henze, 2008).
Exchange of proofs as a validation technique is also to be considered in this
layer (Berners-Lee, Hendler and Lassila, 2002)
VII.

Trust and Cryptography

As further reinforcement to proofs, trust is required. As a whole, for the
knowledge to be useful it needs to be trustworthy. Thus this layer ensures that
the data and information shared can be verified, validated and is not modified
in unauthorized manners. Trust is usually obtained through reputation-based,
context-based or content-based mechanisms (Carroll et al., 2004). Reputation
based mechanisms harness the evaluation of trust from multiple other entities
in a similar way to the “Web-of-trust”. Context based mechanisms derive trust
from evaluating background information or metadata while generating
knowledge. Content based mechanisms evaluate the data itself (Carroll et al.,
2004).
Cryptographic mechanisms such as digital signatures and public key infrastructures can also enhance trust. Message digests, or key-based message authentication codes can be used to enhance trust in the authenticity of the data.
Digital signatures on these, and the use of public key infrastructures can provide both authenticity of the data as well as the originator and the recipient.

2.5. Machine Learning Techniques
Machine learning is an application of artificial intelligence that involves modeling everyday problems using multiple variables (often numeric) and through
algorithms, instructing computers, to optimize some specific performance criterion relating to these models, using example data or past experience
(Alpaydın, 2014). Generally, this is the learning process of machines being
trained on past data. Learned models may be used to predict future outcomes
(predictive models), or used to gain understanding of data (descriptive models), or both. The variables used to develop the models are often termed as
“features” characterizing the data representing the problem, and the algorithms often have parameters that can be tuned for optimization..
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The “learning” that is involved is the optimization process of discovering
the best model to enable achieving the desired performance criteria. There are
generally 3 basic types of learning. Supervised Learning, Unsupervised Learning, and Reinforcement Learning (Alpaydın, 2014) (Duda, Hart and Stork,
2001).
 Supervised learning entails using some mechanism to train the model with
known (labeled) data. Supervised learning is often predictive in nature.
Classification and regression are typical tasks tackled by supervised learning (Han, Kamber and Pei, 2011).
 Unsupervised learning involves identifying natural groupings, or regularities in the data. It is often initially descriptive in nature, however it may
lead to prescriptive solutions. Clustering is a typical technique used to
identify groupings (Duda, Hart and Stork, 2001) (Alpaydın, 2014).
 Reinforcement learning refers to training a model by providing feedback,
after computation, based on the output of the model (Duda, Hart and Stork,
2001)

2.5.1. Interpretability of Models
When developing optimized models to enable machines to perform automated
tasks, it is sometimes necessary to understand how the models work and which
parameters enable, or significantly affect, the optimization. Reasons for this
could be to explain the outcomes to stakeholders, or to debug and further optimize the models (Tolomei et al., 2017). However, on the other hand, in certain domains, it may not be of much importance to understand how or why a
model achieved its outcome; it is may be enough that the desired performance
criteria are achieved, and the model can remain a “blackbox”.
This distinction in the level of “explainability” of the resultant models gives
rise to the need to categorize them as being either interpretable, or non-interpretable. Interpretable models can be broken down to understand the parameters that have affected the model most significantly. Examples of classes of
machine learning algorithms that result in interpretable models include Decision Trees and Association Rule Mining algorithms. Non-interpretable models often produce numerical weights to logical variables within mathematical
functions that are difficult to attribute directly to a specific parameter or feature. Examples of non-interpretable classes of machine learning algorithms
include Support Vector Machines and Neural Networks.
Based on this categorization, the notion of being actionable arises, where
interpretable models can be dissected in order to allow for relatively easy human understanding, and thus subsequent decision making. Current methods
involve using multiple interpretable models together in ensembles, and then
harnessing the interpretability of the individual models to infer causality
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(Cashman et al., 2016). To the best of our knowledge there are no well-known
methods for breaking down “blackbox” (opaque) models into interpretable
components.
Within the realm of digital forensics, actionable models could assist in two
main ways: (i) Enabling the explanation and justification of outcomes of using
such machine learning techniques to stakeholders in a repeatable, modular and
scientific way, thus fostering acceptability of certain forensic investigation hypotheses; and, (ii) Facilitating the reuse of machine learning methods to enhance automation across different types of digital crime cases that may have
similar forms of digital evidence data. Research on actionable models is still
an open area of research both in the field of Machine Learning and Digital
Forensics and requires deeper inquiry.

2.5.2. Tackling Machine Learning / Data Science Tasks
When tackling a data science or machine learning task in practice, the CrossIndustry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) provides a good
model for the procedures to be undertaken (Shearer et al., 2000). This process
model generally involves 6 stages: Business Understanding, Data Understanding, Data Preparation, Modelling, Evaluation and Deployment. These stages
are described briefly below and illustrated in Figure 12:

Figure 12: The CRISP-DM Process Model (Shearer et al., 2000)
(adapted by Kenneth Jensen on Wikipedia - CC BY-SA 3.0)

 Business Understanding: This first phase involves understanding the business objectives from the practitioners, or domain experts, in order to derive
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the practical problem that they are facing. It also entails defining the goals
of the task in terms of translating the objectives into data science terms of
the performance, accuracy, recall, and precision, among other aspects.
 Data Understanding: This involves collecting an initial data set in order to
describe and explore the data and achieve an initial understanding. It may
involve an iterative process of returning to the domain experts for clarification and deepening of the business understanding. Verification of the
quality of the data is also performed here.
 Data Preparation: This step involves the retrieval of all the necessary data,
the identification of key attributes (features), cleaning, formatting and reconstruction of the data in readiness for the application of modelling techniques. “Feature engineering” is a subset of this step that involves the identification and reconstruction (or transformation) of attributes to better suit
the forthcoming tasks.
 Modelling: This main idea here is to choose an appropriate modeling technique (e.g. k-NN, Decision Trees, Neural networks, etc.), design appropriate empirical test criteria and performance metrics, calibrate the parameters
of the chosen modeling technique, build the models and measure the performance to assess the extent to which the models perform. In designing
the tests that affect the model building and assessment of performance, it
is common practice to split the datasets into a training data set and an evaluation (test) data set. This splitting is often termed as “cross-validation”.
Some of the common strategies for cross-validation employed are “k-fold
cross-validation” and “n-repeated k-fold cross-validation”, where k is the
number of partitions in the entire dataset, and n is the number of times this
randomized splitting is done in repeated cross-validation (Kuhn and
Johnson, 2013). Thus for “k-fold cross-validation” the folds are created
once and fixed henceforth, while in “n-repeated k-fold cross-validation”,
for each of the n rounds, the k-folds have different data members.
 Evaluation: This phase entails assessing the extent to which the resulting
model addresses the business objectives/ requirements. It is different from
the performance evaluation done in the modelling phase as that is related
to evaluation against machine learning / data science performance criteria.
Testing with more real-world data as well as consultation and confirmation
from the original practitioners or stakeholders may be performed.
 Deployment: This is the final stage and involves presenting the outcomes
of the entire process to the stakeholders. It may also involve implementing
the model in a production scenario and monitoring its future performance,
which could result in a further iteration of the entire CRISP-DM process.
Reviewing the limitations and learning from failures in order to improve
future iterations is also part of this process.
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2.6. The State of the Art and Related Work
Several strategies have been used to advance the automation of digital forensic investigations in order to handle large amounts of digital evidence,
speed up the process, reduce backlogs at digital forensic laboratories and alleviate the individual burden of digital forensic practitioners. As mentioned earlier, legal reforms and human resource considerations relating to training can
be worthwhile alternative avenues to explore to solve these challenges, however we focus on the technological realm of solutions.
In this section, we briefly review prior related work that has contributed
technological solutions aimed at automating digital forensic investigations.
We focus on studies that have contributed technological advances addressing
the following angles, similar to our study at hand:
 Harnessing networked and distributed architectures to tackle digital forensic investigations in similar highly networked environments
 Uniform digital evidence representation and promoting integration of digital evidence from multiple heterogeneous sources
 Using Machine Learning techniques to enhance triage efforts by enabling
more focused evidence acquisition and analysis.

2.6.1. Harnessing Networked and Distributed Systems for Digital
Forensic Investigations
We consider networked and distributed systems as one frontier of research,
and mobile devices within their own networked environment, as another.
Networked and Distributed Systems
Large scale networked and distributed systems have been harnessed initially
to enhance the processing and storage of large amounts of digital evidence,
and in recent times to facilitate faster identification and acquisition of digital
evidence.
Large scale processing of massive amounts of digital evidence in the analysis phase of an investigation was first described by Roussev and Richard III,
when they predicted an imminent increase in amounts of data in forthcoming
digital forensic cases (Roussev and Richard III, 2004). They identified the requirements for a distributed system for processing of disk-based evidence and
from this designed the prototype of a system. The system itself, termed as the
Distributed Digital Forensics Toolkit, focused on splitting large amounts of
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disk-based evidence among multiple devices, which enabled parallel storage,
indexing and searching. They also developed a system for large scale distributed processing of digital evidence based on the Google MapReduce Framework (Roussev et al., 2009)
Along the theme of large scale digital evidence storage, (Davis, Manes and
Shenoi, 2005) described DEC (Digital Evidence Custodian) which is a network architecture with a centralized storage repository shared over multiple
collocated servers using NAS over SAN technologies. It enables collaborative
efforts of multiple investigators working from different locations on a single
central storage repository. (Pringle and Burgess, 2014) developed FClusterfs,
which is a scalable distributed storage system that preserves integrity of digital
evidence inherently and allows for on-demand forensic analysis from multiple
remote nodes. The system itself overlays a virtual filesystem over the actual
filesystem of participating devices, where digital evidence is selectively captured and ingested into this virtual file system. (Cruz, Moser and Cohen, 2015)
cite that the centralized datastore provided in the GRR architecture (Cohen,
Bilby and Caronni, 2011) is not scalable and presents a bottleneck in terms of
speed. The thus distributed the centralized datastore into smaller SQLite databases located on individual storage nodes. The distribution is managed using
a consistent hash function that enables uniform (equal) distribution of database
splits across the device address space. This provides the benefits of faster
lookups to smaller databases, scalability and load-balancing.
In the realm of enabling real-time acquisition and analysis of digital evidence in large scale networked environments several architectures for distributed forensics have been proposed. These have mostly focused on controlled
environments within corporate networks. (Almulhem and Traore, 2005) proposed a network forensics architecture that marks packets from suspicious IP
addresses and collects logs from endpoints related to the packets, storing them
at the network gateway. (Ren and Jin, 2005) described an architecture for network forensics that uses software agents to remotely collect network traffic
and logs within a corporate network and aggregate them at a centralized
server. (Redding, 2005) proposed a novel peer-to-peer architecture using a
structured overlay based on JXTA to enable distributed, collection, storage
and processing of network forensic artifacts within a controlled corporate network. The system initially only collects metadata in an XML based data structure and later deploys full traffic captures. Only network traffic is collected
and no other forms of evidence such as disk and live memory-based evidence
are dealt with.
Remote evidence acquisition over networks of disk-based digital evidence
from individual computers was reviewed in (Sealey, 2004) and (Casey and
Stanley, 2004). They noted that only 2 tools had the functionality available at
that time (EnCase Enterprise and ProDiscover IR) and involved the deployment of a software agent on the client device which enables acquisition and
transfer to a server-side storage location. From 2012, AccessData FTK Imager
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is also said to have this functionality (Dykstra and Sherman, 2012). RAFT,
introduced by (Scanlon and Kechadi, 2010), is a toolkit running off a live CD
(or USB) that enables remote disk acquisition from computers. It requires the
computer to be restarted as well as possess a working CD drive or USB ports.
(Koopmans and James, 2013) described a PXE (Pre-eXecution Environment)based client-server environment for triaging computers in a corporate environment. The PXE boot image is built with some Linux and Sleuthkit commands to enable disk-based triage (such as string keyword and hash based
searching, listing partitions and viewing target directories/registry entries).
The image itself is loaded from a TFTP server located in an isolated network.
Shields et al. describe a system, named PROOFS that provides continuous
collection of text-based digital evidence artifacts within a corporate network
(Shields, Frieder and Maloof, 2011). File signatures of text-based files are
written to a centralized database when a file is closed after writing, deleted,
transferred across filesystem boundaries or transferred across the network. All
computer and network devices are embedded with a software agent that computes the hashes and transfers them to the central database, which can be
searched in the event of an incident to identify devices that may require deeper
inspection. The system does not handle other file types such as binary files,
images, audio or video. Privacy is also not to be expected for text based data
where this system is employed.
The Google Rapid Response (GRR) system proposed by (Cohen, Bilby and
Caronni, 2011) facilitates remote triage of live computers within a corporate
network. It is implemented using a client-server architecture with software
agents installed into participating client devices with a server cluster for storage. The client agent runs with administrative privileges to enable access to
live memory, raw data streams on disk and registry artifacts. If a remote device
is deemed to require further analysis, particularly in terms of disk-based evidence, 2 options are offered to acquire the digital evidence: Physical transportation of the device, or remote evidence acquisition. However, remote evidence acquisition is not discussed, and it is assumed to use the underlying
client-server architecture. (Moser and Cohen, 2013) enhance GRR to perform
more intensive triage processing with deeper memory analysis capabilities.
They seek to provide solutions to performance problems suffered by the system relating to stability and unreliability brought upon by high memory and
CPU usage, and unexpected crashes. They propose monitoring techniques and
the use of asynchronous messages to queue tasks for later (better) times. They
also identify that remote acquisitions are slow when multiple devices are submitting evidence, or have intermittent connectivity, thus affecting their availability and that of potential digital evidence. Also, the administrative access
of the software agent poses a possible security risk in itself to the system.
In relation to cloud infrastructures as distributed systems, (Dykstra and
Sherman, 2012) provide the first insightful study considering the trustworthiness (levels of control) and viability of different methods of acquisition of
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disk-based evidence from Infrastructure as a Service clouds. They analyze 3
main methods: Using 3rd party remote evidence acquisition tools (such as EnCase, or FTK); using the virtualization layer (hypervisor) through virtual machine introspection; and using the host OS through exporting the virtual disk
with help from the service provider. They also submit other methods such as
using hardware-based trusted platform modules, using the virtualization management plane, using cloud service provider forensics services (if made available), or resorting to legal measures through warrants. Their main suggestion
is to use the virtualization management plane that provides optimal speed and
trustworthiness. Extending from this study they implement FROST, which is
a customization for the OpenStack infrastructure as a service cloud platform
that enables disk-based acquisition through he management plane (Dykstra
and Sherman, 2013). (Zawoad and Hasan, 2015) present a prototype of a system called FECLOUD, built on top of an OpenStack cloud environment, that
is said to provide trust of the acquisition and storage functionality, while also
ensuring provenance, mainly through collecting metadata, logging and secure
timestamping.
Mobile Devices
Considering mobile devices (e.g. smart phones) with multiple connectivity
options as part of the ecosystem of highly networked environments, we see
that they have followed a slightly slower research pace in the realm of digital
investigations, as compared to other networked computing devices. This may
be attributed to their highly proprietary nature and sparsely available documentation of the components of mobile devices such as the baseband radio,
SIM card architecture, processor chips and flash storage. Perhaps deep privacy
concerns of mobile devices having access to inherently sensitive data has also
played a part in hindering research. However this is slowly changing over
time.
Research in the storage realm of mobile devices begun with attempts to
acquire data from the internal storage and the SIM card. (Casadei, Savoldi and
Gubian, 2006) discuss data extraction from the readable parts of SIM cards
using a smart card reader. They develop a tool called SIMbrush. Acquisition
of internal storage (flash memory) was explored in (Willassen, 2005),
(Breeuwsma, 2006), (Breeuwsma et al., 2007) and (Jonkers, 2010). They discuss 2 main methods for capturing data from flash storage, that is, logical acquisition using operating system and software API primitives; and physical
acquisition through the use of mobile device flasher boxes, JTAG connections,
or physically de-soldering memory chips off the circuit board. Logical acquisitions using mobile device back up tools for iPhone iOS and BlackBerry have
also been shown in (Bader and Baggili, 2010) and (Fairbanks, Atreya and
Owen, 2009), respectively. Physical acquisition of Android device flash storage using a modified recovery image (containing disk copying tools such as
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Nand Dump and dd) and the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) was demonstrated
by (Vidas, Zhang and Christin, 2011). The drawback of this technique is that
it requires the device to be rebooted into recovery mode and the recovery boot
image to be loaded onto the device. This may adversely affect incident response and live memory forensics. (Yang et al., 2015) present a method to
perform physical acquisition through harnessing native commands in Android
mobile device firmware update protocols. They also benchmark acquisition
speeds, however this study was performed at the same time our study was, and
thus the results were not available. This technique suffers from the drawback
of needing physical access to the USB interface as well as the need to reboot
the device.
Live acquisition of volatile memory from mobile devices was first performed by (Thing, Ng and Chang, 2010). They focus on capturing process
memory on Android mobile devices. This was done through reading the /proc
virtual filessystem (which keeps track of process address spaces) and using
the Ptrace system call to suspend the process in question in order to take a
“frozen” copy of the process memory. Capturing the entire Android volatile
memory was first demonstrated by (Sylve et al., 2012). Their technique uses
a kernel module to capture volatile memory subsequently storing it on the internal storage, an SD Card or transferring it over the network. The study also
highlights the challenges involved in capturing Android live memory, noting
that the device needs to be rooted in order for the kernel module to be installed
(patched) into the “active” kernel. Also the kernel module needs to be compiled for each Android kernel version where it is to be used. This emphasizes
the difficulty in developing device /version agnostic tools.
Online auditing of activities using forensic techniques on mobile devices
within a corporate network is shown in (Grover, 2013) and (Guido et al.,
2013). Grover focuses on developing an Android app called DroidWatch that
continuously (every 2 hours) collects datasets of activities, relating to data
production and reception while applications run, that do not require root access to be read. More specifically they collect data from “Broadcast Receivers”, “Content observers” and “Alarms” linked to a variety of activities such
as installation and removal, browser activity, calendar events, call logs among
several others. This data is periodically transferred to a central server. Guido
et al develop a tool called “Tractor Beam” that focuses on tracking filesystem
changes on mobile devices by continuously hashing bit sequences on disk. It
keeps track of bit sequences that have changed and periodically send these to
a central server that contains the original clean images of every participating
device. The server side reconstructs the images to reflect actual changes and
then uses disk forensic tools to identify potentially suspicious activities.
(Guido, Buttner and Grover, 2016) extend their aforementioned work for the
scenario where rapid acquisition of mobile devices is required. Their improved method requires loading their custom bootloader that contains a file-
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less (in memory only) application that coordinates the acquisition of only differences of the filesystem from a clean (vanilla) image of the specific Android
OS version.
It should be noted that these final 3 studies are very similar to some of the
ideas proposed in publications provided in this thesis, however these studies
were not available when our research work begun.

2.6.2. Digital Evidence Representation, Integration, Management
and Automated Analysis
Digital evidence representation affects the level of difficulty in sharing and
integrating multiple evidence datasets among several tools. This in turn can
affect the ability to automate crucial digital forensic analysis tasks such as
integration and correlation of digital evidence from diverse sources. XML was
first used as a means to annotate disk images in a bid to standardize forensic
information to allow for integration. (Alink et al., 2006) introduced XIRAF
which is a system that parses disk images and presents binary streams annotated with XML tags and stores them in a centralized repository. This allows
for integration of evidence artifacts from multiple disks and also enables multiple investigators to access a single evidence repository in a bid to share the
labour, or use different tools. (Bhoedjang et al., 2012) extended XIRAF to
version 1.2 that supports parsing of mobile device images and artifacts from
different digital evidence sources to be described by a single local ontology.
(Garfinkel, 2012) developed the comprehensive Digital Forensics XML
(DFXML) language. This enables annotating (tagging) and enriching diskbased digital evidence artifacts, tools, analysis techniques and other related
investigative aspects with metadata in XML tags. It enables structured sharing
of digital evidence and important related metadata such as chain-of-custody
information or analysis techniques used. This facilitates tool-independent reprocessing and validation efforts to ascertain provenance. This study also
makes reference to the fiwalk.py tool that produces DFXML output (Garfinkel,
2009). (Lee et al., 2010) developed a tool called XLIVE that aids live forensic
investigations on Windows machines by collecting certain data (related to the
registry, IP addresses, search history, URL history, etc.) and storing it in XML
formatted documents.
(Case et al., 2008) tackled the challenge of integrating multiple different
evidence sources. They developed the Forensic Acquisition and Correlation
Engine which uses 3 different parser tools to extract evidence artifacts from
memory dumps, network traffic and configuration/log files. The parsed artifacts from the different tools are fed into a custom-made correlation engine to
link artifacts across the 3 different forms of evidence. The resultant output is
a hyperlinked interactive report that links to the evidence items as well as vis-
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ualizing the links realized. This tool suffers the drawback of not having a uniform data model. Furthermore it seems to be reliant on the specific parsers
built as well as relying on pre-conceived customized links based on rules built
into the correlation engine. This limits the scalability of creating new rules.
(Cohen, 2008) introduced PyFlag, which was essentially built as a tool for
network forensics, but expanded to be able to integrate digital evidence from
disks and memory also. It uses different “filesystem loaders” (parsers) to extract artifacts and present them as inodes in a virtual filesystem. “Scanners”
are used to extract deeper artifacts within the already presented inodes, thus
created new inodes in the virtual filesystem. This uniform data model enables
searching over a uniform source and also enables correlation between artifacts
from different sources. However the data model is local and custom “filesystem loaders” and “scanners” need to be built for each desired evidence artifact.
(Cohen, Garfinkel and Schatz, 2009) enhanced the original Advanced Forensics Format (Garfinkel et al., 2006) that was originally aimed at disk images. The new version, AFF4, allowed for the integration of multiple sources
of digital evidence as well as enabling concurrent analysis by multiple investigators using different tools. A critical addition was the use of an RDF (Resource Description Framework) based architecture and a centralized resolver
for maintaining a uniform representation of the digital evidence by reintegrating metadata generated from the multiple branches of the same piece of evidence being worked on concurrently.
Beyond mere representation formats and methods to enable integration
through syntactically uniform representations, there have also been efforts to
enrich digital evidence artifacts with semantic meaning so as to enable more
intelligent data processing (inferencing, correlation, knowledge generation)
for forensic analysis. (Schatz, Mohay and Clark, 2004b) introduced the Forensics of Rich Events (FORE) system that used the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) to represent entities relating to log entry events within a single domain
of use (i.e. Server Event Logs). They use the ontological representation of
these lower level events combined with a custom rule language called FR3 in
order to identify causality among low level events and hence facilitate logical
reasoning for the inference of causality of higher level events. (Schatz, Mohay
and Clark, 2004a) extended this idea to represent logs from different domains
of operation (i.e. SAP ERP security transaction logs, door access logs and
computer security event logs). They also enriched their rule-set adding more
rules to identify masquerading and “door-entry-login” events. This study is
limited to log information and does not address typical digital evidence
sources such as disks, memory and network traffic. Furthermore it does not
take into account correlation based on temporal information such as
timestamps and the authors use their own custom rule-language, which has
limited availability.
Quite similar to some of the work in this study relating to the use of semantic web technologies in digital investigations, (Kahvedžić and Kechadi, 2009)
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attempted to design a universal and scalable ontology termed as DIALOG
(Digital Investigation Ontology). This ontology focuses on 4 main aspects:
Crime Case type, Evidence Location information, Information content and Forensic tool information. The ontology is said to be extensible, however it focuses mainly on disk-based evidence and more specifically from the Windows
Registry which is also demonstrated in (Kahvedžić and Kechadi, 2008), where
an ontological model of registry changes is examined between restore points.
Keys that have undergone changes (added, edited or deleted) around the same
time can be identified through comparing the original registry snapshot and
the latest. The Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is used to infer the links
between registry keys and specific software installation or uninstallation
events, software configuration or related file and folder events. Over time the
knowledge base increases in its “intelligence” through the inference of new
relations between events, which enables an ever increasing improvement.
Summarily in (Kahvedžić and Kechadi, 2011) the authors advocate for annotation of digital evidence artifacts with ontological concepts and relations as a
means to help automate digital investigations involving multiple heterogeneous digital evidence sources. They highlight the benefits of ontological reasoning on digital evidence as providing inference mechanisms that can help
extract new knowledge, fill in the investigators’ knowledge gaps and also
maintain a logical path that can be traversed to demonstrate provenance, which
is important in digital investigations.
(Chabot et al., 2015) also comprehensively argue for the use of ontological
enrichment of digital evidence to enable automated correlation and inferencing. They propose a single digital forensic investigation ontology termed as
ORD2I (Ontology for Representation of Digital Incidents and Investigations).
Though the ontology is promising, they make the assumption that every investigator would agree to use the same ontology and that there would be no
conflicts among how certain artifacts are represented. Also the ontology is
focused mainly on disk-based artifacts. (Brady, Overill and Keppens, 2015)
also follow a similar track of thought of implementing a universally accepted
ontology. They introduce an ontology for digital evidence termed as DESO
(Digital Evidence Semantic Ontology). It should be noted that these final 2
studies that have designed ontologies were not available when this study began.

2.6.3. Digital Evidence Data Reduction and Triage
Digital Forensic Investigations have long grappled with the large amounts
of digital evidence in typical cases today. “The need for timely results is a
constant driving force” (Casey, 2016c). “Pressure to obtain information
quickly from digital devices has reached a critical point due to the growing
number of investigations that involve an ever-increasing quantity and diversity of computer systems containing large amounts and varieties of data”
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(Casey, 2013). Deficiencies in labour force and largely manual processes have
not aided the situation and “pressure is mounting to perform forensic analysis
of digital evidence in a more focused manner” (Casey, 2016c) Furthermore,
there have been cases where user privacy has been raised as a critical issue in
digital forensic investigations since there is an implicit aim to “collect everything”. Sensitivity to privacy issues and the relation to triage has come about
so as to avoid blanket surveillance and unnecessary exposure of sensitive data
irrelevant to the investigation (Casey, 2016a) (Casey, 2016c).
One of the ways that has been suggested to help focus investigations and
tackle the problem of large amounts of digital evidence is to find innovative
methods to narrow down the evidence data set. Essentially this involves either
removing data that is known to be benign, or to conversely identify evidence
sources that are highly suspicious. This is termed as “Triage” and is often done
so as to focus efforts to priority areas. The term “triage” is adapted from the
medical field where often nurses take some few measurements of patients in
order to make a quick actionable decision on whether or not further specialized
medical attention is needed.
In the field of digital forensic investigation this may be applied as a process
prior to evidence collection (acquisition/ seizure), or prior to evidence analysis, or both –and possibly in an iterative manner, when new discoveries are
made. (Marturana and Tacconi, 2013) state: “The inspection of each poweredon computer and digital media found on-scene with a live Triage tool could
provide, indeed, investigators with actionable intelligence to proceed with the
search. On the other hand, when the aim is to search lots of digital media or to
dispose of a consistent backlog of data in the lab, emerging post-mortem Triage techniques could provide a viable way to prioritize and rank digital media
in order to make the subsequent evidence analysis easier.”
The first nuances of triage, in the form of a digital evidence data reduction
technique, were applied to disk-based evidence. A white-listing approach was
performed largely on Windows disk images as is seen in (Mead, 2006) and
(Rowe, 2012). The National Software Reference Library contains a list of file
signatures of known software applications, mainly from the Windows OS.
Hash-matching of files found on disks is used to identify files that can be ignored, as well as to quickly map out what software existed on the device.
(Kornblum, 2006) provides an algorithm termed as Context Triggered Piecewise Hashing in order to identify partial files or altered copies of files using
what they term as a “rolling hash”. (Neuner, Schmiedecker and Weippl, 2016)
attempt to provide a large “case-independent” database of sub-file hashes that
they source from freely available BitTorrent files online. Similarly they advocate for using both a white-listing approach, to identify files that are benign,
as well as a blacklisting approach to identify files that may be suspicious.
Using hash databases is an approach that has been applied in common industry standard forensic tools such as EnCase, FTK and Autopsy. These tools
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also offer simple string searching techniques as a precursory method for analysis (either on indexed data, or directly on the raw data).
In terms of architectures targeting disk-based triage, (Koopmans and
James, 2013) designed a PXE-based method for remote triage of disk-based
evidence on a corporate network. This human-driven technique requires rebooting the suspected device and loading a preconfigured OS image (containing some simple scripts) over the network, in order to collect some metadata
about the file-system for triage purposes. (Moser and Cohen, 2013) similarly
develop a human operator initiated system that uses software agents pre-installed on participating devices within a corporate network. Their system is
supposed to be scalable with each software agent operating independently on
individual nodes and reporting to a centralized repository. Their system focuses on disk-based triage, but also has the capability for collecting memory
related metadata, however they cite instability as a key challenge when accessing the memory.
In recent years more probabilistic techniques have been used on disk-based
data, harnessing machine learning algorithms. (Marturana and Tacconi, 2013)
introduced the concept of Machine Learning-based triage and applied it to disk
images. More specifically, they collect features from multiple individual device disks and feed these features into multiple machine learning algorithms
(Bayes Networks, Decision Trees, Locally Weighted Learning and Support
Vector Machines), using them to derive a classification of which devices
should be prioritized for certain cases (i.e. Copyright Infringement cases and
Child Sexual Exploitation cases). With a closely similar idea and application
area (Gladyshev and James, 2017) apply a probabilistic best-effort method to
guide time-constrained decision making in the computationally intensive process of file carving. More specifically, based on data distribution on the disk,
they speed up file carving by identifying portions of the disk that are more
likely to yield useful information and direct file carvers to these regions first.
This can speed up the process as compared to linear sequential file carving.
(Studiawan, Payne and Sohel, 2017) use a graph clustering approach, focused
mainly on the MajorClust algorithm, to detect anomalies within access control
logs found on Linux disk images, and present it as an automated report to
investigators. This can help quickly identify suspicious computers with anomalous authentication activity.
With respect to privacy and the strengthening of laws implemented to protect users’ sensitive data, despite being under investigation, (Zoubek and Sack,
2017) develop a tool to select and securely remove data from disk images that
is deemed to be sensitive and unrelated to the case at hand. This serves a twofold purpose in that it enhances privacy preservation, while at the same time
reducing the amount of data that may need deeper analysis in the investigation.
Other forms of digital evidence, like network traffic, memory images and
mobile devices have not had much focus yet in terms of triage. String searching among network traffic has been performed used Yara, which is a string69

based pattern matching tool used to identify string patterns in network traffic
(Alvarez, 2008). (Breitinger and Baggili, 2014) uses a probabilistic approach
combining Bloom Filters and the MRSH-v2 algorithm (Breitinger and Baier,
2013) in order to perform approximate matching of files as a data leakage
prevention mechanism. Their technique preserves privacy, and may be used
as a triage method to identify traffic where certain files appear. Machine learning techniques are mentioned in this study as a possible alternative method,
however, they have not been studied yet per se, as a triage method to facilitate
more focused analysis of network traffic captures.
Research in triage methods for memory forensics has also been largely unexplored. Recent studies such as (Lapso, Peterson and Okolica, 2016) have
looked into whitelisting certain areas of memory within Windows OS memory
dumps. The method itself combines both a visual and string comparison technique, where processes that have similar string based features (e.g. names, file
handles, registry handles, port numbers, etc.) are considered to have similar
behavior. These are clustered together and ranked higher as being less likely
to be malicious, and can be whitelisted in a triage process. (Cohen, 2017) presents a string matching technique that makes use of the Yara string pattern
matching tool to triage Windows memory. Feature-based machine learning
techniques have not yet been applied to memory dumps for triage purposes in
identifying suspicious processes.
In the realm of mobile devices (Mislan, Casey and Kessler, 2010) identified
that there is a lack of research in methods for performing triage, short of
simply “thumbing through the device” if it is on and not password protected.
(Grover, 2013) provided the first real-time triage technique using a tool they
developed called “DroidWatch”. The tool captures features related to application messaging activities on Android mobile devices that don’t require root
access. The message types considered are: “Broadcast Receivers”, “Content
observers” and “Alarms”. Either one of these is collected from a set of 15
activities including application installation / removal, browser navigation and
searching, calendar events, caller logs and contact logs, among others. These
text based messages are used directly for auditing purposes or triage through
string pattern matching in a Splunk log manager.
Other mobile malware analysis applications such as CopperDroid (Tam et
al., 2015) and Andrubis (Lindorfer et al., 2014) can loosely be considered as
some form of triage, however these studies are directed more at malware analysis (dissection) rather than triage for forensic investigations. (Tam et al.,
2015) present a method using low-level system calls extracted through virtual
machine introspection to infer higher-level behavior which they analyze manually to identify the inferences. (Lindorfer et al., 2014) combine static analysis, dynamic analysis and auxiliary network analysis. They aim to extract
static features of app packages, features from messaging components of running applications and network traffic. Having collected features from over 1
Million apps they perform a comprehensive analysis of the characteristics of
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the Android ecosystem. They propose the use of machine learning techniques
to harness their analysis for classifying previously unseen malware, however,
they do not provide access to their dataset.
To the best of our knowledge, Machine Learning-based triage for forensic
investigations on mobile devices, particularly using traditional sources of digital evidence, such as disk images or memory dumps, is largely unexplored.
Thus, as part of this thesis we begin exploring this avenue, towards achieving
machine learning-based triage particularly for Android process memory.
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3. Methodological Considerations
“I quite agree with you,” said the Duchess, “and the moral of that is—‘Be what you would
seem to be’—or, if you’d like it put more simply—‘Never imagine yourself not to be otherwise than what it might appear to others that what you were or might have been was not
otherwise than what you had been would have appeared to them to be otherwise.’ ”
– Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Research is described in the Oxford Dictionary of English as “The systematic investigation into, and study of, materials and sources in order to establish
facts and reach new conclusions.” Creswell describes research as “a process
of steps used to collect and analyze information to increase our understanding
of a topic or issue.” (Creswell, 2012) From these two veritable definitions it
can be seen that research follows a methodical process that guides the executor
of this process from a research question based on some perceived challenges
to the discovery of some new knowledge that aims to address the challenges
and by extension the research question. “The purpose of research is to create
reliable and useful knowledge based on empirical evidence as well as on logical arguments.” (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014)
In this section, we describe the research method undertaken in this study,
and explain the philosophical assumptions grounding this study, as well as the
basis for deciding upon the chosen research method at hand. The specific steps
involved of the research method and how they were applied in this study are
also outlined. This chapter concludes with a reflection on the ethical considerations taken into account while performing this research study.

3.1. Philosophical Underpinnings (of the Method)
Within the field of Computer Science, one of the sub-divisions is Information
Systems (Denning, 2000). The sub-field of Information Systems concerns itself with the study of the “interrelated components that collect (or retrieve),
process, store, and distribute information to support decision making and control in an organization.” (Laudon and Laudon, 2014) The study of information
systems applies the concepts of computer science into technologies that assist
in achievement of the data processing objectives and thus the business goals
of an organization. The research undertaken in this study, mainly focused on
the area of the Digital Forensic Investigation process, falls within the realm of
Information Systems, grounded within the technological principles of how
computing devices work, derived from Computer Science.
Research methods are often classified into 2 broad categories: Quantitative
and Qualitative methods (Creswell, 2012). Fundamentally, being a study
within the field of Information Systems, where there is an interplay between
human components and physical computing devices, this study involves both
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a quantitative aspect, as well as a qualitative aspect. The quantitative facet of
this research applies a positivist approach to research where objective tangible
and measurable factors are used to deduce answers to the research questions
posed. This necessitated the use of experiments to empirically evaluate the
extent of validity of hypotheses proposed. The qualitative facet, mainly undertaken in the initial phases of this research project, adopted an interpretivist
standpoint. The subjective experience of the researcher as well as the perspectives drawn from a focused literature review were used as the grounding for
eliciting the requirements and proposing an architecture for a potential solution. The initial phases of this study assumed an exploratory nature; as such it
aimed at uncovering the challenges experience in the field of study, and proposed potential technological solutions embodied initially in an all-encompassing system architecture.
When analyzing research paradigms, the ontological, epistemological and
methodological foundations are key to understanding the magnitude of the
products of the research. Ontology refers to the nature of the reality being
studied, its components and how it relates to other components in the reality.
Epistemology refers to the means through which this reality can be grasped
and understood by the researcher. Methodology refers to the study of the legitimate procedures used to validate the understanding of this reality
(Creswell, 2007; Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). Positivism ontologically assumes a reality that exists independent of human actions and experiences.
Epistemologically it proposes that objective knowledge about the reality can
be obtained only through observation and experimentation. From a research
method standpoint, positivism advocates for an objective and value-free investigation, where the researcher distances themselves from the subject matter. Interpretivism, on the other hand, ontologically assumes reality as is inherently intertwined with human experience, actions, intentions and interpretations and perspectives. Epistemologically, it advocates that the in order to
capture knowledge a researcher necessarily needs to participate and experience the subject matter, essentially without distancing their values from it.
Methodologically, interpretivism recommends empathetic and social participatory aspects in order to best understand the phenomenon at hand.
(Johannesson and Perjons, 2014)
In this study, both opposing standpoints are taken for different aspects of
the research project. The initial exploratory understanding of the challenges
experienced in the digital forensic investigation practice are elicited through
experience and a focused literature review. The requirements for a technological solution are also derived in this way. The architectural solution, grounded
in knowledge extracted from a more extended literature review, assumes an
ex ante evaluation through the analysis of the related work where the benefits
from other supporting technology are brought together to form the basis of
how the architecture can address the challenges faced.
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The subsequent phases of this study approach the research questions in a
more positivist manner. The contributions related to automating the acquisition, analysis and triage processes within a digital investigation involve practical implementation through proof of concept software applications that are
empirically tested to ascertain their value and performance.

3.2. The Research Method
Being a research endeavour within the realm of Information Systems, we
look into research methods relating to this field. According to (Hevner et al.,
2004) there are two main research paradigms that characterize most of the
research in Information Systems: The Behavioural Science paradigm and the
Design Science paradigm. The Behavioural Science paradigm “seeks to develop and verify theories that explain or predict human or organizational behavior”; while on the other hand, the Design Science paradigm “seeks to extend the boundaries of human and organizational capabilities by creating new
and innovative artifacts.” (Hevner et al., 2004)
As this study is not concerned with explaining or predicting human or organizational behavior, it is deemed that the Behavioural Science paradigm is
not suitable for the research task at hand. The Design Science paradigm is
more fitting as this study aims to extend the boundaries and capabilities of
digital forensic practitioners and their organizational affiliations, respectively,
through providing new and innovative artifacts that enable them undertake the
digital forensics process faster and with less human effort needed. As it “supports a pragmatic research paradigm that calls for the creation of innovative
artifacts to solve real-world problems” (Hevner and Chatterjee, 2010) this approach is consistent with the goals of this research to provide technological
solutions to the real-world problems of large volumes of data, heterogeneous
digital evidence sources, manual processes and shortages of man power facing
digital forensic labs. Furthermore, as the Design Science approach to research
affords the use of both positivist and interpretivist practices within the overall
research method (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014) it is deemed the best fit for
our research endeavour.
Design Science as described by Johannesson et al. is “the scientific study
and creation of artifacts as they are developed and used by people with the
goal of solving practical problems of general interest.” (Johannesson and
Perjons, 2014) Artifacts are at the core of the design science paradigm of research. They further describe an artifact as “an object made by humans with
the intention to be used for addressing a practical problem”, where the term
practical problem is defined as “an undesirable state, or more precisely, a gap
between the current state and a desirable state, as perceived by the participants
in a practice.” (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014) There are 4 main types of
artifacts described that is, Constructs, Models, Methods and Instantiations
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(Hevner et al., 2004) (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). Constructs refer to the
basic terms, concepts, definitions, notations, vocabulary or symbols that
enable the description of the problem domain or its possible solutions. Models,
are used to represent or depict an existing problem or a potential solution in a
structured form. Two common forms of models are descriptive models and
prescriptive models. Descriptive models are useful for describing practical
problem situations and why they are challenging, while prescriptive models
are used for prescribing solutions that can be used for building future artifacts,
or for forecasting the future behavior of objects or systems. Examples of models are system architectures and domain ontologies. Methods describe guidelines or procedures for how to solve a problem, or achieve a goal. They can
prescribe how to create artifacts. Examples of methods include algorithms,
best practices or “rules of thumb”. Instantiations are actual implementations
of working systems that can be used in practice to solve a problem in a given
domain. (Hevner et al., 2004)
In relation to the body of work at hand, being an exercise in the use of the
Design Science research method, we develop several artifacts that are directed
towards providing solutions to practical problems experienced within the field
of digital forensic investigations. The practical problems experienced are large
volumes of data, heterogeneous and disparate digital evidence sources, largely
manual processes and shortages of skilled staff, as already discussed. The artifacts developed include models, methods and instantiations. More specifically the artifacts developed in this study are: A model of the requirements for
a system that can potentially solve the challenges currently facing digital forensic investigations. A model of the system architecture, and a refinement of
this model, embodying these requirements aimed at fostering automation of
the digital forensic investigation process in highly networked environments.
Models are also created in the design of specific domain ontologies for describing disk-based and network based digital evidence. Several methods are
also developed: A method for the integration of multiple disparate heterogeneous digital evidence data sets, to enable correlation and simple reasoning
across these datasets for automating digital forensic analysis was developed.
Also methods were developed for data reduction for focused evidence acquisition, or analysis through machine-learning based triage on DNS-Tunneled
network traffic. An instantiation of part of the designed system architecture is
built to demonstrate and evaluate the feasibility of the automation of the acquisition phase through remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices. An
instantiation is also built to demonstrate the automation of the analysis phase
through building parsers that make use of ontology definitions to represent
digital evidence sources, and further using OWL engines, simple rules and
SPARQL end points to demonstrate automated correlation, simple reasoning
and querying over heterogeneous digital evidence data sets. Additionally, instantiations of the methods for performing machine-learning based triage on
DNS-Tunneled network traffic are created in order to evaluate the predictive
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performance of the machine-learning models developed. Finally, an instantiation of a toolset for enabling the automated creation of realistic Android process memory datasets is developed. The resulting datasets from the toolset are
to be used for future research in developing methods and models for performing machine learning based triage for RAM memory.
The Design Science research method is described by Johannesson and Perjons as a 5-stage process, including the following steps: Explicating the problem; Outlining the Artefact and Defining the Problem; Designing and Developing the Artifact; Demonstrating the Artifact and Evaluating the Artifact
(Johannesson and Perjons, 2014). The diagram in Figure 13 below illustrates
this 5-stage process.

Figure 13: Flow of the Phases of the Design Science Research Method
(Johannesson and Perjons, 2014)

Based on this guideline for performing Design Science research, we describe below the procedures undertaken following the prescribed 5-stages.
i.

Explicating the Problem

The goal of this phase is to grasp a holistic understanding of a chosen area
of concern, identify the practical problems (challenges) experienced, motivate
the reason for why these difficulties or deficiencies are significant to the area
and try to understand the underlying causes of these challenges. This has been
done mainly through a focused literature review spanning publications mainly
sourced from the 2 main peer-reviewed journals and conferences in the field
of digital forensics and incident response. More specifically, these are Digital
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Investigation (The International Journal of Digital Forensics and Incident Response) and the IFIP WG 11.9 International Conference on Digital Forensics
- where the most relevant material was found. Some reference was also made
to other notable journal and conference proceedings in the field, where there
was related research, such as in The Journal of Digital Forensics Security and
Law, and other well-known information security publication venues related to
the IEEE (e.g. “Security and Privacy”, “Transactions on Information Forensics and Security”) and ACM (“Transactions on Privacy and Security”).
The inputs and findings from selected publications have then been condensed to identify the critical experiences and challenges as identified by practitioners in the field. Some of the key publications include (Palmer, 2001)
(Roussev and Richard III, 2004) (Ayers, 2009) (Beebe, 2009) (Garfinkel,
2010)(Zawoad and Hasan, 2013) (Quick and Choo, 2014) among several others. From these publications the overarching area of concern is the current
state of digital forensic investigations within the current and projected digital
crime scene environment – that is highly interconnected through networks.
The major problem experienced by practitioners in the field is the lengthy
times taken to perform digital forensic investigations, leading to massive
backlogs of cases among digital investigation labs and law enforcement agencies.
The main challenges primarily stem from the increase in the volumes of
potential digital evidence being generated as well as the rising number of devices appearing in cases today. Additionally, current digital forensic tools are
seen to be highly evidence-centric, that is they are specialized to perform analysis on only specific evidence sources and since they often use proprietary
formats and techniques, they rarely offer the ability to integrate or correlate
data from multiple diverse data sources. This is further exacerbated as majority of the digital forensic analysis process involves largely manual techniques
involving poring over parsed data, reverse engineering proprietary protocols
or formats and correlating events from multiple datasets. This is generally a
painstaking and time consuming task that requires highly skilled labour, which
is furthermore scarce and costly.
The essence of this phase of explicating the problem is outlined in the introduction and the extended background chapters of this thesis, as well as being echoed in the introductory sections of the individual publications adjoined
to this thesis. This phase of explicating the problem was undertaken as part of
the research process for identifying a viable area of study, rather than directly
resulting in a notable contribution, or an artifact, as per the design science
research method.
ii.

Defining the Requirements and Outlining the Artifact

This phase aims to present the description of a potential solution to the
identified challenges in the form of an artifact. As a consequence of proposing
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the artifact, the requirements should also be delineated, which are often in
terms of functionality, construction or environment (Johannesson and Perjons,
2014). This is analogical to presenting a hypothesis and delimiting the extents
or boundaries for what it may apply to, what it may be able to prove, or disprove. The main procedures involved in this phase are identifying the artifacts
that are to be harnessed to solve the practical problem identified in the previous phase; and to outline the requirements and scope for these artifacts to address this identified problem.
Similar to the previous phase, the ideas grounding the solutions (artifacts)
outlined in this phase are mainly crafted from combining concepts acquired
from a focused literature review of peer-reviewed scientific journal and conference publications. The criteria for selecting publications was essentially
prior literature review studies that identified challenges currently experienced
in the field and forward looking articles that identified computing (hardware
and software) systems and their requirements necessary to harness automation
(raw computing power) to address the challenges faced. Additionally, personal observation, practical experience with digital investigations, and complementary knowledge in the fields of information security, virtualization,
cloud computing, distributed filesystems, peer-to-peer networking, machine
learning and semantic web technologies influenced the design and creation of
the artifacts described in this thesis. The broad theoretical knowledge and analytical experience formed the cross-fertilization of information that helped
birth the artifacts themselves and their requirements.
The first artifact (solution) proposed in the form of a system architecture is
described in Paper I, extended upon in Paper II and refined with further requirements in Paper III. The essential idea is a novel 4-tiered system architecture aimed at fostering automation among individual networked computing
devices in themselves, in order to assist the overall digital forensic investigation process. The architecture and requirements in Paper I and II are the initial
blueprint focused mainly on automating evidence identification and acquisition with a centralized evidence storage and analysis location. The architecture
and requirements are sourced from the aforementioned focused literature review and personal experience in the field. After identifying the requirements
and designing the initial architecture, this was presented to stakeholders at
various conferences, workshops and internal seminars, where gaps were identified and further requirements proposed which fed into Paper III.
The difference with the first 2 papers and the third is that in Paper III the
solution provided in the enhanced architecture with further requirements, aims
at decentralizing and automating the entire digital forensic investigation process, essentially also decentralizing the storage tier, providing for fully distributed analysis, automating the presentation phase, and promoting absolute
self-organization among devices. This is driven by the requirements advocating for privacy and freedom from control of a centralized analysis or control
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point (e.g. an IT department, security consultancy, service provider, or law
enforcement agency) as focused on in Paper III.
In Paper IV, the intended artifact (solution) is a method for automating the
integration and correlation of digital evidence from disparate sources. The artifact in itself consists of a 5-step method which requires the design of domainspecific ontologies for representing digital evidence as the foundation. The
ontological definitions maintain the metadata and relational requirements
among entities as governed by the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
specifications and the Web Ontology Language (OWL). This is so as to be
able to facilitate semantic web procedures such as integration and correlation
– through inference of relationships using logic-based reasoning and simple
embedded rules. The idea of the artifact itself was borne out of the knowledge
of the semantic web and observing how machines can be harnessed to correlate objects of different forms and meanings with the aim of providing simple
automated reasoning. This idea of the artifact and its requirements were
sourced from literature reviews and personal experience of the researcher. The
goal was to apply semantic web technologies onto the field of digital forensic
investigations where large amounts of evidence from different sources need
to be understood together in context.
Paper V and VI describe solutions for enabling machine learning-based triage of digital evidence. The intended artifact is a method that makes used of
machine-learning techniques to automate the triage phase in a digital investigation. The aim of this is to allow for more focused evidence acquisition, or
forensic analysis by providing automated methods for identifying sections of
digital evidence sources that are more likely to be relevant. This would reduce
the burden on the forensic analyst and enable faster identification of relevant
evidence in the face of large amounts of data. The idea of using machine learning for aiding in the identification of relevant evidence in the triage process of
digital forensic investigations with network traffic was sourced from related
literature, and the background knowledge of machine learning algorithms being used to automate decision making processes as well as dealing with large
amounts of data as is experienced in the field of digital forensics.
More specifically in Paper V and VI, the method is meant to receive network traffic captures containing DNS tunneling and be able to identify which
samples contain which specific protocols. In order for the methods to be developed, realistic data sets of digital evidence were required so as to enable
building and evaluation of the machine learning models being proposed for
the method. In particular DNS tunneled network traffic data sets needed to be
created. To start off, in Paper V the dataset contains 20 samples containing
either HTTP or FTP network traffic tunneled over DNS and the aim was to
predict which specific protocol was within a given tunneling sample. In Paper
VI, the dataset was increased to 211 samples, now containing HTTP, HTTPS,
FTP and POP3 protocols being tunneled within DNS tunnels with the same
aim of identifying the specific protocol being tunneled.
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Paper VII, describes the initial idea of a solution for enabling machine
learning based triage on RAM memory related evidence. Only the initial idea
is proposed as the artifact is yet to be developed as future work.
Overall these individual solutions proposed as potential artifacts are aimed
at providing further automation to the digital investigation process so as to
speed it up and reduce the burden of the forensic analyst.
iii.

Designing and Developing the Artifact

The goal of this phase is to design and develop the actual artifact that addresses the given problem following the prescribed requirements set out for
the artifact. Several concrete artifacts are designed and developed in this thesis
and are seen within the various publications annexed. The links between the
publications, the contributions and the artifacts developed, are summarized in
Table 2.
Table 2: The relationships between the Publications, Contributions and the Artifacts
Developed

Publication
I, II, III

I, II

IV

V, VI, VII

Contribution
Artifacts
C-1,C-2
 The requirements and System Architecture for the automation of digital forensic
investigations in highly networked environments
C-3
 An instantiation for remote evidence acquisition of disk-based evidence on mobile devices
C-4
 Domain specific ontologies and related
parsers for different forms of digital evidence.
 A Method for representation, integration,
automated correlation and reasoning
over different forms of digital evidence
C-5,C-6
 Realistic datasets of DNS Tunneled network traffic and Android Process
Memory
 Methods and models for using machine
learning algorithms to assist in the digital
forensic investigation process

Firstly, in Paper I and II a comprehensive system architecture for enabling
automated digital forensic investigations is designed. The intricate details of
the capabilities and functionality of this architecture are outlined in Paper I
and further detailed in Paper II. An instantiation of part of this architecture to
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demonstrate the remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices is initially implemented in Paper I. In Paper III, improvements are made to the architecture
presented in Paper I and II, where the focus is on decentralizing the originally
centralized evidence storage component. This is done to improve privacy and
promote full decentralization thus enabling self-organization of the system
supported through structured peer-to-peer overlays. Additionally, the infusion
of more peer-to-peer overlays in the form of structured overlays and a PublishSubscribe architecture in Paper III enables automation of the presentation and
incident response feedback learning cycle phases.
In Paper IV, domain specific ontologies for network traffic, firewall logs
and disk storage-based evidence are designed and related parsers are developed to follow the requirements and constraints outlined in the ontologies.
This is the initial part of the overall method described in Paper IV, which enables representation, integration, correlation and eventual searching over a
mass of digital evidence from multiple diverse data sources. The overall procedures used in the method involve the use of the Resource Description
Framework (RDF), the Web Ontology Language (OWL) for the representation and integration steps of the method, respectively. The resulting semantically enriched linked-data can then be reasoned upon to improve correlation
through inference using simple reasoning from OWL engines. Finally simple
searching over the integrated and linked mass of data can be performed seamlessly through the use of the Simple Protocol and RDF Query Language
(SPARQL) end points. This method is designed and developed for automating
these procedures in order to enhance the speed of analysis and reduce the burden on the forensic analyst by harnessing the computational power of machines to assist in the process.
In Paper V the initial step towards achieving the artifact was to realize a
dataset. On this dataset, an analytical process was performed in order to understand the internal workings of DNS tunnels and the behaviour of certain
fields. Characteristic features of these fields across various network protocols
were plotted on charts to understand and generalize the behavior. From this
understanding a pattern matching algorithm (method), using the entropy of the
DNS request query field as the main distinguisher, was developed. The aim of
this was to identify certain protocols being tunneled within DNS network traffic in order to assist network forensic analysts in narrowing down which network traffic samples they should prioritize. With similar goals, Paper VI embarked on creating an even larger dataset with several more samples and more
network protocols involved. The method in Paper VI departed from using a
simple pattern matching technique as in Paper V, rather it made use of more
established machine learning algorithms such as k-Nearest Neighbours, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machines and Neural Networks, benchmarking
their performance against that in Paper V. Additionally, it made use of a larger
feature-set in the development of more effective prediction models.
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In Paper VII, an instantiation of a toolset was developed. The toolset in
itself was made of 2 main software components: An Android Application that
captured the process memory of a given running application on an Android
Device; and an Orchestration framework that handled the initialization of Android virtual machines, the running of given apps, calling the memory dumping tool and the subsequent cleaning of the Android virtual machine for the
next round. These instantiations were built in Java (using the Android Framework) and Python, respectively.
iv.

Demonstrating the Artifact

This phase involves putting the developed artifact to use in an instance of
an illustrative or realistic case, in order to show the feasibility of the artifact
in solving the challenge that it was designed to address.
With respect to the first artifact, that is the designed system architecture, as
the whole architecture is a large undertaking to implement in its entirety, we
focused only on a simple prototype implementation of the remote evidence
acquisition section directed at mobile devices. A software application was
built in Java to enable the capture of disk storage partitions from small-scale
embedded devices. This was first tested on a simple Linux embedded device
and later on Android mobile devices. It performed the basic tasks of remote
evidence capture from a mobile device, encrypting the data, transferring it
over the network and subsequently storing it on a highly available distributed
Hadoop filesystem storage cluster. This is mainly effected in Paper I.
The demonstration of the method for automating the analysis phase focused
on in Paper IV, was implemented through simulating a security breach, subsequently collecting the relevant evidence and taking this evidence through
the designed method. An isolated but realistic virtual network environment
with a firewall, an internal and external network were created. Network, disk
and logging based evidence collection methods were put in place. A simulated
security breach involving phishing and a subsequent exploit opening a back
door was executed. The resulting evidence was collected and passed through
the relevant parsers to realize the semantic representations following the previously designed ontologies. These individual evidence representations are
then integrated using OWL engines and specific pre-designed rules in order
to enable the inference of relations between the different evidence sources,
e.g. amalgamating the same IP addresses appearing on the disk, network traffic and in the logs. Finally this linked-data was subjected to specific queries
through SPARQL endpoints to demonstrate the linkage and relationships generated between the disparate evidence sets.
In Paper V and VI, the demonstrations are similar in that datasets are developed to demonstrate the ability of using the described methods for performing machine learning-based triage on DNS tunneled network traffic. The datasets are generally split into 2 sets, those for training and those for testing.
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The training partition is used for building the model, the testing set is used for
demonstrating the viability and evaluating the performance. In order to ensure
unbiased selection of the training and testing partitions simple “10-fold crossvalidation” was used in Paper V, while in Paper VI as the dataset was larger,
“5-round repeated 10-fold cross-validation” was used. The automated aspect
of running the tasks through Python scripts and the R statistical programming
language respectively demonstrate how human intervention can be reduced,
alleviating the analyst from this burden. Additionally a difference in the physical size of the data demonstrates the reduction of size of the original evidence
data set. In the case of Paper VI it is seen as a 74% decrease in the size
Paper VI demonstrates the ability to automate the process of creating a dataset of realistic Android process memory dumps. The execution of the toolset
created demonstrates the ability to capture Android process memory, as well
as orchestrate the coordination of installation, and subsequent cleaning of the
target virtual machines used in the process. The results of acquiring a sizeable
dataset of 1185 samples demonstrates that the toolset works for its intended
purpose.
v.

Evaluating the Artifact

In this phase the goal is to determine how well the developed artifact
achieves its intended aim, or to what extent it solves the practical problem it
was intended to solve. Both ex ante and ex post (Johannesson and Perjons,
2014) types of evaluation are used.
In terms of ex post evaluation, experiments are performed to evaluate remote evidence acquisition on mobile devices and is performed partly in Paper
I and partly in Paper II. In Paper I the evaluation encompasses the measurement of the length of time taken to perform the remote evidence acquisition
of increasing disk partition sizes on 3 different mobile devices with different
specifications. The aim is to understand how remote evidence acquisition on
mobile devices with constrained resources behaves and scales. The evaluation
of the proof-of-concept is extended in Paper II where 2 more mobile devices
with stronger processing capabilities (at the time) are also added to the scalability testing. In addition to this, the reliability of the tool in terms of how well
it copes with increasing partition sizes before it starts failing. This evaluation
is performed through determining the number of successful acquisitions for a
partition size out of every 10 attempts, with ever increasing disk partition
sizes. Essentially this gives a success rate for a given size for a given mobile
device.
In Paper V and VI, ex post evaluation is also used through experiments to
evaluate predictive performance of the models. This is measured mainly in the
precision, recall and accuracy of the classification done by the algorithms
tested against the specific datasets developed. Recall refers to the proportion
of True (Real) Positive cases that are classified as Positive per class label.
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Precision is the proportion of Predicted Positive cases that are actually correctly Positive, per class label. Accuracy is the ratio of the number of correctly
predicted cases to the total number of cases. From this we can understand how
well the developed methods work in performing the tasks that they are intended for.
In Paper III an ex ante evaluation (Johannesson and Perjons, 2014) is performed whereby assessment on the extent to which the proposed architecture
achieves its goals is based on informed arguments using knowledge gathered
from extended literature studies, peer-reviews and expert opinions from academic advisors. Ex ante evaluation is also used in Paper I and II in order to
provide an evaluation of the rest of the system architecture that is not tested
through ex post evaluation through experiments.
The artifacts developed in Paper IV and Paper VII, are not evaluated per se
except through viewing the results from the experiments performed showing
that they work. In Paper IV the method for semantic representation, integration, correlation and querying, shows that it works by performing queries that
a typical investigator might want to know, and the fact that the results show
that links are made to the disparate evidence sources, ellucidates that it meets
its functionality requirements. In relation to Paper VII, where a toolset for the
automated generation of realistic Android Process Memory samples is developed, the evaluation that it meets its requirements is seen in that a dataset of
2375 samples is generated. An evaluation of the performance of this tool is
also described in the publication itself where it is noted that it took 7479 samples of malicious APKs to achieve 1188 process memory samples, and 2321
samples of benign APKs to achieve 1187 benign process memory samples.
The reason for the need of a significantly higher number of actual APKs to the
successfully captured memory dumps is mainly due to compatibility issues
between Android OS versions and individual APK programming flaws that
prevented several APKs from running on the toolset we developed. In view of
the restricted time frame for the study, the scope had to be limited to avoid
catering for the variations among different OS versions, and not taking the
time to fix the code of other developer’s applications. Given time, other Android versions (flavours) could conceivably be catered for, however, dealing
with individual programming flaws in millions of APKs is insurmountably
difficult.

3.3. Ethical Considerations
Ethics is important while undertaking a research study in order to safeguard
the rights of all the stakeholders involved as well as to ensure that no injustices
are done to any parties while working towards achieving the goals of this
study. The Ethical aspects considered in this study lie generally within the
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realm of privacy mainly with respect to the gathering of the datasets and the
undertaking of potentially sensitive security related experiments.
In Paper I and II where a proof of concept implementation was created to
remotely acquire disk based evidence from mobile devices, the concerns are
related to the data present on the disk storage and the environment where the
experiments were undertaken. The mobile devices were configured with fake
user accounts and populated with fabricated data files created by the authors
as well as free publicly available files from the Internet. Though the experiments were performed using the university network, the data collected was
encrypted and transferred over an SSH tunnel. No other activity, or data was
collected from the public university network.
In Paper IV, the experiments involving a security breach were performed
on an isolated network behind a firewall with virtual machines owned and
created by the author. All user accounts and data used to simulate the targeted
attack and related evidence were fabricated for the purposes of the experiment.
No real-world users, accounts or data was involved.
The experiments in Paper V and VI required the creation of realistic datasets. These datasets were created within a virtualized environment where
tunneling was performed within a virtual network, using virtual servers owned
by the university and made available to the researcher. The freely available
public DNS servers at freedns.afraid.org were also used for publicly available
external DNS resolution. The files used for FTP transfers were fabricated and
contained randomly generated data. The websites accessed over the DNS tunnels are freely and publicly available popular websites as listed by Alexa.com.
In Paper VII the environment used to run the toolset developed was isolated
to a single host device behind a firewall. Furthermore the Android OS was
running on a virtual machine that was wiped on every run to ensure that any
malicious APKs were completely gone after each run. This ensured that malicious APKs did not cause any unexpected damage outside the isolated environment. The dataset of Android APKs used to create the process memory
dumps was sourced from the University of Luxembourg AndroZoo project
(Allix et al., 2016) after agreement to the terms of usage that they provided,
and used only in accordance to these terms.
No personally identifiable information from outside the groups of individual publication co-authors was used in any of the studies.
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4. Results – Summary of Publications
"It's a dangerous business, Frodo, going out of your door," he used to
say. "You step into the Road, and if you don't keep your feet, there is
no knowing where you might be swept off to." (Frodo, quoting Bilbo)
– J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring

In seeking automation in the digital forensic investigation process, we tackled
3 main areas, that is, harnessing network architectures to facilitate automation;
automating the analysis phase; and automation of evidence identification (triage) using machine learning. In this Chapter, we summarize the main ideas
and findings of the 7 publications adjoined to this thesis, which encompass
these ideas. Further details and deeper insights can be sourced from the papers
annexed at the end of this thesis.

4.1. Harnessing Network Architectures for Enhancing
Automation in Digital Forensic Investigations
Digital Forensics has recently come to the forefront as a means of exploring, uncovering, reconstructing and understanding the tactics, techniques and
procedures used by malicious actors. However, the increasingly computerized
and connected world of today has burdened the digital forensics process with
certain challenges. Some of the major challenges experienced are the large
amounts of data and devices, non-standard highly mobile and connected environments, heterogeneous evidence sources, largely manual processes, high
level of technical expertise required and a shortage of the human labour force.
In this section we focus on providing a comprehensive system architecture
for tackling these challenges in performing digital forensic investigations in
such highly networked environments. Essentially we harness the strengths of
network architectures themselves and several related technologies that commonly appear within such networks to address the challenges.

4.1.1. Summary of Paper I
“LEIA–The Live Evidence Information Aggregator: Towards efficient cyberlaw enforcement”
Outline and Motivation
In this study we first delineate the main challenges that affect digital forensic
investigations in the highly networked environments of today. Given the
aforementioned challenges, and the overarching need for speed in the overall
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process, we set out to identify the main requirements for a comprehensive
system architecture to assist in automating the digital forensic investigation
process. These requirements are sought from prior literature (Palmer, 2001;
Roussev and Richard III, 2004; Ayers, 2009; Beebe, 2009) and from personal
experience. As previously mentioned in Section 3.2, the prior literature was
sourced from the 2 best known journals and conferences in the field of Digital
Forensics. The chosen articles mainly focused on the challenges currently facing the area, highlighting possible solutions and requirements for future technological systems to address these challenges. From the requirements sourced
from these articles, we then design the actual architecture of the system and
outline the basic functionality of its components. Beyond this, we focus on a
single component of the architecture and build a small prototype to assess the
viability of remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices as a means to automate digital evidence acquisition.
Challenges and Requirements
The identified challenges are already summarized in Section 1.3 and mentioned variously within this dissertation. The requirements, distilled from prior
related literature, are refined to focus on enabling an automated distributed
digital forensic investigative system. The requirements are highlighted below:
 Distribution: This entails handling multiple users, multiple sources of data
as well as the ability to scale in terms of resources (storage, computing and
communication) in order to tackle the volume challenge
o Multi-user: Several users should be able to use the system and their work
should be easily integrated into the corpus
o Availability: Resources and functionality should be present when required, even in the face of failures (i.e. redundancy and fault tolerance)
o Scalability: This is the capability to expand or reduce resources (storage,
processing and communication) depending on the demand. Extensibility
of features to enable addition of new functionality is also part of this.
o Resource Sharing: Pooling of resources from participating devices in order to provide a larger collective capacity when needed
 Universality: The aim of this is to handle the vast variety of devices and
evidence sources thus addressing the heterogeneity problem and fostering
collaboration and integration of analytical results from different sources.
o Of Data Formats: Representation of diverse digital evidence in a single
uniform format can enable easier integration, sharing and distributed processing (as advocated in (Bhoedjang et al., 2012))
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o Of Platform: Enabling varying devices with different platforms and configurations allows for a higher number of participating devices to contribute to the process, as well as promoting user uptake.
 Responsiveness: Promptly reacting to security incidents, initiating forensic
procedures, providing interactivity, collaboration and sharing of information. Live and remote procedures can facilitate this.
o Live: Interaction with suspected devices while security incidents are ongoing, rather than the traditional post factum approach, can enable faster
response activities.
o Remote: This entails using the inherent network connectivity to access
mobile or ubiquitous devices over their communication interfaces. This
can reduce the delay between incident occurrence and evidence seizure.
 Integrity (Trust, Reliability & Accuracy): Credibility and authenticity of
the data, the process and hence the results must be maintained.
o Of Data: Preserving integrity through hashing evidence data, verifying
the hashes and tracking evidence access through the chain of custody.
o Of the Process: This is done through following the Daubert Standard, i.e.
ensuring that techniques used are tested, peer-reviewed, accepted by the
community and documented.
 Privacy: Sensitive and personally identifiable information should be encrypted, anonymized or have its access restricted so as to ensure that it is
not misused. Techniques for the preservation of privacy should be fostered.
 Security: Authentication, authorization, accountability and non-repudiation must be maintained to promote trust in the system
o Authentication: Identification of actors should be performed. Also, communication and activities performed should be verified to originate and
terminate at the entity that claims the identity in question.
o Authorization: Capabilities should be restricted to only what is required
o Accountability: All activities should be tracked and allow for auditing
o Non-Repudiation: Plausible deniability of actions should be impossible
The Live Evidence Information Aggregator (LEIA) Architecture
The architecture of a scalable hypervisor based peer-to-peer distributed system for aggregating and analyzing digital evidence is designed guided by the
aforementioned requirements. A 4-layer tiered system architecture is envisioned with the following components:
a) The Host-based Hypervisor (HbH)
b) The Peer-to-Peer Distribution Architecture (P2P-da)
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c) The Cloud-based Backend (CBB)
d) The Law Enforcement Controller
The schematic view of the system architecture showing the layering of the
tiers and interaction among components is depicted in Figure 14 and Figure
15.

Figure 14: Model of the 4-tiered LEIA Architecture

Figure 15: Interaction between 3 Layers of the LEIA Architecture
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The functionality and components within each layer are described as follows:
a) The Host-based Hypervisor (HbH)
The primary component of this layer is a bare-metal hypervisor fitted with a
minimal host-based intrusion detection system. The rationale behind the hypervisor is to provide a uniform and privileged layer that has direct access to
both hardware components as well as operating system software. This enables a unique opportunity for direct and privileged access over the operating
system as well as to hardware controller primitives. Being a hypervisor the
possibility of Virtual Machine Introspection is also availed. The hypervisor
addresses the universality requirements, allowing for platform independence, as well as contributing towards integrity and trustworthiness as the
hypervisor is privileged and has a smaller code base, thus a smaller likelihood to be vulnerable. Evidence sources are acquired and stored in the AFF4
format that uses the RDF format. This promotes universality as a single evidence format is used, thus also promoting integration of multiple heterogeneous evidence sources, as well as allowing for multiple users to work in the
evidence corpus in the Cloud-based backend.
A minimal host-based intrusion detection system is also built into the hypervisor in order to enable rapid detection of malicious activity on-site. This
contributes towards responsiveness by capturing security events directly
through local filesystem, memory and network activity. This locally generated incident information allows for distributed threat intelligence sharing
also promoting responsiveness. Hash lists of known files are also maintained
in order to reduce the size of evidence to be acquired.
b) The Peer-to-Peer Distribution Architecture (P2P-da)
The P2P-da combines epidemic peer-to-peer overlays, hierarchical overlays
and the BitTorrent protocol to enable scalable and available communication.
It works together with the HbH component to transmit information among
participating HbH systems and towards the Cloud-based backend. Three
main types of information are transmitted: Indicators of Compromise among
HbH systems; Management information (including P2P overlay maintenance messages, updates to systems and response coordination messages);
and results from evidence acquisition (disk dumps, memory dumps or network traffic) being transmitted to the Cloud-based back-end.
The P2P-da provides responsiveness in enabling transmission of real-time
threat intelligence information as well as messages for initiating response.
Also by enabling live and remote access to digital evidence, the responsiveness requirement is addressed. Resource sharing and thus distribution is also
facilitated through the organization of the gradient (hierarchical) overlay
into tiers based on resource availability. Cryptography is also adopted into
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the adapted BitTorrent overlay enhancing confidentiality (privacy), integrity
and authentication.
c) The Cloud-based Backend (CBB)
The primary components of this sub-system are a distributed filesystem for
storage of aggregated digital evidence, a Differencing Engine (DE) and a set
of HbH peers, well-endowed with resources to support other HbH nodes. A
distributed filesystem (such as the Hadoop Distributed FileSystem - HDFS)
provides a scalable and available centralized persistent storage layer. HDFS
inherently ensures integrity of data in its fault-tolerance and redundancy features for enhancing availability. The Differencing Engine manages knowndata (files, processes memory, network packets) to ensure that previously
seen data is not captured and transmitted unnecessarily. The HbH Master
peers comprising abundant resources, serve to support the overall gradient
overlay in the P2P-da, contributing towards organized resource sharing of
storage space, processing power or network bandwidth particularly for resource constrained devices.
d) The Law Enforcement Controller (LEC)
This sub-system is meant to provide an interface for analysts and investigators to interact with the centralized digital evidence storage of the CBB. It is
meant to provide means to facilitate integration, between digital evidence
data sources, automated correlation, reasoning and querying facilities. It
helps promote responsiveness since it enables real-time interaction with evidence as it gets stored. It also facilitates multi-user interaction through the
interface to the centralized CBB repository, allowing users to collaboratively
create queries that may trigger new relations among the digital evidence.
Universality is fostered since this interface also provides a single uniform
platform for access to a uniformly represented data storage facility.
The specific components of this sub-system that provide these requirements
are not described in this publication, however, the integration, automated
correlation, reasoning and querying capabilities are explained in further detail in Paper IV.
The Experiment
The LEIA architecture has multiple complex components, thus as a starting
point towards building it, we chose to focus on prototyping some of the functionality of the Peer-to-Peer distribution architecture (P2P-da). More specifically the focus was on evaluating the responsiveness capability through testing
remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices over public networks. The aim
was to speed up mobile device acquisition through networks rather than having to physically locate the device. Through this experiment we evaluate the
viability of remote evidence acquisition on mobile devices, as well as elicit
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the potential architectural challenges and areas that require further improvement.
The experiment itself involved building a prototype tool to enable the acquisition of disk partitions from Android mobile devices, compress them and
securely transmit them over an encrypted SSH channel over the network to a
Hadoop HDFS distributed filesystem cluster for storage. Development and
testing was performed using a Linux based embedded device. The prototype
was developed in Java.
The evaluation of the remote-evidence acquisition tool was performed on
3 resource constrained low-end Android mobile devices, that is, their processors, RAM and storage were quite limited in capacity. They were considered
low end and resource constrained as they had the computing capacity of desktop computers from 10-15 years prior (i.e. Not more than 2 cores, 1.2 GHz
processors, 1GB or less RAM and less than 10 GB disk storage). The actual
specifications of the devices are listed in the following Table.
Disk
1.1GB
4GB
8GB

File Capture Time (Secs)
[Copy + Compression + Transfer]

Table 3: Specifications of Mobile Devices used in Evaluation
CPU
Device
Platform
RAM
Android OS v2.3.3
1 GHz
HTC Incredible S
768MB
(Gingerbread)
Scorpion
HTC MyTouch 4G
CyanogenMod 10.2
Dual‐core 1.2
768MB
Slide
Alpha
GHz Scorpion
Samsung Galaxy
Android OS, v4.0.3
Dual‐core 1
1GB
Tab 2 (WiFi Only)
(Ice Cream Sandwich)
GHz

Figure 16: Relationship of Acquisition Time Taken against Partition Size
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The evaluation of the tool was based on the performance in terms of the “wallclock” time (Ayers, 2009) taken from when the application initiates the acquisition process till when the acquisition completes with a file stored on the storage cluster, together with its hash computed. Increasingly larger disk partitions
were used to benchmark the trend of how the remote acquisition tool performs
on such devices. The experiments were performed over the university CAT5, 1-Gigabit Ethernet network, with WiFi connectivity using the WiFi “N”
standard. The graph in Figure 16 depicts the general trend.
It should be reiterated that the experimental evaluation performed, only focused on part of the P2P-da sub-system, and though positive outcomes are
achieved, this is only limited to a single part of the entire LEIA system architecture. Thus, the rest of the system architecture still requires further development and evaluation. For now, only an ex ante evaluation, based on informed
judgement is used for the rest of the system.

4.1.2. Summary of Paper II
On the Network Performance of Digital Evidence Acquisition of Small Scale
Devices over Public Networks
Motivation
This publication builds upon the ideas in Paper I, providing an extended description of how the P2P-da works. It also aims to extend the evaluation of the
prototype client-server tool, to benchmark the reliability of the transfer mechanism in addition to the speed benchmarking. A comparison of benchmarks
and behaviour of resource constrained devices against higher-end more capable devices is also made to further evaluate scalability.
Anatomy of the Peer-to-Peer Distribution Architecture (P2P-da)
In highly networked environments with large volumes of data and numerous
devices, remote evidence acquisition requires scalability, reliability and rapid
throughput. In order to achieve these, the strengths of a combination of peerto-peer protocols are harnessed. As earlier described in Paper I, the P2P-da
transmits 3 main types of data: P2P overlay maintenance messages; Security
event alerts and incident control commands; and captured digital evidence.
P2P Overlay maintenance is supported through gradient and epidemic
overlays. Security event information (indicators of compromise) and related
alerts are communicated through epidemic relays. Digital evidence capture is
facilitated through a modified version of the BitTorrent protocol.
P2P Overlay Maintenance
Overlay maintenance entails maintaining connectivity among participating
nodes. The combination of gradient overlays and epidemic overlays serve different purposes. The gradient overlay aims to organize the network in such a
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way that peers with limited resources are connected to more capable peers.
This is done through each peer maintaining a utility metric (score) (Sacha et
al., 2006) monitoring resource availability, current loading, bandwidth and
uptime, among other metrics. Peers share their utility metrics through an epidemic overlay (Jelasity et al., 2007).
With epidemic overlays, each peer must maintain knowledge of both some
“near” and some “distant” peers in terms of the “utility metric”. This is so as
to avoid partitioning through clustering of similar peers. Each peer maintains
a small list of addressing information of peers with similar utility metrics and
another set with that of peers with greatly differing utility metrics.
Similarly in order to maintain the gradient overlay, each peer must maintain
two other sets of addressing values. One set with some peers that have slightly
smaller utility metrics and another set of peers with slightly higher utility metrics. In this way connectivity is maintained to both nodes that are weaker, and
those that are stronger with respect to computational resources.
These lists (subsets) are to be shared in a random manners such that a node
picks a random peer from one of its lists and selects a random subset of its
lists to share with this peer. A list of “Recently seen peers” must be maintained
in order to avoid cycling between the same set of peers. The size of each list
and the size of the random subsets chosen need to be monitored and optimized
– this is suggested as future work.
Digital Evidence Capture
This is mentioned both in Paper I and Paper II, however, it is illustrated better
in the latter. Incident discovery, the related message passing and the decision
to initiate digital evidence capture are not discussed here. Only the actual capture and transfer, is elaborated upon as a 3 phase adaptation of the BitTorrent
protocol (Cohen, 2003).

Figure 17: Digital evidence capture and transfer in the P2P-da
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i.

Data Partitioning

Once a digital evidence source has been chosen for acquisition, in full or in
part, a copy of the data is made. This copy is compressed and stored on the
devices in an RDF annotated AFF4 format as an Incident Data Archive (IDA),
and split into partitions termed shards which are signed and encrypted. A
metadata file is created containing the MD5 and SHA1 hashes of each shard
and is sent directly to the CBB. Following the BitTorrent terminology, the
CBB serves as a “tracker” and a “leacher” as it seeks out other peers with the
shards of the IDA, as well as downloading from these peers.
ii.

Shard Distribution

Here, the gradient overlay facilitates the transfer of shards (and their copies)
from weaker peers towards the stronger ones. Each HbH peer that participates
in transferring a particular shard is termed as a “supporter”. As each shard is
passed onto a new supporter, it increases its “heat level”. Once a certain “heat
level” threshold (melting point) is reached the receiving HbH is obliged to
transfer directly to a Master HbH peer at the CBB. Should this fail, one of the
other HbH peers is elected to perform the direct upload. To avoid having a
single peer always being chosen, a value is set (dependency value) to track the
number of uploads by a certain peer, which can then be time regulated.
iii.

Rapid Fragment Reconstruction

Having each shard being downloaded potentially from multiple HbH systems
enables a level of availability, resource sharing (bandwidth) and integrity to
some extent since copies can be verified. As with the BitTorrent protocol, rare
shards (those with few supporters) are given priority of transfer. As shards are
received at the CBB, their hash values are verified against those in the
metadata file and subsequently stored. Once successfully uploaded, the shards
are purged from all the supporters.
Benchmarking Speed and Stability of Mobile Remote Acquisition
Extending the evaluation of the speed and stability of remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices over a singular client-server model, further experiments are performed and newer mobile devices are also tested. Two state-of
the art mobile devices for that time period were used and were considered to
have generally strong specifications ( >= 2GB RAM, >= 1.5GHz Dual Core
processors). The specifications of the 2 newer mobile devices are indicated in
Table 4.
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Table 4: Specifications of more powerful mobile devices used in evaluiation
Device
Platform
Processor
Chipset
RAM Disk
Samsung
Android
Quad-core
Qualcomm
Galaxy S4
OS v 5.0.1
2.3 GHz
MSM8974 Snap2GB 16GB
LTE-A
(Lollipop)
Krait 400
dragon 800
Quad-core
Qualcomm
Google
Android
2.3 GHz
MSM8974 Snap2GB 16GB
Nexus 5
OS v 5.1.1
Krait 400
dragon 800

File Capture Time (Secs)
[Copy + Compression + Transfer]

The experiments evaluating speed were performed in the same way as those
performed in Paper I, with the trends depicted in Figure 18. In order to measure reliability, the approach taken was to perform a remote acquisition of a
particular mobile device 10 times and measure the number of successes out of
each 10 trials. This was performed on the 2 mobile devices, with increasing
partition sizes being considered. The 3 mobile devices from Paper I were not
tested because they did not have large enough disk sizes (max 4GB) to be
compared.
Essentially this elicited a “success rate” of remote disk evidence acquisition
for increasing partition sizes, which translates to an indication of the reliability
of the tool, and thus the client-server model, with increasingly larger partition
sizes. The graph in Figure 19 depicts the reliability trends observed.

Figure 18: Relationship of Time against Partition Size
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Figure 19: Relationship of Success Rate with Increasing Partition Size

Discussion on the Observations on Speed and Reliability (Paper I & II)
Among the resource constrained devices tested in Paper I, the graph in Figure
16 indicates an initial linear trend before transitioning into a more exponential
relationship interspersed with a periodic step like behavior. This seems to happen after the 500MB mark and may be attributed to the limited amount of
RAM available resulting in an increased need for swapping of memory pages
between working storage and persistent (swap) storage. I/O speeds of individual device components as well as computationally intensive procedures such
as compression may also influence this behavior.
However with the same tests performed on the more powerful devices (≥
2GB RAM, ≥ 1.5GHz Dual Core), the results indicated a significantly more
linear trend. This may be attributed to hardware improvements such as larger
RAM, more processors, higher clock speeds, larger registers and improved
threading. Enhancements in the Android OS ION memory manager may also
have contributed to this.
On the scalability of speed with increasing partition size, it can be seen that
resource constrained devices may not scale well with larger disk evidence
sizes to be transferred. However, technological improvements could be attributed to better scalability with well-equipped higher end phones.
Relating to reliability based on the “success rate” out of 10 trials, it is seen
that with increasingly larger partition sizes to be transferred, there is a greater
likelihood of transmission failure of the singular connection. This behavior
may be attributed to longer transfer times, increasing the time window within
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which unpredictable network interruptions can affect the transfer. Additionally, as available disk space came closer to being depleted, the devices would
behave more erratically resulting in sudden reboots or freezing, resulting in
interrupted evidence acquisition. Though 10 trials may not yield the required
statistical significance, these observations may still be taken as an indicator of
the trend behavior. Only 10 trials were performed due to time restrictions and
the increasingly lengthy times taken for larger partitions – which has been
identified as an ongoing challenge.
The reliability (stability) of a single TCP connection was seen to decrease
with increasing digital evidence sizes. The only reliability guarantees were
those provided inherently by the TCP protocol, thus if the connection broke,
the whole remote acquisition process would terminate as was illustrated in the
experiments. Thus more reliable mode of transfer for remote evidence acquisition is needed. Further conclusions and recommendations are elaborated in
the “Conclusions” section.

4.1.3. Summary of Paper III
Improving Distributed Forensics and Incident Response in Loosely Controlled Network Environments
Motivation
This publication addresses the challenges of digital forensic investigations in
loosely controlled networked environments – where resources are shared
among peers and possibly controlled by some provider. It addresses the additional challenges of greater independence, variations of control and ubiquity
experienced in mobile and cloud environments, which raise availability, trust
and privacy concerns with respect to digital investigations. It builds upon the
requirements and system architecture contributions initiated in Paper I and II,
which aim to address the research question (SQ1). This is further elaborated
in the discussion in Section 5.1.
Decentralization and self-organization of digital investigation activities
among loosely controlled, connected, resource constrained devices, away
from an untrusted centralized authority, is the goal. Federation of certain components can facilitate greater scalability, availability and resource sharing.
Peer-to-peer overlays are identified as main facilitator of this kind of interaction. Proposals for methods in which their strengths can be harnessed to enhance the earlier designed LEIA architecture are the main contribution here.
Harnessing P2P Overlays in the Digital Forensic Investigation Process
From an adaptation of the digital forensic investigation process, key procedures include triage and evidence identification, acquisition, analysis, reporting and remediation. The specific ways in which P2P overlays can utilized
towards achieving better availability, independence, trust and privacy within
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the digital forensic investigation process are briefly outlined here, as discussed
in detail in Paper III.
i. Triage and Evidence Identification
This process relies largely on quick searches among potential digital evidence
sources for indicators of malicious activity. Structured overlays using distributed hash tables (DHT’s) support distributed indexes with deterministic lookup times. Digital evidence metadata may be stored on devices in such DHT’s.
Additionally ensuring availability is key, thus replication of these indexes may
be supported with either structured or unstructured overlays. A hierarchical
overlay can be used to support the DHT through involving super-peers.
ii. Evidence Acquisition
This process requires rapid collection of digital evidence, while also preserving its integrity and maintaining the availability of volatile evidence sources.
The BitTorrent protocol (an unstructured overlay) is a good candidate, as it is
known for providing high throughput (through its greedy algorithm), availability for rare data, and inherent integrity through piece-wise hashes. The only
drawback is the centralized “tracker” in the BitTorrent protocol, which may
be decentralized using a Structured DHT based overlay for quick look-ups; or
with an unstructured overlay to provide an element of randomness and thus
making it more difficult for an adversary to track a specific piece of data.
iii. Analysis
Distributed and collaborative processing are some of the ways to enhance analytical processing. A gradient overlay may be used to organize devices such
that resource constrained devices can easily find better endowed devices. Epidemic overlays may be used to help reach further unknown or distant devices.
For enhancing privacy of the data being analyzed, either a structured overlay
or a “publish-subscribe” mechanism can be employed. A structured overlay
can help in ensuring only registered devices within the overlay DHT can participate. A publish-subscribe mechanism can also help enforce registration
such that only certain peers registered (subscribed) to certain policies are allowed (authorized) to process the data.
iv. Reporting
Documentation of procedures undertaken is the main activity here. A structured overlay using DHTs may be used to organize reported data including
digital evidence artifacts, metadata, investigation proceedings and conclusions. A structured DHT-based overlay can enable quick lookups for searching cross-referencing and possibly re-integration in subsequent triage or analysis cycles.
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v. Remediation
The goal here is to mitigate security breaches, initiate further evidence capture
or begin recovery procedures. As these activities are quite targeted and may
require specific actions at particular nodes, a “publish subscribe” mechanism
would help enable affected devices to subscribe to a channel where devices
participating in analysis are working and may send out remediation related
responses for the devices to act upon. The “publish-subscribe” overlay may
be supported by an underlying structured or unstructured overlay. Encryption
for message transmission is recommended.
Improving the LEIA Architecture
One of the main drawbacks identified in the LEIA architecture is the centralized and controlled storage and processing of digital evidence – manifested in
trust and privacy concerns in addition to the present availability challenges.
Specific enhancements using P2P overlays together with other technologies
promoting machine-to-machine collaboration, are proposed to reduce human
involvement, eliminate centralized control while still maintaining availability.
Figure 20 depicts the original (centralized) LEIA architecture, while the proposed enhancements described beneath are illustrated in Figure 21.

Figure 20: The original LEIA Architecture

The improvements and P2P related enhancements are briefly outlined as follows:
 Enhancements supporting Triage
A structured overlay such as Chord (Stoica et al., 2001) is suggested to enable
fast lookups of digital evidence or related metadata. Digital evidence data and
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metadata is to be stored using the Cyber Observable eXpression (CybOX) format (Casey, Back and Barnum, 2015) to facilitate machine-to-machine exchange of security incident information techniques such as the Trusted Automated eXchange of Indicator Information technique (Connolly, Davidson and
Schmidt, 2014). Evidence data and metadata should be replicated to at least 2
nodes to enhance availability.
 Enhancements to distribute the BitTorrent tracker
The adapted BitTorrent protocol used in the original LEIA architecture has a
centralized tracker at the CBB. This single point of failure may be decentralized using a structured DHT-based overlay such as Chord (Stoica et al., 2001).
The BitTorrent metadata file (“reflection”) containing the piece-wise hashes
of an evidence artifact can thus be stored at multiple nodes aiding availability
and benefiting from the fast-lookups provided by DHTs. A node seeking a
particular piece of evidence seeks out the “reflection” file first through a DHT
lookup procedure. Once it finds it can start the download process. The security
of DHTs and their lookup procedures are not discussed here.
 Enhancements for Distributed Processing for Evidence Analysis
Gradient overlays are used in the original LEIA architecture, assisted by epidemic overlays to spread gradient overlay management and addressing information. An enhancement here would be to maintain addressing information of
peers additionally (in parallel) in a DHT. This would enable faster lookups in
linear time rather than unbounded as with epidemic protocols. Thus both structured and unstructured overlays assist in building the gradient overlay. Transfer of data can still be maintained via the DHT supported BitTorrent protocol.
 Enhancements for Evidence Storage and Report Generation
Aiding automation in evidence storage and report generation may be supported through inserting evidence data, metadata or derived knowledge into a
DHT based structured overlay with unique identifiers. This would enable
faster deterministic lookups while searching and cross-referencing digital evidence and reports in a validation (provenance) type of activity.
 Enhancements for Remediation
In order to aid in preserving privacy through ensuring that response reactions
are only directed to the relevant nodes, a publish-subscribe overlay such as
SpiderCast (Chockler et al., 2007) is proposed. During various stages of the
digital forensic investigation process (Triage, Acquisition, Analysis or Response) different nodes can be enrolled to receive relevant messages from the
nodes facilitating the investigation. SpiderCast is particularly suited due to its
ability to route messages only through “interested” parties. It is also highly
resistant to churn.
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 Support for Interchange of Structured Overlays and Self-Organization
Flexibility for changing DHTs supports modularity and the ability manage and
swap DHTs, based on needs and benefits afforded. Using some features of the
DCXP protocol (Swenson, 2007; Kanter et al., 2009) can provide an API that
allows for agnostic DHT management and agnostic structured overlay management. Additionally, using context-based information, afforded through the
DCXP protocol, overlay networks can be re-organized or clustered into varying topologies, based on varying criteria, aimed at improving routing performance.
Figure 21 illustrates a schematic overview of the improved LEIA architecture
for loosely controlled networked environments.

Figure 21: The Enhanced LEIA architecture featuring supporting P2P overlays

Summarily, these 3 publications (Paper I, II and III) together contribute towards identifying the challenges, eliciting the requirements and proposing a
system architecture for enhancing machine to machine interaction among networked devices, so as to facilitate automation in the digital forensics process.
The aim of this being to increase speeds of the investigation process and reduce the burden on human analysts. In addition to this, the first 2 publications
(Paper I & II) provide an initial prototype for evaluating the viability of using
remote evidence acquisition on mobile devices to speed up the acquisition
process.
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4.2. Automating the Analysis Phase in Digital Forensic
Investigations
Digital investigations are increasingly burdened with large amounts of data
from multiple devices with diverse evidence sources. Typically disk images,
memory dumps and network traffic each have their own specialized tools and
digital evidence representation formats. This evidence-centricity does not promote integration, leading to analysts being burdened with manual effort intensive and time consuming correlation. Speeding up the evidence analysis phase
and reducing the burden with automated correlation and intelligent querying
is what is sought after here.

4.2.1. Summary of Paper IV
Semantic Representation and Integration of Digital Evidence
Motivation
The evidence analysis phase in the digital forensic investigation process is
largely manual. Computer aided parsing, indexing and searching of digital evidence sources has resulted in some form of quasi-automation of the process.
However, it still relies on evidence-centric tools and manual correlation, making it time-consuming and effort-intensive. Methods for promoting tool independent representation, integration and machine-driven correlation of evidence from different heterogeneous sources are needed to further enhance the
automation of the process.
This paper presents a method for uniformly representing and integrating
digital evidence from multiple heterogeneous sources, and subsequently enabling correlation, simple reasoning and knowledge enriched (intelligent)
searching capabilities in order to automate the evidence analysis phase of digital forensic investigations. The essential idea is to apply semantic web technologies, such as XML, RDF, OWL and SPARQL to multiple diverse digital
evidence sources to facilitate the uniform representation, integration, automated correlation and intelligent searching. This work expands on the ideas
from (Schatz, Mohay and Clark, 2004a) and (Garfinkel, 2009).
Essentially the novelty here is the application of semantic web technologies
to the realm of digital forensic investigations to enable automated integration
of objects that may have similar or different ontological domains, but similar
meanings or properties. This method may also be applied to other domains
that have a similarly formulated problem area.
The Method
The method itself consists of 5 steps which aim to convert raw digital evidence
as collected (acquired) from a digital evidence source, into a format that can
be universally understood by multiple tools, while also providing the benefit
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of inherently affording simple automatic reasoning to be performed over the
elements of the digital evidence. The diagram in Figure 22 illustrates the individual stages and the flow of the 5 –step process.

Figure 22: The method for Semantic Representation and Integration of Digital Evidence

The activities performed within each phase of this method are described as
follows:
i. Data Collection: This involves the acquisition of the chosen digital evidence sources (disk images, memory dumps, network traffic, logs) as a raw
format in a forensically sound manner. Data reduction (such as removing
known files) can be performed as may be necessary
ii. Semantic Representation: Here the raw acquired data is parsed, and using
a predefined ontological definition (defined using a language such as
OWL), it is transformed into a semantic model representation comprised
of entities and properties connected by RDF assertions (relationships). This
uniform RDF-based representation can be stored in a single file (starting
off the integration process)
iii. Ontological Reasoning: This involves feeding the semantic representation
into an OWL reasoning engine that infers new relationships (assertions)
only from the input data and the ontologies. From this, new relationships
may be discovered and are incorporated into the semantic representation.
iv. Rule-based Reasoning: In order to identify more complex relationships,
rule languages may be used to assert relations between entities (individuals). This is particularly useful for relating entities from different sources.
This phase may iterate severally with the Ontological Reasoning phase, as
the inferred relationships (or axioms/base rules) from one form of reasoning may enhance the inference mechanisms of each other in subsequent
reasoning sessions.
v. Integrated Query: The resulting body of enriched RDF assertions from the
prior reasoning phases form a unified and linked graph of data representing
multiple evidence sources as one integrated corpus. RDF Graph searching
techniques, such as using SPARQL, enable an investigator to unilaterally
search over the entire automatically uniformly integrated and enriched digital evidence dataset.
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Analyzing and Demonstrating the forms of Integration
Integration of RDF assertions (i.e. the building of relationships between entities) may arise either from Ontological reasoning, or from Rule-based reasoning. In this study 3 forms of integration are identified to demonstrate how the
different reasoning techniques may apply. Simple ontological reasoning is
used in 2 cases, while Rule-based reasoning is demonstrated in one.
i. Integration of entities (individuals) under the same namespace and the
same domain ontology. E.g. An IP address, or a file, that appears multiple
times but in different locations of the same evidence source, and one domain ontology is used. Definition of the individual in the ontology will
allow for ontological reasoning to identify the entity as the very same individual and not a new instance of an individual.
ii. Integration of entities (individuals) under different namespaces, but the
same domain ontology. E.g. An IP address, or a file appears in different
sources of evidence, but the same domain ontology is used. Here a property
of the individual (such as the literal value of an IP address, or the hash of
a file) can be used as a comparison to establish the link through simple
ontological-based reasoning.
iii. Integration of individuals under different namespaces and different domain ontologies. E.g. If a file is downloaded and stored on a disk, the same
file may appear in the network traffic ontological representation as well as
in the disk image ontological representation, but as 2 different individuals
as the different domain ontologies may have defined them differently. Here
rule-based reasoning can be used to define relationships across different
ontologies. SPARQL queries can be used to loosely define a rule that identifies 2 entities as one and the same individual, such as in this example
through comparing the MD5 hashes of the entities.
Setting up and Executing the Method
In order to demonstrate our method we set up an experiment to simulate a
security incident that would provide scope for collecting disk and network
based digital evidence to be fed into the stages of our method. The specific
incident set up was a “drive-by download” that involves a user mistakenly
clicking on a link that downloads an executable file, stores it on disk and later
executes it.
At the time of performing this study, to the best of our knowledge, there
were no well-known mature ontologies to describe digital evidence. We thus
built our own lightweight ontologies for disk-based (FileSystem) evidence artifacts and network traffic-based evidence artifacts. Illustrations of parts of
these ontological models are shown in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
Parsers were built and adapted from open source artifact extraction tools,
to enable application of the respective ontology definitions and their basic
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RDF assertions onto given raw disk images and network traffic captures. The
output from the parsers was a single file containing a large RDF file representing the digital evidence. This single RDF assertion graph was submitted into
an OWL reasoning engine and rule-based reasoning engine together with our
lightweight ontologies and pre-defined rules. The Pellet reasoning engine and
the SPARQL reasoning engine were used to provide the ontological reasoning
and the rule-based reasoning, respectively.

Figure 23: Ontological Model of Network Traffic Evidence Concepts

Figure 24: Ontological Model of FileSystem Concepts

Evaluation through Integrated Querying
The aim of the evaluation was to determine whether integration and reasoning
over multiple evidence sources (disk and network evidence, in this case) was
happening. Using the SPARQL query engine, specific queries such as “Which
files, containing the same content, are downloaded from the Web and have
been found on multiple systems?” can help evaluate this. In our test query this
was observed to happen.
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Thus through our method an investigator can automate the entire evidence
analysis phase, taking advantage of the support for intelligent querying using
reasoned responses from inferenced relationships from uniformly integrated
digital evidence from diverse sources.

4.3. Automation with Machine Learning-based Triage
for Digital Forensic Investigations
Given the volume challenges facing digital forensic investigations today, focused evidence identification and analysis is one of the ways that can help
speed up the process and relieve the burden of forensic analysts. Automation
of the triage process for identifying priority evidence for acquisition and analysis is what is sought after here. We seek to use Machine-Learning techniques
to aid the triage process of identifying key pieces of evidence that are worth
focusing on. Privacy has also been a motivating factor for focused digital forensic investigations, so as to identify implicated pieces of evidence and avoid
those that might inadvertently reveal personally identifiable information of
innocent victims involved, or breach privacy laws in countries that may have
strict enforcement on privacy restrictions.
Paper V and VI focus on achieving this in DNS tunneling network traffic
by quickly identifying particular tunneling instances that may contain specific
protocols of interest. Paper VII turns the focus to performing triage on mobile
device memory dumps to identify particular process memory instances that
may be deemed as suspicious. However as datasets of memory dumps are not
freely available, as far as we know, thus we need to start off by creating a
dataset of mobile device process memory dumps.

4.3.1. Summary of Paper V
Entropy-based Prediction of Network Protocols in the Forensic Analysis of
DNS Tunnels
Motivation
As highlighted above, due to the volume challenges and manual human-driven
investigation process afflicting digital forensic investigations, there is a need
for focusing efforts only on certain pieces of digital evidence. This may be
done for several reasons including for speeding up the process, reducing burden on the digital forensic analyst and to promote the preservation of privacy.
DNS tunneling is becoming increasingly common as a method to hide data,
or attack techniques within the DNS protocol, as it is commonly allowed
through firewalls with little or no verification. Various malware and free open
source tools demonstrate the viability and popularity of this technique.
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Standard network forensic analysis tools do not support the parsing, dissection or reconstruction of DNS tunnels, and thus manual reconstruction must
be done, which is usually difficult due to the lack of documentation, standardization and flexibility of such techniques. The forensic analysis of network
traffic of DNS tunnels has been scarcely researched, and as these network protocol manipulation techniques are increasingly appearing in forensic investigations (for example with data exfiltration), there is a need to provide automated techniques for prioritizing (triaging) certain parts of network traffic that
might be of more significant interest in an investigation. Furthermore, as manual reconstruction is inherently invasive, an automated technique for directing
an analyst towards information that is more likely to be relevant to the case,
would help reduce instances of breaching privacy.
In this paper we focus on the triage of network-based evidence and more
specifically DNS Tunneling traffic. We aim to predict the network protocols
being tunneled within DNS tunnels without having to parse the content per se.
This is done in order to enable the investigator to focus on DNS tunneled traffic that contains particular protocols of interest.
Hypothesis and Analysis of DNS Tunneling Traffic
Network protocols, in their normal usage, usually have a fixed set of headers
and commands that they use in transmitting information. DNS tunneling involves wrapping other network protocols within the payload of DNS packets.
Typically DNS tunneling techniques do not involve encryption, due to the additional delay that would affect the overall throughput and thus usability of
DNS tunneling. Thus, since only encoding and compression are used in packing protocols into DNS tunnels, we postulate that DNS tunneled traffic containing a specific protocol maintains a certain entropy that could possibly be
similar to that of the specific protocol while it is in normal network traffic
usage. We hypothesize that the packet distributions of sessions of these two
should represent some sort of similarity in terms of the entropy distributions
and set out to investigate this.
Data sets of DNS tunneling network traffic are not easily or freely available
due to security concerns and the potential of leaking sensitive information.
Thus, we had to create our own experimental set up to collect DNS tunneling
traffic as well as ground truth network traffic captures of specific protocols to
analyze. Being an initial study we limited the scope to the prediction of only
2 network protocols: HTTP and FTP. Specific web browsing activity was performed over HTTP in order to collect HTTP traffic, and similarly, specific
network file transfer activity over FTP was performed in order to collect FTP
related traffic. These activities were repeated over a DNS tunnel setup that we
deployed in order to collect similar tunneled versions of the chosen network
traffic protocols. The entropy of different layers of the application layer and
the IP packet layer of normal traffic requests were calculated, graphed and
visually compared against the entropy of the DNS query name field of the
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tunneled traffic – which contains the actual tunneled protocols. The focus was
on protocol requests, chosen as they often contain a more fixed vocabulary
than responses – which could contain almost any content. The trends of the
distributions are illustrated in the following diagrams and key observations are
briefly noted. (Reference to the paper can be made for deeper analysis)
a) (i). HTTP Request App-Layer Entropy

(ii). FTP Request App-Layer Entropy

b) (i). HTTP Request IP-Src Entropy

(ii). FTP Request IP-Src Entropy

c) (i).HTTP-over-DNS Req (Query_name) Entropy (ii). FTP-over-DNS Req (Query_name) Entropy

Figure 25: Comparison of Packet Entropy at Various Abstraction Levels for
Different Protocols
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Some of the key observations in Figure 25-set (a) are that HTTP traffic seems
to be significantly denser than FTP traffic, with HTTP entropy clustered
around 5.4 to 5.6, while FTP entropies in general lie in two-bands around 4.5
and 5.6. In Figure 25-set (b), again HTTP is denser than FTP. HTTP seems to
form 3 horizontally oriented bands with different densitites, while FTP has a
single horizontal cluster band and 3 highly sparse vertical clusters. Figure-set
(c)(i) and (ii) depict HTTP over DNS and FTP over DNS, respectively. In
(c)(i) we see 3 bands with different densities, while in (c)(ii) there seem to be
2 major clusters, one of which has 3 minor subset clusters at the beginning
with a significant link to the 3 vertical clusters in (b)(ii).
Paper V describes in greater detail the reasoning behind correlations between the entropy distributions and actual features from the protocol packets
with corresponding activities being undertaken.
Entropy-based Prediction Experiments and Results
From the observations that are seen through the trends and clustering of entropy values among network protocols in their normal usage and their DNS
tunneled counterparts, we design an unsupervised learning protocol prediction
algorithm (MeanDiff). This algorithm is implemented into a prototype protocol prediction tool and we evaluate its performance in predicting HTTP and
FTP traffic within DNS tunneled traffic samples assumed to be unknown.
Briefly, the algorithm calculates the average entropy of the request packets
of a packet series of HTTP traffic and another of FTP traffic. Given an unknown DNS tunneling series of packets (or part of a session), the entropy of
its DNS query name request packets are calculated. A fixed length sample of
90% of the entropy series is taken and averaged. 1000 sample series with a
random starting point are picked to result in 1000 averages, which are then
also averaged. This gives a single average entropy score of the series of packets. The difference between this average entropy score and the average entropy
of the plain ground truth HTTP and FTP series is taken. The prediction chosen
is the ground truth to which the score difference is smaller.
The tool implemented with this algorithm is tested against a dataset of 20
samples that we created using our DNS tunneling set up with 8 HTTP over
DNS traffic samples and 12 FTP over DNS traffic samples. The protocol prediction results are summarized in the following confusion matrix.
Table 5: Proof-of-Concept Classifier tool performance Confusion Matrix

N=20
Actual

HTTP
FTP

Predicted
HTTP
FTP
5
3
2
10
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The prediction results indicate an overall accuracy of approximately 75%.
The recall rate for HTTP is 62.5% (5/8), while that for FTP is 83.3% (10/12).
The precision for FTP is 76.9% (10/13), while that of HTTP is 71.4% (5/7).
Overall, visual comparison in the graphs and the results from our experiments seem to validate our hypothesis that there is some relationship between
plain protocol distributions and their DNS tunneled equivalents. Our tool also
indicates that this entropy-based triage technique shows promise for the automated discovery of network protocols within DNS tunnels for digital forensic
investigations.

4.3.2. Summary of Paper VI
Harnessing Predictive Models for Assisting Network Forensic Investigations
of DNS Tunnels
Motivation
Following the promising results in Paper V, indicating the viability of using
unsupervised machine-learning techniques for assisting the triage process, we
extend our work to develop a method using supervised machine learning (predictive modelling) techniques. The work is also extended in that we seek to be
able to discover more network protocols being tunneled within DNS tunnels
as well as evaluate and compare the performance of the predictive modeling
techniques used on a larger dataset of DNS tunneling network traffic captures.
This is done in order to gauge the viability of this method and identify the best
predictive modeling techniques for machine-learning based triage of network
protocols within DNS tunnels.
Method
We design a feature-based method that uses only numerical characteristics of
DNS tunneling traffic samples in order to be able to predict the network protocols being tunneled within. The features chosen are the DNS Query name
entropy, the IP packet length and the DNS Query Name Length, motivated by
our previous work and the usage of similar features in related literature.
Our method consists of 3 main steps, that is, Feature Engineering, Model
Construction and Protocol Prediction as described briefly below and illustrated in Figure 26.
i. Feature Engineering
In this step, the 3 chosen features are derived from each packet in a given DNS
tunneling packet capture series, that is, the IP Packet Length, the DNS Query
Name Length a calculation of the entropy of the DNS Query Name. The average value of each feature in the series is then calculated, resulting in a 3feature summarized representation of the DNS tunneling packet series that
could potentially have had tens of thousands of packets.
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Figure 26: Method for Developing and Testing Predictive models for Network Protocol
Prediction in DNS Tunnels

ii. Model Construction
The extracted features from a training dataset are fed into a given supervised
machine learning algorithm as part of training phase in order to construct a
classifier model. The algorithms (predictive modeling techniques) chosen for
this study include k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN), Decision Trees, Support
Vector Machines (SVM) and Neural Networks as they have shown competitive performance in previous related network traffic classification studies.
iii. Protocol Prediction
Given a new, previously unseen DNS tunneling traffic capture series, the 3parameter feature set is extracted from this and is fed into the given trained
classifier model. The 3-parameter feature set is compared to the internal model
and the resulting output is a class prediction. Essentially, the chosen class prediction corresponds to the network protocol that fits best to the criteria of the
classifier model.
Dataset Creation and Experiments
In order to evaluate our method, we needed to have a DNS tunneling data set,
which, as already mentioned, is not readily available. The dataset we used in
Paper V was too small thus we needed to generate a larger dataset. In this new
dataset we also considered more protocols as tunneled within DNS tunnels.
The 4 protocols considered are HTTP, HTTPS, FTP and POP3 and a dataset
of 211 samples of DNS tunneling traffic were created, with just over 50 samples of each individual protocol being tunneled over DNS.
Using Python, scripts were written in order to extract the required features
from the dataset. The approach used for choosing samples for training and
testing was the repeated 10-fold cross-validation technique in order to ensure
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coverage and non-biased models. Using the caret library and the R statistical
programming language, training was performed, models were created, tested
and their performance measured. The performance of our previous MeanDiff
algorithm with the new data set was also benchmarked.
Results and Observations
The results from the performance evaluation are summarized in the following
table:
Table 6: Summary Performance Metrics of Predictive Models and MeanDiff

98

48

100

51

100

95%

50%

HTTPS

78

84

82

88

83

83

91

89

0

0

POP3

98

95

96

100

97

97

99

100

0

0

Multinomial Neural networks are seen to provide the overall highest accuracy of 95%, with the rest of the supervised learning methods showing at least
90% accuracy. On average the multinomial neural networks also produced the
highest precision and recall values. Despite having a high recall rate of 100%,
our previous method is seen to not perform well in terms of accuracy. This is
because it is seen to perform poorly with distinguishing protocols that are similar in nature, that is, HTTP vs HTTPS and FTP vs POP3.
Neural networks and Support Vector Machines are seen to have good performance, however they suffer from a lack of easy interpretability. That is, the
reasoning behind the weights that guide the functions used for classification
within such algorithms are often not easily justifiable. On the other hand, Decision Trees and k-NN offer more interpretability as can be seen in Figure 27
and Figure 28, however their performance is slightly weaker. In deciding
which classifier is best for the prediction of network protocols within DNS
tunnels, a trade-off must be made in terms of performance versus interpretability. This trade-off is a key concern in the use of machine-learning techniques to aid automation in digital forensic investigations. This is because in
forensic investigation the provenance and justification for certain reasoning/
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Accuracy

100
91%

Recall

98

91

MeanDiff

Precision

100
92%

89

Accuracy

98

Recall

100
90%

86

Multinomial
Neural Network

Precision

100

84

Accuracy

100

81

Recall

FTP

88

SVM
(Radial Kernel)

Precision

80

Accuracy

84

Recall

Recall

HTTP

Accuracy

Metrics
(%)
Protocols

Precision

Decision Trees
(CART)

5-NN

Precision

Classifiers

judgements is often quite important. This is an open question, requires further
research and is not discussed further in this study.

Figure 27: Accuracy of k-Nearest Neighbours (k-NN) with varying k values

Figure 28: Decision Tree split criteria with best Accuracy

Beyond the functionality of our method in facilitating machine learningbased discovery of network protocols within DNS tunneling traffic, our
method helps in the reduction of potentially large sized network traffic captures to a much smaller 3-digit feature set. Additionally, once training is completed, the network protocol prediction is instantaneous. Furthermore, since
supervised machine learning algorithms can learn from new instances, the
classifier model can be retrained in the future. Finally, it preserves privacy to
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a certain extent since only numeric features are used and the data within the
packets is not reconstructed or viewed per se.

4.3.3. Summary of Paper VII
Coriander: A Toolset for Generating Realistic Android Digital Evidence Datasets
Motivation
As with other-fields of digital forensics, the realms of mobile and memory
forensics are faced with the same challenges of volume, largely manual reconstruction and the potential for being widely invasive in terms of privacy. A
need for more focused identification of digital evidence within mobile and
memory related digital evidence is needed in order to help reduce the workload on forensic analysts as well as to help reduce the likelihood of unnecessarily inspecting sensitive/private data. Automated techniques are needed to
enable prioritization of certain pieces of evidence (such as particular processes
in memory) that are more likely to be implicated in malicious activity. Applications of machine learning-based triage have been utilized in relation to disk
based evidence, as seen in previous work, and in network traffic-based digital
evidence as seen in Paper V and VII. Thus we follow this same path to apply
machine-learning based triage techniques to the intersection of mobile and
memory forensics, aiming to identify processes in memory that warrant deeper
inspection.
In order to do this, we first need a significantly large dataset of mobile process memory dumps. As there is no dataset available, to the best of our
knowledge, we first need to create a dataset. Thus in this paper we first set out
to develop a toolset for generating Android process memory dumps.
The Coriander Toolset
The Coriander Toolset is built using Python, the Java Android libraries and
Native C code. The toolset is composed of 2 main components, that is the
Coriander1 application and the AndroMemDump2 application, which are both
open source projects and their source code is available online on Github. The
components and functionality are briefly described here and illustrated in Figure 29. Further information is available in Paper VII.
i. The Coriander application
The Coriander application is composed of 3 sub-components (SDK Tools,
APK Tools and the Cookbook) whose main aim is to facilitate the coordination
of the Android Emulator, running given APKs and initiating the memory
1
2

https://github.com/irvinhomem/Coriander
https://github.com/irvinhomem/AndroMemDumpBeta
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dumping facilities. More specifically the SDK tools provide wrappers for controlling the emulator which runs a virtual Android OS instance, and the Android Debug Bridge which facilitates communication with the emulator. The
APK tools component provides an interface to a repository of Android APKs
to run, as well as functionality wrappers of the AXMLParser to parse APK
files in order to extract internal package names, permissions and activities
which are necessary to enable execution. The Cookbook maintains the Recipe
class which provides the overall instructions for coordinating the Emulator
through the SDK Tools component, and the APKs being installed through the
APK tools component.
ii. The AndroMemdump application
The AndroMemDump application is an Android Application built with Java
(Android) and Native C code. The Native C code enables low level access to
the ptrace system call that can be harnessed to capture process memory on
Linux based systems. Being cross-compiled, the resulting executables allow
for the app to be run on a variety of architectures i.e. x86, x64, armeabi and
mips. The Android application itself provides a portable means to transport
and install this process memory dumping utility executable. The AndroMemdump application facilitates storage of the captured process memory on internal storage, an SD card, or transmission to a remote location.

Figure 29: The Components of the Coriander Toolset
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Dataset Creation Experiment Results and Discussion
In order to run the Coriander Toolset in an experiment to generate Android
application process memory dumps, an APK repository and an appropriate
Android OS system image were needed. The APK repository chosen was
sourced from the AndroZoo Project (Allix et al., 2016) containing over 5 million APKs from different Android application markets. An Android OS version 5.1 system image was customized in order to ensure persistent root access
using the su binary and the SuperUser access control app from “Chainfire”
(Jorrit Jongma). Also we installed the AndroMemdump APK onto our customized system image.. Having these in the pre-built /system partition image
avoids the necessity to reinstall the aforementioned superuser and memory
dumping utilities on each wipe, which would have caused unnecessary delays.
A simple recopying of the /system image was faster than the reinstallation and
rooting process.
Using the aforementioned repository and OS image, the toolset was run.
The aim was to achieve at least 1000 process memory dumps for each category
- of benign and malicious APKs. Eventually, 1187 process dumps from benign
APKs were collected and 1188 from malicious APKs, resulting in a total of
2375 process memory dumps. From these, only the strings were preserved.
This was because of available space limitations as each original process
memory dump ranged between 0.8-1.5 GB, while the constituent strings were
only a couple of tens of megabtyes (MB), generally less than 40MB.
It is observed that it took 2321 and 7479 sampling rounds from the APK
repository in order to achieve the given benign and malicious process memory
dumps, respectively. This was due to various reasons that prevented several
of the sampled apps from running, including API level (OS version) incompatibility, corrupt manifest files, programming bugs in the APK developers
code, and native code compiled for a different architecture than the x86 one
our platform was running on.
The resulting dataset of 2375 process memory dump strings is made freely
available online. Beyond our own future research efforts in Machine-learning
based triage for memory forensics, the intention for this is to enable the research community at large to also make use of it to further the body of
knowledge in this same area, or other related areas where it may be useful.
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5. Concluding Remarks
“After climbing a great hill, one only finds that
there are many more hills to climb.”
- Nelson Mandela

This section presents a brief discussion of the results from the annexed publications and relates them to the contributions made towards addressing the research questions posed at the beginning of this study. A brief recapitulation of
the work accomplished is made, and this thesis concludes with a mention of
some of the limitations experienced and insights into some possible avenues
for future work.

5.1. Discussion
The digital forensic investigation process has been beset with several challenges in the highly digitalized and networked environments of today resulting
in major delays and backlogs in processing cases in digital forensics labs.
Some of the major challenges include the rising volume of digital evidence
involved in investigations, the heterogeneity of digital evidence sources, the
evidence-centricity of industry standard tools, a deficiency in the availability
of a highly skilled work-force and the great effort required in the largely manual and time-consuming activities involved in the overall process.
The main research question of this thesis is stated as:
Given the challenges facing digital investigations today, how can automation be harnessed to make digital forensic investigations in highly networked
environments faster and less human-labour intensive?
This research question set out to find ways of how automation can be harnessed throughout the different stages of the digital forensic process, seeking
to utilize machines and networks in order to help speed up the process and
alleviate the burden from the digital forensic analysts. To this end, this study
focused on 4 main areas, as identified in the sub-questions in Section 1.4, and
paraphrased below:
1) The requirements and architectural design for an automated system for
digital forensic investigations in highly networked environments;
2) The viability of remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices as a
means to speed up acquisition;
3) The automated integration and correlation of multiple heterogeneous
evidence sources to speed up and reduce the human labour effort required in evidence analysis; and,
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4)

Harnessing machine learning techniques to automate triage in order to
help focus acquisition or analysis of digital evidence towards the most
likely relevant pieces of data to the investigation.

The contributions and the research questions they answer are highlighted in
the following subsections.
Requirements and Architectural Design for Automation
SQ1: In a highly networked environment, what key requirements and
architectural design could support automation at each phase of the digital forensics process, to promote speed and reduce manual labour?
The requirements and architectural contributions for an automated system for
performing digital forensic investigations in highly networked environments
are mainly seen Paper I, Paper II and Paper III.
In Paper I and II the requirements highlighted include distribution, universality, responsiveness, integrity, privacy and security. The initial LEIA architecture is aimed at achieving these requirements through combining the
strengths of various technologies, such as hypervisors, peer-to-peer network
overlays, semantic web technologies and distributed filesystems. The main
components of the 4 –tiered system architecture are the Host-based Hypervisor (HbH), the Peer-to-Peer distribution architecture (P2P-da), the Cloudbased-Backend (CBB) and the Law Enforcement Controller (LEC).
From a digital forensic investigation process point of view, the initial Preparation and Evidence identification phases are mainly carried out by the HbH
systems in conjunction with the CBB. The Acquisition phase is mainly handled through the P2P-da, however there is also interaction with the HbH systems and the CBB in the transfer and eventual storage of the digital evidence.
The Evidence Analysis phase is handled via the LEC with the data stored at
the CBB.
Primarily the focus of Paper I and II was to introduce the requirements and
propose an architecture of a system for enabling machine-to-machine communication to assist automation of digital forensic investigations. Despite the
benefits of the automation of several of the phases of the digital forensic investigation process as indicated in Paper I and II, feedback from reviewers
indicated that there were still concerns about the centralized storage of all digital evidence. This was due to the potential for a single actor to be in control
of this that could raise trust, privacy and surveillance concerns. Thus, further
independence was sought in Paper III by using P2P overlays to decentralize
all major functions undertaken in the digital forensic investigation process in
order to democratize the control and reduce the potential for a single point of
failure.
Several types of P2P overlays are analyzed and their strengths harnessed to
towards decentralization. The main overlays infused into the digital forensic
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process, within the new system architecture, are DHT based structured overlays and publish subscribe overlays, and their usage is briefly outlined below:
 The Triage phase is decentralized with DHT-based structured overlays
such as Chord (Stoica et al., 2001).
 Decentralization of the originally centralized BitTorrent (Cohen, 2003)
tracker for initiating Acquisition is facilitated through a DHT-based structured overlay
 Smartly targeted distributed processing for Evidence Analysis is supported
through gradient overlays and epidemic overlays such as CyClon
(Voulgaris, Gavidia and Steen, 2005).
 Reporting, faster cross-referencing and searching (lookups) are to be supported by DHT-based structured overlays; and
 Response and remediation actions are coordinated through publish-subscribe overlays such as SpiderCast (Chockler et al., 2007)
Together the proposed enhancements enable more independent machine-to
machine interaction throughout the entire digital forensic investigation process. This could relieve the burden from forensic analysts by having machines
do the bulk of the work (evidence identification, acquisition, and analysis)
before needing human intervention. Also the digital evidence storage is decentralized alleviating the trust, privacy and surveillance concerns of having
central control by a single body.
Thus, the definition of requirements and the system architectures designed
in alignment to these requirements contribute towards addressing the first subquestion (SQ1) relating to the architecture for a system to support automation
in digital forensic investigations to promote speed and reduce the burden on
the human analyst.
Network Considerations for Remote Acquisition of Mobile Devices
SQ2: In a bid to speed up the acquisition phase for mobile devices on
the move, how suitable and effective is remote evidence acquisition in
achieving this, and what network paradigm would best support this?
The idea here was to evaluate the viability of remote evidence acquisition of
a typical device, such as a mobile device, found in a highly networked environment. This was done as a first step towards realizing the proposed LEIA
system architecture, targeting the responsiveness requirement already identified, and furthering the automation of the evidence acquisition phase.
The aim was to develop and evaluate the suitability and performance of a
baseline client-server remote acquisition tool as an initial exploratory study
into the possible network paradigms that could support remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices in highly networked environments. A simplified
client-server based tool, using a single TCP-based network connection, was
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built to extract partitions from mobile device disks, compress, encrypt and
transfer them over to a distributed filesystem storage location.
The performance of the tool, in terms of speed of the transfer process of
increasing partition sizes, was tested and benchmarked for 3 different resource
constrained (≤ 1GB RAM, ≤ 1.5GHz Dual Core) mobile devices in Paper I.
Similarly, in Paper II, performance in terms of speed was benchmarked on 2
more powerful, state of the art (≥ 2GB RAM, ≥ 1.5GHz Dual Core), mobile
devices, at that time.
In terms of speeds, the results showed that smartphones that are relatively
resource deprived seemed to exhibit a trend of deterioration in performance
with an exponential increase in time taken with increasing partition sizes.
However with the “state of the art” more powerful devices, they exhibited a
more linear relationship with an increase in partition size being dumped – at
least up to the maximum internal storage size limit of these devices. Data sizes
larger than the internal storage size were not tested in Paper II, with external
storage media such as SD cards, as only one of the 2 smartphones supported
external media expansion slots.
Additionally, in Paper II the reliability of the single TCP-based network
connection in performing the remote evidence transfer of increasing disk partition sizes was also evaluated. This was measured through measuring the
number of successful evidence acquisition events out of 10 trials, for increasing partition sizes. This effectively gave a success rate of the process with
increasing partition sizes.
The results showed that as the partition sizes increase, the success rate of
performing a successful remote acquisition decreased. This was attributed to
the increase in the time window, with larger data sizes requiring longer transfer sessions, leading to a higher likelihood that a random network failure could
break the single TCP connection. It was also observed that the mobile devices
would begin to experience erratic behavior (such as random freezes or reboots) as the available storage space came closer to being depleted. These
would necessarily interrupt the network transfer process and result in a failure.
It should be noted that the only reliability mechanisms (recovery / retransmission) available were those inherently built into the TCP protocol – often
termed as “best-effort reliability”. The tool itself relied only on these in order
to evaluate the simple TCP-based client-server paradigm. If the TCP connection itself terminated unexpectedly during transmission, the entire evidence
transmission would fail.
In the reliability tests for Paper II, only the 2 more powerful devices were
tested as the older 3 resource constrained devices were no longer available.
However, it should be mentioned that the initial idea to test the reliability was
discovered in the experiments for Paper I, where it was commonly seen that
several trials were needed to achieve a single successful acquisition that could
be timed.
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From the experiments and observations seen in Paper I and II, it is seen that
remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices is possible. This addresses the
first part of the second sub-question (SQ2). However it is seen that resource
constrained devices scale poorly with a single-TCP connection client-server
based paradigm. This suggests that other network paradigms that use either
multiple TCP connections or multiple redundant UDP frames might be more
suitable. Settling on a multi-connection TCP-based paradigm, protocols such
as SCTP with multi-homing, or the BitTorrent P2P protocol are suggested as
possibly more reliable options. Multiple TCP connections offer several benefits depending on how they are configured. They may facilitate redundancy,
or they could help overcome default small TCP buffer sizes and the effects of
the Bandwidth Delay Product, by maximizing bandwidth usage through artificially increasing the cumulative buffer size with having multiple connections
– thereby facilitating transfer of different parts of the same large file simultaneously. The BitTorrent protocol implements similar functionality, but also
said to have a bandwidth greedy algorithm that may help improve the throughput even more. Thus it may be the favoured approach as it promotes the speed
agenda more.
In terms of reliability, the single TCP-client server paradigm is not seen to
fare well with increasing data sizes to transfer. A multi-TCP connection paradigm or the BitTorrent protocol could offer the desired redundancy. SCTP
offers multiple TCP connections between 2 entities on a one to one basis. The
BitTorrent protocol on the other hand offers the possibility of multiple TCP
connections from multiple sources to potentially multiple destinations. This
offers the dual benefit of redundancy of the source, as well as the redundancy
of the connections and the destinations. Thus overall, in terms of speed and
reliability, the BitTorrent protocol has the most potential to be a better candidate than the single TCP-based paradigm for facilitating the remote evidence
acquisition of mobile devices in highly networked environments. This insight
contributes towards addressing the second sub-question (SQ2).
Automating Integration and Correlation in Forensic Analysis
SQ3: In the analysis phase, how can multiple heterogeneous evidence
sources be uniformly represented and integrated, in order to enable machine-driven correlation, reasoning and searching, so as to speed up
analysis and reduce the human effort required?
The analysis phase is a largely manual, effort intensive and time consuming
process that is further hindered due to large volumes of digital evidence, the
multiplicity of devices seen in cases, the heterogeneity of evidence sources
and the evidence-centricity of industry standard tools.
In order to address these challenges, Paper IV presents a method for uniform semantic representation, integration, correlation and machine driven reasoning among heterogeneous evidence sources so as to facilitate automated
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digital forensic analysis. This essentially fosters automation in the Analysis
phase of the digital forensic investigation process aimed at answering SQ3..
The method itself initially entails the building of ontologies and parsers that
extract evidence artifacts from heterogeneous evidence sources, such as disk
images and network traffic logs, in order to semantically represent them in an
RDF-tuple format, respecting relationships as defined within the specific evidence type ontology. These simply linked semantic representations of individual evidence sources can then be input into automated ontology reasoning engines (such as the Pellet OWL reasoning engine) that use simple logic among
the existing relationships to infer new axioms and thus relationships that enable deeper linkage of the evidence artifacts. This helps in providing a first
level of integration and correlation. For even deeper, more complex reasoning,
the linked evidence corpus can be fed into a Rule-based inference/reasoning
engine (such as the SPARQL rule engine). Here investigators or analysts can
use their expert knowledge to define specific rules to assist the inference process. The ontological and rule-based reasoning processes are iterative, and as
such the output from one can provide feedback into the other, in order to progressively improve the reasoning and further enrich the corpus with links.
In order to demonstrate this automation through pipelining these processes,
this method was implemented in a Java program and simple lightweight ontologies for disk evidence and network logs were created using the Protégé
ontology building tool. The Java program used the ontology definitions in order to extract the defined artifacts from disk images and network logs and
present them in the RDF-tuple format, which was stored as a single file. This
single file was then fed into the Pellet ontology engine and subsequently into
the SPARQL engine, which had some predefined rules built. The result was a
highly linked graph that could be queried through using the SPARQL Query
Language.
An experiment was performed in order to evaluate whether this method can
work by simulating a security breach, collecting the digital evidence and submitting it into our automated analysis tool. The experiment itself involved a
“Drive-by-Download” security breach which involves an unknowing user
clicking on an unsuspected link that initiates a download of a malicious executable file over the network, subsequent storage on the filesystem and eventual execution of the file. This experiment was conducted in a virtual sandboxed environment by the authors such that no external parties were affected.
The network traffic and the disk images from the device were collected and
submitted to our tool which used the ontologies, parsers and reasoning engines
resulting in the highly linked enriched corpus of digital evidence.
As a means to evaluate that the method worked in the experiment, specially
defined SPARQL queries were defined in order to test whether reasoning and
linkage between the different evidence sources (disks and network traffic) was
performed evidencing successful automated correlation. As the desired result
of the queries was achieved, as is seen in Paper IV, the method can be said to
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have successfully facilitated automated integration, correlation and reasoning
over heterogeneous evidence sources – thereby providing a means to automate
digital forensic analysis. This contributes towards addressing the third subquestion (SQ3).
Machine-Learning based Triage for Network and Memory Forensics
SQ4: To what extent can certain Machine Learning techniques be harnessed to promote speed and reduce effort required in the evidence identification and analysis phases of a digital investigation?
In the face of large volumes of digital evidence to acquire and analyze, triage
has become an important process in evidence identification which may be
done just prior to acquisition or analysis. Triage involves quickly identifying
parts of digital evidence sources that should be prioritized for acquisition or
analysis. It serves as a means to reduce the evidence dataset to enable relieve
the analyst from the burden of volume. Furthermore, it can be used as a means
to promote privacy, in that it can help separate evidence that is highly likely
to be implicated, from that which may be personally identifiable information
that is likely not related to the case at hand.
Automation of the triage process through the use of machine learning techniques is the main concern of Paper V, Paper VI and to a certain extent Paper
VII. The aim is to evaluate the extent to which Machine learning techniques
can be applied to triage of different evidence sources and thus address SQ4.
Machine-learning based triage has been applied on disk-based evidence to
identify certain files – often images – that are likely to be linked to certain
types of investigation such as child sexual exploitation. Paper V and Paper VI
evaluate different machine learning techniques as applied to the triage of network traffic, specifically in the discovery of network protocols being covertly
tunneled within DNS tunneling techniques. Paper VII starts off research into
applying machine learning techniques onto memory dumps in order to quickly
identify particular processes within memory dumps that might warrant deeper
inspection. In all the Papers (V, VI, VII) relating to machine learning based
triage, data sets were required and needed to be generated.
Paper V focused on the analysis of the entropy of network protocols and
the correlation to their DNS tunneled equivalents. It was hypothesized that the
entropy distributions of network protocols are maintained within their tunneled equivalents as long as encryption is not enforced. The intuition behind
this originated from the idea that network protocols generally use a fixed set
of vocabulary in their interactions. Two protocols were analyzed in this initial
study: HTTP and FTP. The focus was on the “requests” of the network protocols as these were deemed to be more stable in their vocabulary as opposed to
the responses which could contain almost any form of data.
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The entropy of sequences of FTP and HTTP packet series and their DNS
tunneled equivalents were plotted on charts in order to make visual comparison and identify particular protocol behaviour as seen to correspond across the
charts. Clustering of certain packets was seen to represent certain behaviour.
From this observation, a protocol prediction tool based on an algorithm using
unsupervised learning techniques (Euclidian distance-based pattern matching
of averages) was developed and its performance evaluated on a relatively
small dataset of 20 DNS tunneling packet capture sequences. An accuracy of
75% was achieved in distinguishing HTTP from FTP when tunneled over
DNS. This result indicated that there was some relationship between the entropies. The unsupervised machine learning technique demonstrated an automated means for quickly triaging DNS tunneling traffic to identify instances
where either HTTP or FTP were in use, without the need for human intervention. This contributes towards addressing the fourth sub-question (SQ4) regarding how machine learning techniques can be further used to assist triage.
Paper VI aimed to extend on the work begun in Paper V – still directed
towards triaging DNS tunneling network traffic. In Paper VI the focus was on
developing a method using well established supervised machine learning (predictive modeling) techniques and evaluating how well they perform. This
study also expanded on the scope of protocols to 4 (HTTP, FTP, HTTPS and
POP3) and the dataset was also increased from 20 samples to 211 samples.
The method described in Paper VI involved feature extraction, model construction and finally the stage of predicting protocols with DNS tunnels. Three
features were used: DNS Query Name Entropy, DNS Query Name Length and
IP Packet length. In the model construction, 4 different predictive modelling
techniques were used: k-Nearest Neighbours, Decision Trees, Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines. The models arising from these were
evaluated using the dataset of 211 and their performance benchmarked against
the MeanDiff technique developed in Paper V. The repeated 10-fold crossvalidation approach was used for the sampling for training (model construction) and evaluation (protocol prediction). The results showed that Multinomial Neural Networks demonstrated the best performance (95% accuracy),
with Decision Trees (92%), SVM (91%) and 5-NN (90%) performing slightly
worse, but significantly better than the older technique that we developed
(50%). The reason for the low performance of the MeanDiff technique in distinguishing the 4 protocols using only entropy was seen to be that it performed
poorly in distinguishing HTTP from HTTPS, and FTP from POP3. This means
that it struggles to distinguish protocols that are highly similar in average entropy patterns. Paper VI conclusively shows that supervised learning predictive modelling techniques are superior in assisting the prediction of protocols
within DNS tunnels for triage. However, choosing which is best for enabling
Machine-learning-based triage is still a challenge. This is because of the need
for interpretability of the results which would be important in forensic investigations in order to be able to explain why certain pieces of evidence may
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have been excluded or included. For this case it seems as though Decision
Trees may provide the best trade-off with interpretability and performance
(accuracy) in prediction.
The work in Paper VI demonstrates the viability of using supervised learning (predictive modeling) techniques to help automate the triage process of
identifying network protocols tunneled within DNS tunnels. The performance
shows that for certain cases where speed may be of essence, the trade off with
taking 95% accuracy (in the case of Neural networks), or 92% accuracy (with
Decision Trees) through an automated technique might be worth considering,
in lieu of painstaking and time-consuming manual reconstruction and analysis. Thus, our method can enable faster evidence identification and reduce the
labour effort required by forensic analysts, which contributes towards addressing the fourth sub-question (SQ4) and the overall research question of this
study.
Memory forensics is particularly tasking in that it often requires the manual
reconstruction of previously unseen data structures in memory dumps from a
variety of different application processes. Paper VII introduces the idea of using machine-learning-based triage in order to automate the identification of
suspicious processes within Android memory dumps to help the analyst zero
in faster on particular potentially significant artifacts of interest. In order to
evaluate machine learning techniques for this application area, a dataset of
process memory dumps was needed, however there are none freely available,
to the best of our knowledge. Thus, this introductory paper aimed at developing an automated tool for generating realistic Android process memory
dumps. The Coriander Toolset was developed for this and it was used to generate a dataset of 2375 process memory dumps (1187 benign and 1188 malicious). This dataset has been made available online to the wider research community.
Though machine learning-based triage for memory forensics was not actually performed in this paper, Paper VII contributes towards furthering research
in this area through availing a dataset that was hitherto not available, as well
as creating a tool that can enable larger datasets to be created in an automated
fashion. Thus it is seen as a stepping stone for our future work in automated
triage for memory forensics, as well as a contribution towards promoting
greater automation for the digital forensic investigation process.
Overall, Machine-learning based triage is seen to provide a quick automated method for reducing the volumes of digital evidence in order to swiftly
focus efforts on areas of evidence that are more likely to yield meaningful
results. In this way the precursory stages to acquisition and analysis efforts
can be sped up and the effort of the analyst reduced through harnessing computing power to intelligently select and prioritize evidence artifacts. This contributes towards addressing the fourth sub-question (SQ4). In addition to this
contribution, some level of privacy can be achieved through using machine
learning techniques to process only superficial non-sensitive data, in order to
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make decisions for prioritization, without necessarily having to undertake
deep invasive extraction of privacy sensitive data.

5.2. Concluding Summary
The main research question of this thesis is stated as:
Given the challenges facing digital investigations today, how can automation be harnessed to make digital forensic investigations in highly networked
environments faster and less human-labour intensive?
Through various studies, this thesis set out to explore ways in which automation techniques can be built into the digital forensic investigation process in
order to help speed up investigations and reduce the manual effort required
from forensic analysts. The approach entailed designing, implementing and
evaluating various combinations of technological solutions to harness computing power and networks towards fostering the automation needs within the
individual phases of the digital forensics process. Four sub-questions were derived from the main research question and clustered into three major areas of
study (Section 4.1, 4.2, 4.3). From these areas, six main contributions were
realized in order to address the main research question.
i. The requirements of an automated system for enabling machine-driven
digital forensic investigations among highly networked devices are studied
in Paper I, II and III. This is directed towards reducing human intervention
and increasing the speeds of evidence identification, acquisition, analysis,
reporting and remediation within the digital forensic process.
ii. The system architecture and functionality of the various components of the
LEIA architecture are defined and described incrementally in Paper I, II
and III. These are aligned with the initially defined requirements in Paper
I and II, with further requirements defined in Paper III resulting in architectural changes also.
iii. The viability of remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices and supporting network paradigms are studied in Paper I and II as a means to automate the evidence acquisition phase. The benefit of this is to speed up
the process by eliminating the need (and time taken) for locating and physically seizing mobile devices.
iv. Automation within the analysis phase of the digital forensic investigation
process was addressed in Paper IV through enabling uniform representation, integration, automated reasoning and intelligent querying over multiple heterogeneous evidence sources. This speeds up forensic analysis by
facilitating automated correlation across different evidence sources and reduces the burden on the analyst/investigator by allowing them to feed in
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simple high-level queries in order to extract evidence knowledge – which
is generated through machine-driven automated reasoning.
v. Evidence identification in the form of Triage is automated through the use
of Machine learning based techniques as seen in Paper V, VI and VII.
Novel methods are developed for automatically triaging network traffic
based digital evidence using machine learning techniques to identify certain protocols within DNS tunneling sequences. Paper VII introduces the
concept of using machine-learning-based triage for memory forensics,
however, the main contribution of this paper is the tool for generating the
large datasets required for the eventual testing and evaluation of machinelearning techniques for this goal, which is seen as future work. Machinelearning-based triage aids in quick data reduction, helps focus the analyst’s
efforts and can promote privacy to some extent.
vi. In order to facilitate research on Machine learning-based triage for network
forensics and memory forensics, datasets needed to be generated. Tools
were built in Paper V, VI and VII in order to generate the required realistic
datasets. Though the tools and datasets developed were not the major focus
in Paper V and VI, they were key enablers of the evaluation process. Paper
VII focuses solely on building a novel tool for generating an Android process memory dataset to be used in future work for evaluating the viability
of Machine learning based triage for memory forensics. Thus the dataset
generation and the tools built serve as a contribution to this thesis.
From these contributions, it can be seen that several techniques for enhancing
automation have been infused into the various phases of the digital forensics
process facilitating more machine driven processes in order to help increase
the speed at which investigations are handled and reduce the human effort
expended. This is mainly done through addressing the challenges currently
experienced including the volume of digital evidence, multiple devices involved, heterogeneous evidence formats, evidence centricity of tools and
largely manual techniques.
Summarily, the overall digital forensics process has been touched upon
through the requirements and system architecture provided to enhance automation (Paper I, II, III and SQ1); a method for remote evidence acquisition of
mobile devices was provided to enhance speed and reduce the effort required
in the evidence acquisition phase (Paper I, II and SQ2); a method for uniform
representation, integration, correlation and automated reasoning was provided
to help speed up and reduce the effort required in the analysis phase (Paper IV
and SQ3); and finally, machine learning techniques were harnessed to speed
up the identification of relevant areas of digital evidence and to reduce the
burden on analysts in evidence identification (triage) for the acquisition and
analysis phases of digital forensic investigations (Paper V, VI, VII and SQ4).
These artifacts presented contribute towards providing solutions to the overall
research question, addressing the practical problem experienced in the field,
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and thus it can be said that the main research question has been addressed to
a significant extent. However, it should be noted that there is still more work
to be done to fully address the practical problem. The contributions realized
here lay the foundation for this and future work, though they also have their
limitations as are discussed in the following section.

5.3. Limitations and Future Work
This study has proposed several techniques for enhancing automation in several of the phases in a digital forensic investigation. Summarily these techniques include remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices, automated integration, correlation and intelligent querying of multiple evidence sources, an
overall system architecture harnessing P2P overlays, hypervisors and distributed storage, and machine learning-based techniques for triage of digital evidence. It should be noted that the experiments performed, the methods developed and the tools built should only be viewed as proof-of-concept implementations. Further research, testing and enhancements need to be made in order
to attain the production ready versions. The limitations of these artifacts developed can be viewed as opportunities for future research.
In relation to remote evidence acquisition of mobile devices, though the
technique seems promising and viable, further testing with more mobile devices is still required. Furthermore, the proposed techniques for promoting
speed and reliability using an adapted BitTorrent protocol need to be developed and the performance evaluated. The experiments performed here only
relate to the remote evidence acquisition part of the P2P-da, and does not address the other components of the LEIA architecture.
From a broader perspective, in terms of the LEIA architecture, the individual components need to be developed and assessed in terms of how well they
meet their desired requirements. In particular, the Host-based-Hypervisor and
the Peer-to-Peer distribution architecture, where hypervisor-based acquisition
has not yet been developed as indicated in (Dykstra and Sherman, 2013), and
the various P2P overlay protocols proposed also need to be implemented and
tested. The implementation of the Cloud-based backend and the Law Enforcement controller also need to be done, and they may take form in either the
original system architecture (Paper I and II) or the enhanced architecture (Paper III) depending on the need for independence, privacy and scalability, i.e.
in a public network infrastructure, versus an internal corporate network infrastructure. For communication within the LEIA architecture, cryptographic
protocols and infrastructures still need to be built into the system architecture
to ensure appropriate encryption, integrity and authentication. Public key infrastructures, threshold cryptography and PGP techniques could be considered.
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Regarding the automation of the analysis phase, the method proposed for
integration, correlation and querying currently occurs from a single centralized location. Decentralized approaches may also be a possibility with recent
advances in distributed RDF storage, distributed inference engines and federated querying mechanisms (Quilitz and Leser, 2008), so as to better align with
the enhanced LEIA architecture in Paper III, availing better scalability and
reduced dependence on central control. Relating to ontologies, a single universal ontology approach may be considered (though adoption may struggle),
or further research into better methods for bridging concepts and relations
across multiple ontologies – which might be more practical and acceptable.
Also, the performance benefits that this method affords to analysts in terms of
speed increase, effort reduction and accuracy of results needs to be evaluated.
On the topic of machine-learning-based triage, we advanced the field from
this being performed only on disk evidence, to now also network traffic and
opened the path towards memory dumps. The studies we performed have only
a few number of samples for testing and training due to the lack of general
availability of datasets thus we had to generate our own realistic datasets.
Larger datasets with a greater variety (of protocols and processes) need to be
created/acquired in order to better test our techniques. Furthermore, as the datasets generated are synthetic, and at best, close to being realistic, it should be
noted that the performance of the machine learning models developed have
not yet been tested in a real world scenario.
As mentioned in Paper VII, the testing and evaluation of machine learning
algorithms, and respective features for triage in memory forensics is a certainly a promising area of future research. Another area that still requires research is the trade-off between accuracy, speed and interpretability. Digital
forensic investigations often require 100% accuracy - leaving no doubts - in
the acquisition and analysis, but this sacrifices time and effort. The question
of whether less than 100% accuracy is acceptable for triage is debatable and
still needs further research. The interpretability of the results from predictive
modelling techniques is also still an open question. In general less interpretable models provide better accuracy than more interpretable ones. Research
into the use of Random Forests, Bayesian techniques, graph mining, time series analysis and perhaps deep learning could be avenues of future research.
Ways to derive interpretability from these techniques for this particular application area of digital forensics triage or analysis should also be sought.
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“Good Morning!" said Bilbo, and he meant it. The sun was shining,
and the grass was very green. But Gandalf looked at him from under
long bushy eyebrows that stuck out further than the brim of his shady
hat.
"What do you mean?" he said. "Do you wish me a good morning, or
mean that it is a good morning whether I want it or not; or that you feel
good this morning; or that it is a morning to be good on?"
"All of them at once," said Bilbo. "And a very fine morning for a pipe
of tobacco out of doors, into the bargain.
– J.R.R. Tolkien, The Hobbit

